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LOCAL AFFAIRS.
NEW

'yyTE
our

Co—Help wanted.
Probate notices— IsaacS Cunningham etals.
Exr’s notice—Estate of Maurice R Rich.
Probate notice-Estate of William E Silsbee.
Norris I Higgins—In bankruptcy.
Hancock County savings bank—Notice of
foreclosure.
C L Morang—Help wanted.
C C Burrill & Son—Money to loan.
Hancock Co savings bank.
C W Grindal—Rock salt.
Harry C Austin A Co—Furniture and under-

ors,

dreds of patrons who will vouch for

have

accuracy, the security which we afford
and the completeness of the services

form for them.
If we render valuable service to
not to you?

depositwe

ADVERTISEMENTS THIS WEEK.

Dirigo Manufacturing

Are You Hesitating

taking.
Brooklin, Ml:

per-

Haskell Powers—Boat found.

Somerville, Mass:
The Economy Pure Food Co— Egg-ene.

others, why

New York:
Pine Pillow Co—Balsam fir

Do not hesitate because you fear your transactions
may be too
small for our consideration. Come in aud talk it over anyway.

twigs wanted.

SCHEDULE OF MAILS
AT RLLSWORTH pobtoffice.

effect Oct. 2, 1911.

In

BURRILL NATIONAL BANK,
ELLSWORTH.

MAILS RECEIVED.

From
From

OF

_

Wb6t—7.13 a m; 4.14,6.26 p m.
East—11.06, 11.57 a m; 5.47,10.52 p

|
m.

MAIL CLOSES AT POBTOFFICE.

Belonging

Here is

surely

a

safe

depository, where every dollar of every depositor is amply “backed” against loss. Women

by

have check accounts here have their
money
keeping at all times, yet make it easily
available on check as they desire. It’s the ideal
money-handling way. Open YOUR account

was

in

W. E. Clark has gone to Benedicts for
the winter.

EASTERN TRUST g BANKING CO.

W. J. Clark, jr., and wife
for a week’s visit.

Bangor/Malne.

are

in

Boston

Mrs. W. H. Parsons, of Newcastle, is the
guest of Rev. and Mrs. R. B. Mathews.
Mrs. B. F. Joy and daughter Eleanor
have returned from a visit in Westbrook.

Branches at Old town, Machlas and Dexter

:

I

F. Redman, of Dorchester, Mass., is
Ellsworth for a few days on business.

E.
in

Bernice E. Giles left this noon for
visit in Boston, New York
and Providence, R. I.
Miss

an

popular

of MrB. L.

in

YOU
and

tire
fed. Be

Another Analysis by Director of State
Laboratory of Hygiene.
Another analysis has been made of the
Ellsworth water by H. D. Evans, director

—

price.

occupying the Dresser house, recently sold
to George W. Higgins, has leased the Red-

I

man

get REFRESHO—the coffee that

hoc sold for

house

there

is known to everybod\ as the standard. The coffee that others are
computed with. Advance on Oct. 26.

l!aync-

years—that

on

Main street, and will

Chlorine—0.25.

Nitrogen—Nitrates, note; nitrites,
Oxygen consumed, 0.46.

move

soon.

Alkalinity—0.80.

Percy ;Guptill, of West /Sllsworth,
severely cut the fleshy part of his left
hand last Thursday, while cutting hooppoles. Thirteen stitches were necessary

!

A.

J.

Mrs. Cora S. Roberts, of Winter Harbor,
D. D. G. M., will pay her official visit of
inspection to Irene chapter, O. E. S., next
Friday evening. Supper will be served at
0 o’clock, followed by work.

HAYNES,
WHERE YOUR FRIENDS TRADE.

none.

Hardness—1.40.

Lieut. Martyn H. Shute, U. S. A., and
family have returned to Fort Russell,
Wyo., where he is stationed. Mrs. Shute
and child have spent the summer here;
Lieut. Shute the past month.

In a letter accompanying the analysis,
Evans says:

Dr.
I

j

The analysis of the fall sample of water
from your public supply, sent to me on the
10th inst., shows this water to be in its nsnal
first-class condition. There is no chemical ox
bacterial evidence of contact of this water
with sewerage wastes. The water is in its
usual condition for this season of the year,
and is a first-class drinking water in every
way.
______

Fire at Amherst.
The Ellsworth festival chorus will meet
Oct. 16 (special)—The barn of
Amherst,
at
hall
for
orto-morrow evening
.Society
J. O. Dunham was burned to-day, with all
season
1911-12.
for
the
A
full
ganization
its contents, including forty tons of hay,
attendance is specially requested, as busi100 bushels of oats, four sets of logging
ness of importance will be brought up.
sleds and chains, camping outfit for woods
The men’s banquet at the Methodist for fifteen or twenty men, one two-horse
church parlors last Friday /evening was a
express wagon and farming implements.
pleasant affair. It was entirely informal. The loss is estimated at $2,000; insurance
Toasts followed the banquet. Another only $200.
banquet will be held in about a month.
It is not known how the fire started.

The Ellsworth high school
team is

foot

ball

to arrange for a game with
Harbor for next Saturday. It

trying

Southwest

was hoped to have the game hero, but it
looks now as if the Ellsworth boys would
have to go to Southwest Harbor to get a

game.
An
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CDCCH

Loaf Bread

riVlwOll

I: Doughnuts

every

\\

day.

at KEARNS’
n

OOOuS

fx

—_
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L/C 1IV Civil

I find that lota of people
don’t know that I’m running
a

delivery

wagon.

DON'T FORGET
that to my stock of Groceries, Provisions, Fruit, Pro*
duce, etc., I am now carrying
<

FRESH

*

J I

<

MEATS
Ellsworth

TELEPHONE 13.

M&inBt.

Large, Beautiful

<

or

FERNS for

House and Porch Decorations.

RE8TAURANT
Open at all boon. Board by day

week

Bert of Cooking.
Beat ot Service.
Cor. Main and Hanooek Sts., Ellsworth. Maine

W. Cushman
Lncilius A. Emery

L. Elrie Holmes
John R. Holmes
R. B. Holmes
Arno W. King

Myer Gallert
John U. Graham
Henry

H.

Albert E. Mace
Frank C. Nash
John A. Peters
Bion M. Pike
Henry W. Sargent
Elmer P, 8pofiord
O. W. Tapley
John O. Whitney

Gray

We invite you to become a depositor with The Union Trnat Company of Ellsworth. You have only to glance over the list of our officers and directors to
know that your money Is safe under their supervision. The managers of this
institution are well known for their probity and business success Yon need
have no heeitatiou in entrusting your business or your savings to their care.
We take pleasure in offering you all the facilities of our institution and we
trust that you will avail yourself of them, and will favor us with your banking
business.

UNION TRUST COMPANY
v

^

—

The present Is a good time to
ferns of different varieties at

secure

desirable

ELLSWORTH GREENHOUSE.
Telephone 43.

oid-iasmonea

new

tugiami sapper

COMING EVENTS.

MULLAN-COLLINS.

ELLSWORTH.

—

A church

was

M. Mullan as bridesmaids.
escorted to the altar by her

Bangor.
Mrs. Pamelia Kichardson is spending
few days in Bar Harbor.

a

Wednesday evening, Oct. 25v 6.30 to 8
o’clock, at Methodist church parlors—Oldfashioned supper; 25 cents.
Monday evening, Oct. 30, at Odd Fellows
hall—Hallowe’en party by Ellsworth tele-

phone girls. Gentlemen,

en traine, with duchess lace trimmings and tulle veil. She carried a court
bouquet of bride roses. The maid-ofhonor wore white darned net, with cerise
velvet trimmings, blue beaver toque with
ostrich plumes, and carried white pinks.
The bridesmaids were dressed in pink
messaline trimmed with pink chiffon and
rosebuds, and carried daybreak pinks.

cents; ladies,

35

10 cents.
*

■■

Leaking fountain pens often
cured by rubbing a little vaseline
screw

be
their

may
on

threads.

SUfrottetnuirts.

The Quality Store
Austin & Co.

brother-in-law, Francis M. Gaynor, where
she was met by the groom, who was attended by William J. O’Connor, of Augusta. The ushers were John M. Lynch and
James E. Collins, of Bangor. The marriage
service of the church was performed by
Rev. Patrick F. Flanagan, pastor of St.
Joseph’s.
The bride’s dress was of white liberty
satin

after

the

ceremony

We have

some

the

bride and groom were driven to the home
of the bride, where the reception was held
from 4.30 to 5.30 o’clock. The house was
effectively decorated with beech leaves,
pine, Maine holly and Killarney roses.
The guests were received by the bride’s
mother, with Mr. and Mrs. E. J. Walsh
and Mr. and Mrs. John M. Lynch. Those
receiving with the bride and groom were
Mr. O’Connor, Miss Collins and Misses
Alice and Clara Mullan. Miss Giles
presided at the piano during the reception
hour. Delicious refreshments were served.
Roy C. Haines acted as usher at the re-

ception.

Out-of-town guests present at the wedding and reception were Mr. and Mrs.
John M. Lynch, Mr. and Mrs. James E.
Collins, Mr. and Mrs. D. H. Collins, Mrs.
J. L. Collins, Miss Agnes Collins, Miss
Delia Lynch, Mrs. Gorman, Mrs. Joseph
Minnie
Mooney, Misses Mary and
Cannon, Misses Mary and Lucy McNulty,
all of Bangor; Mr. and Mrs. Victor Smith,
and Mrs. Isaac Ralph, of Northeast Harbor.
It was only through the hard work of thd
The bride was the recipient of many
Amherst and Aurora that the
men of
beautiful and valuable presents. She has
house was saved. Mr. Dunham had a for several
years been one of the most
narrow escape from losing his life in the
efficient and faithful teachers in the Ellswhile
barn
to
save
trying
worth schools, and has hosts of friends.
burning
The groom is in charge of the boot and
property.
shoe department in C. L. Morang’s store,
and during his few years’ residence in
Fire at Bliiehlll.
Ellsworth has formed a constantly widenBlubhill, Oct. 17 (special)—Fire yes- ing circle of friends.
Mr. and Mrs. Collins left on the night
terday afternoon destroyed E. F. Hinckfor a short wedding trip, on their
ley’s stable and shed, with the greater Pullmanfrom
which they will make their
return
part of their contents. The loss is esti- home with the bride’s mother.
mated at (2,000.
The Are started soon after noon, and
AMUSEMENT NOTES.
with

will be served by the ladies of the Methodist church next Wednesday evening,
from 6.30 to 8 o'clock. The ladies will be
in costume of “ye olden time”, and a good
old-fashioned “spread” will load the
tables.
spread rapidly. The house was saved
L. W. Jordan, F. 8. Call and Dr. George difBcolty, the Bremen, with the chemical
work.
8. Hagerthy are attending the meeting of engine, doing good
The Are is supposed to have caught from
the grand lodge of Odd Fellows in Portland. W. A. Alexander will leave to- a spark from a bonfire.
night to attend the meeting of the grand
NORTH ELLSWORTH.
encampment. Mias Annie E. Gray is attending the session of the Bebekah asMrs. Abiah Nason is visiting relatives in

sembly.
Next Sunday evening Rev. E. D. Riser,
pastor of the Methodist church, will start
the question box which will be a regular
feature of the Sunday evening aervloes.
The question box will be opened, and all
appropriate questions will be answered or
discussed by the pastor. Questions for the

WEDDING BELLS.

values in

special

I. M. L. Couches
Also the Iron frame couches that are
so

popular.

Austin&Co.
Tel.

164, day; 34 4. night.

---vf<*'lt»...»-

1911

1873

Hancock Co. Savings
-Bank
Maine

Ellsworth,

It is the FIRST DOLLAR

that leads to the

FIRST

the

FIRST

HUNDRED;
THOUSAND
after that.
now; the
on

comes

Start

easier

Baving

habit will grow

you.

THE MAIN THING is to MAKE
A BEGINNING.

C. C. Burrill & Son

Money to Loan
ON

Bijou moving picture theatre is Improved, Productive Real Estate; ou
presenting excellent pictures and enterCollateral and Commercial Paper
taining vaudeville stunts.
To-night
Barrett and Bayne are on the boards in
ALSO DIALERS IN
singing, talking and yodeling, and for the
rest of the week Burt Durand, comedy
and Other Bonds
Municipal
of
will
in
a
whirlwind
fun,
tramp,
appear
dances, stories, songs, etc. Change of act of approved legality and ascertained
nightly. Three reels of pictures are
strength.
shown at each performance, and changed
The

three times each week.

16 STATE

STREET,

ELLSWORTH, MR.

Mrs. Bose Morton, of Friendship, is visiting her sister, Mrs. Lucy Msddocks.
Al. Bowden and wife, of Island Falls,
visited their cousin, Mrs. Arrie Higgins, a
box are Invited.
tew days last week.
Wallaoe MoOown and wife, with Teddy,
Rev. R. B. Mathews has placed the matter of the recent breaking Into and pillag- have returned home from Bar Harbor,
ing of his camp on the Bucks port road in where they been employed during the
I the hands of City Marshal Stuart, who has summer.
token tbe matter up vigorously, and feels

-=■.-

IRON

Henry

Immediately

Iron—.012.
Lead—None.
Colon bacillus—None.
Bacteria, per c. c—100.

to close the wound.

CASH QROCER.

Eugene Hale
W. A. Havey
Barney B. Havey
Frank L. Hodgkins

lan and Alice

Senator Hale left Ellsworth Tuesday en of the Maine laboratory of
hygiene at AuWashington, where he will spend gusta. The analysis, the figures of which
the winter. Mrs. Hale left several weeks are for parts in 100,000, is as follows:
ago, and “The Pines” is now closed.
Date of collection, Oct. 10, 1911; examineDr. F. F. Simonton, of Thompsonville, tion, Oct. 11.
Appearance
Turbidity, 0; sediment, 0;
Conn., was in Ellsworth Sunday and Monday, coming on court business. He re- color, 1.0.
Odor—Cold, none; hot, slight.
ceived the “glad hand” from his many
Residue on evaporation—Total, 2.20; loss on
friends.
ignition, 1.10; fixed residue, 1.10.
Miss Minnie E. Holmes, who has been
Ammonia—Free, .0016; in solution, .0128.

people that know the goodness, fragrance
strength of REFRESHO will have an enweek to purchase before the price is advan>arc to

Harbor, during

route for

market forces an

advance in

DIRECTORS
William F. Campbell
Fred A. Chandler
Alfred B. Crabtree

She

Mrs. Frances C. Homer, of Bucksport,
yesterday elected president of the Rebekah assembly of Maine.

higher.

steadily rising

at Bar

ELLSWORTH WATER.

H. Cushman.

was

Ellsworth is going to

The

extended

There will be no meeting of the Thursday club this week, owing to the funeral

“REFRESHO” Coffee

]

OFFICERS
John A. Peters, President
Henry W. Cushman, Vice-President
Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer
M. Gallert, Secretary

wedding, simple but pleasing
evening of this week at the Congrega- in all its appointments, followed by a detional vestry, the evening will be giv?n lightful reception at the home of the bride,
over to a memorial service to the late Prof.
took place in Ellsworth Monday afterJ. S. Sewall, who died last week in Bangor. noon, when Miss Annie Frances Mullah,
Prof. Sewall was well known In this daughter of Mrs. Patrick Mullan, became
city and greatly beloved, more especially the wife of Edward Joseph Collins.
at the Congregational church where he
The wedding took place at 3.30 o’clock,
was frequently a
helper, and always a at St. Joseph’9 Catholic church. The
faithful friend. Xhis service for one who church decorations were of evergreen and
was held .n such high esteem is
likely to American holly. Miss Erva Giles presided
be well attended not only by members of at the organ, playing the Lohengrin march
the church itself, but also by other friends. as the bridal party entered.
The service will be conducted by Rev. R.
The bride was attended by Miss Agnes
B. Mathews, and the hour is set at 7.30.
Collins, of Bangor, sister of the groom, as
maid-of-honor, and Misses Clara E. Mul-

Mrs. Perley J. Phillips is visiting in
Massachusetts.

now.

be

Weaver,

past summer. He came to Ellsworth
for a short visit, and was taken ill soon
after his arrival. He leaves a sister—Mrs.
J. F. Stevens, of Waltham, Mass.
Instead of the usual service on Friday

Ellsworth

Monday.

in safe

so

C. A.

ELLSWORTH\

the

Rev. J. P. Simonton

who

The Coffee that is

OF

Kirlin, of

Bar Harbor, died at the
Alexander Weaker in this city,
last Thursday, after a week’s illness. Mr.
Kirlin was about fifty-three years of age, a
native of New Brunswick. He was a blacksmith by trade, and had worked t*t it in
various parts of the State, being
employed

Registered mail should be at postofflce half
hour before mail closes.
No Sunday mail after Nov 26; until that date
mailarrive8fromwestat8.il a m; closes for
west at 4.20 p m.
Postofflce open on Sunday from 9 to 10 a m.

to Women

us.

UNIOfTTRUSTCOMPANY

home of

an

Dollars

and neither scored. Saturday the
Ellsworth team met Bar Harbor at Wyman park, whining by the score ot 5-0.
C. W. Mason and wife went to Old
Town Saturday to visit their son, Dr.
Harry C. Mason, returing home Monday.
At Old Town Saturday they celebrated a
double birthiday anniversary, those of
Mrs. C. W. Mason and her little granddaughter Barbara, aged four. The house
was prettly decorated for
the occasion,
the decorations including a motto, “Our
Birthdays,” made by Dr. Mason.
Work of laying underground conduits
for telephone wires on Main, Water and
State streets, under pernqrft granted by the
city recently, began this morning. A
small crew of Italians started digging the
trench on Main street, near Franklin.
The trench is about ten feet from the
southern curb. The underground wires
will be laid on Main street, from Franklin
street to postoffice square, on Water street
south about 200 feet, and on State street
north about 300 feet.
David

Going West—10.30,11.30 a m; 5.15,9 pm.
Going East—6.45 a m; 3.45, 6 pm.

better be “banked” with

afttomisrinentB.

evenly,

confident that he will soon bring the ofThe identity of the
fenders to justioe.

BAY8IDE.

Friends here of Mrs. L. H. Cushman
were shocked and grieved to bear of her
oulprits is already suspected.
The first football game of the season in sudden death at her home in Ellsworth
Ellsworth was played Thursday between Monday. Mrs. Cushman was a summer
the Ellsworth and Brewer high school resident of this place, and had many
teams. It was the first game of the season friends here who sympathize with the befor the Ellsworth boys, while Brewer has reaved family in their sorrow,
B.
dot. 17.
played three. The teams showed up pretty
✓

#
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Birfc

glvtsal Benefit golnmn.

CHRISTIAN ENDEAVOR

IBIflD

"Helpful and Hopeful."

fi< .Vote*;

Pnjnr Mooting Topie

For tho Wook

Beginning Oct. 22, 1311,
Topic.—JLAssons I have learned from
thing*.—der, xiil, 1-10; Matt. xxii. 15-22.
Bev.
Edited by
(An object meeting.)
Sherman ad. Doyle. D. D.
Teaching by objects Is a very comIt
mon method of instruction today.
Is the underlying principle of the kin-

dergarten and is being used mote and
more in the instruction and education
of adults both along academic and
religious lines. On the lecture platform, in the .classroom and in the pulpit sight as well as hearing is being
utilized In.Imparting knowledge as never before, and it needs no demonstra-

tion to convince us that truth in the
concrete la more interesting and Impressive than truth In the abstract.
Nor need we reason upon the fact that
everything In .life is capable of teaching useful and Important lessons. The
poet hgq well said that there are—
Sermons In stones.
Books In running brooks
And good In everything.

We cannot therefore spend too much
time In cultivating the powers of observation and deduction that we may
learn lessons from things.
The Bible is particularly apt in using
object lessons as a method of Instruction. In the Old Testament we have
many Illustrations of the striking pres
entatlon of truth through object^, and

spake as never man
spake,” fully recognized the usefulness
of objects In presenting moral and
spiritual truth. The book of nature
was frequently used by Him as a textbook on ethics and practical theology.
Christ,

“who

BT

"AUKT BADSB".

TBe purpw*, of tbl» column ore • noclnotl,
mated in the iuh> and motto—It l^for the mutual
nettedt, and altne ft ua nelpfnl and hopeful
com
B«ug (or the oom non good. It Is for the
of InMD use—* public servant, a purveyor
In
the
for
formation and suggestion, » mndlum
terchangeof Ideas. In this capacity 1t solicits
oootmu nlcatlons, aud

Us surceee

depends largely

support given it in this respect. tJom■nalcatlons must be signed, but tbe name of
irrlier will nubs printed oxceot by perml«*ion
Communications will be subject to approve lor
rejection by the editor of tbe column, but none
will be rejected without good reason. Address
on the

all communications

to

THE AMERICAN.
Bllswonb.il e.

Not audeiwtood! We move along asunder;
Our paths grow -wider as the seasons creep
Along tbe years. We marvel aud we wonder
Why life ds life, and theu we fall asleep.
Not mnderstood.

i----

Vegetable Compound
nounce that
r
j_l:

am glad to anI have been cured of dys-

slight.
Destroy long years of .friendship and estrange
ns.
And on

our

souls

there

falls

freezing

a

blight,
Not understood.
Not understood]

How many hearts

a

are

ach-

ing
For lack of sympathy! Ah, day by day,
How many cheerless, lonely hearts are break-

ing;
How many noble spirits pass away
Not understood.
O God! That men would see a little clearer.
Or Judge less harshly when they cannot see.
O God! That men might draw a little nearer
To one another. They’d be nearer Thee,
And understood.

____________

->

Cured by Lydia E. Pinkham’s

Not understood! How trifles often change ns!
The thoughtless sentence and the fancied

sdjjmcrlptlon.

r

FAILED TO
HELP PER
Pound, WU —“I

NOT UNDERSTOOD.

Dear M. B. Friend*:
The poem above was given to an M. B.
In the flowers, the trees, the fields. member to be sent for the column. Borne
He saw many useful lessons, and we time ha9 elapsed since it was received.
may do well to hear God speaking to ; Tbe subject brings a phase of life to our
us in all things that He has made.
notice which has not been introduced be1. The lesson from the linen girdle. fore for our consideration, but there are,
In the type of a linen girdle God no doubt, some of our readers who will
taught His ancient people that He find in it the expression to some extent of
would punlsb them for their unialtn- their own personal feelings.
fulness and unprofitableness. As the
Most parsons have at some time or other
girdle was to cleave to the loins of a been misunderstood, but some way “not
man, so Israel was to cleave unto understood” has a different significance,
God, but they were faithless; hence and implies a sense of loneliness, though
God Instructed Jeremiah to hide a one is not alone. Perhaps the “helpful”
linen girdle In the Euphrates river. spirit might ease the burden of one who
Afterward the prophet found that It was not understood.
was marred and unprofitable, and God
Another reunionist now reports herself,
declared that He wonld thus mar “**'S
pride of Judah and the great pride of one from whom we are always glad to
bear. The pictures of the group who
Jerusalem." The nation had been sin
ful and faithless, and by this object gathered at Dell's are eery good indeed.
lesson God taught that It would
They are nicely finished. We only wish
punished. Sin always mars the hu- the entire M. B. family could be “photoman life and makes It unprofitable to
graphed" in one group, but they could
God and brings forth His disapproval scarcely be seen on a “postcard picture".
and punishment. Let us learn the les- Dear Aunt Madge and MuiuaU:
son that we should cling to God and
Have set me down this bright, beautiful,
not to sin, lest we, too, should be the cool October morning to report a safe arrival
from the pleasant gatheriog at “Dell’s”,
of
His
and
home
pundispleasure
objects
and also to say that I am anxious to know
ishment.
how she is getting on. It is often said that
2. The lesson from the Roman coin.
“no news is good news”, so am hoping she is
By this object Christ teaches that su- doing all right.
I
preme allegiance and obedience are
I wanted to tell you,Esther,that I was in the
due to God. Trying to entangle Christ very midst of making tomato mince meat
In His talk. His enemies asked Him
when your recipe arrived last Thursday. |
whether It were lawful to render Got mine from Aunt Mary, and we think it is
If He had said all right. I put a bowlful of chopped apple
tribute to Caesar.
“no" they would have charged Him in mine and I’ve no doubt it would be all
with disloyalty to the Roman govern- right made from the apples instead of tomatoes. Was sorry not to have seen you at the
ment, and had He said “yes” without reunion.
qualification they would have declar
I am thinking now of Aunt Maria and the
ed that He was disloyal to His own sweet little granddaughter and what a tweet
nation.
Making them say that the face, and how mnch company she mast be
linage on a coin for which He bad when she is shnt in for the winter. I almost
asked was Caesar’s, He discomfited envy her, mine are all so far away.
“Ann,” what are yon doing these days? I
them by saying, “Render therefore
have made Jelly, crab apple pickles and
onto Caesar the things which are
marmalade since the reunion end worked in
Caesar’s and unto God the things that
some sewing besides.
are God’s."
The coin bore Caesar’s
I will report Aunt Mary, as she wont probhis
and
It
was
Image
ably stop long enough as she has gone off gadand should be rendered unto him. ding, but hope we may hear from her after
There could be no disloyalty to any she returns and Beetles down to common
one else tn giving unto Caesar what everyday things again.
My last flower has faded that I brought
belonged to him. But this was not
all. They bore the Image of God and home from the reunion (threw it out this
but not so the memory of our
should therefore consecrate their life morning),
gathering, for it will be among the bright
to Him.
Supreme loyalty In life Is spots in; memory’s casket for many days to
due to God. All duties of life are to come.
be faithfully performed both over all
Love to all the Mutuals, old and new, and as
and above all. We belong to God and It is about time for the U. 8. M., will bid a
8. J. Y.
serve
Him.
Love
should faithfully
hasty good-bye.
to God Is the first and greatest comA personal request came to me which 1
mandment. and It is Impossible to
pass oa to the column, as I cannot lurniah
rightfully perform the duties of cltl- the required directions. “Hare you any
senshlp and other duties without first way o( curing citron ready (or cakesT
being obedient to Him.
We can’t find any directions in any
■
book or paper.” II any one can answer
this query, will she please send reply at
BIBLE READINGS.
once to me and I will forward it.
In useProv. 111. 11-18; vL S-ll; xxx.
ing prepared citron this week I was won24-33; Eccl. xlL 1-6; Matt xilL
dering why, with the abundance of citron
1-9; xxxl. 33| Mai xl, 12-14.
raised this year, soma one oould not
with 29-23; Luke xv, 1-19; John
“cure” them for use. They are nice
x, 9; xv, 1-8; Rom. xL 12-27; 1
preserved with lemons.
Cor. xL 23-28.
In a personal letter from Niece Peggy,
she writes:
Proud of Chrlatian Endeavor.
We all have a right to be proud of
what Christian Endeavor haa accomplished dating Its thirty years.
It hgg filled young people as never
before with a seal for religion.
It has opened their Ups In testimony.
It has opened their eyes to the Bible
It has opened their parses to give
It has opened their hands to serve
It baa opened their hearts to love.
It has opened their Uvea to missions.
We are proud of aU this because It
is not our work, bat the work of God's
Holy Spirit moving among His children.
If we were nor proud of Christian
Endeavor we should be ashamed of
ourselves.

DOCTORS

I send best wishes to ell the sisters, end ask
them if they do aot feel like hurrahing at the
result of the recent election. I know Dell
doee. Am so sorry to Isom that she is under
treatment la hospital. I can sympathise, end
hope she suy speedily recover. Enjoyed very
much “Mol’s Impressions" of the reunion and
wish I oould have the causa experience.
Kindest regards te all."

Anon, who has recently lost her mother,
writes me:
I wanted to thank Aunt Emma for her
poem. I picked the paper up the last Saturday of mother’s life and read it as I sat by
her, and somehow it aoemsd Just right, and I
thought: I wish I could thank her.

I wish to thank Mrs. L A. Bickert, Topeka, Kan., (or a copy of the American Bed
FOLEY KIDNEY

PILLS

Supply Just the ingredients needed to build
up. strengthen and restore the natural action
of the kidneys and bladder. Specially prepared for backache, headache, nervousness,
rheumatism and all kidney, bladder and urinary irregularities. For sale by all druggists.
You are not experimenting on yourself
when you take Chamberlain’s Cough
Remedy for a cold, as that preparation has
won its great reputation and extensive sale
by its remarkable cures of colds, and can
always be depended upon. It is equally
valuable for adults and children, ana may
be given to young children with implicit
confidence, as it contains no harmful drug.
Bold by all dealers.

■
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ipepaia and female
troubles Dy your
medicine. I had
been troubled with
both for fourteen
years and consulted
different doctors,
bat failed to get any
relief. After using
Lydia E. Pinkham's
Vegetable Compound and Blood
Purifier I can say I

»

«

WVU

WUUIOH.

I can’t find words to express my thanks
for the good your medicine has done
me. You maypublish this if you wish.”
—Mrs. Herman Sieth, Pound, Wis.
The success of Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound, made from roots
and herbs, is unparalleled. It may be
used with perfect confidence by women

who suffer from displacements, inflammation. ulceration, fibroid tumors, ir-

regularities, periodic pains, backache,
bearing-down feeling, flatulency, indigestion, dizziness, or nervous prostra-

tion.
For thirty years Lydia E. Pinkham’s
Vegetable Compound has been the
standard remedy for female ills, and
suffering women owe it to themselves
to at least give this medicine a trial.
Proof is abundant that it has cured
thousands of others, and why should
it not cure you?
If you want special advice write
Mrs. Pinkbam. Lynn, Mass.,for it.
It is free and always helpfuL
It is very interesting.
Cross Bulletin.
President Tsft, who is also president ol
the American Red Cross, extended an inritation to the international Red Cron
sonterence to hold its ninth conference at
Washington, D. C_ and it will be held in
that city from May 7 to 17, 1912, The last
conference was held in London.
In the report of aaln of Red Cron
Christmas seala in 1910, Bangor ia credited
with selling 100,814; Brunswick, 6477;
Calais, 122,024; Oamariaootta, 8,344 and
Lewiston, 16,006. Many citin are head*
joaner* of tbs agencies and the seals are
ibtained there.
This incident is given m the Bulletin:
Last Memorial day. in Chicago, a Red Cross
ield hospital consisting of one hospital tent
ind four headquarters tents with cots, field
able, chairs, medicines, surgical supplies
ind instruments were located in Grand park
*eady for service, previous to the beginning
A the parade. One woman, Mrs. G. F. Foss,
ainted as she stood beside her husband in
ront of the Blackstone hotel. He is a mem>er of Julius White post, and had intended to
.ake part in the parade. They were standing
ogether directly across from the field hospital, when the fife and drum corps of George
3. Thomas post swung in behind the horses
A the first division marshal’s aid.
There were seven men in the Thomas fife
ind dram corps; everyone of them had been
hrough the rebellion. So had the fifes and
lrums upon which they played with fervor
»orn of exaltation, and the tune which rose
thrill from the fifes. It was "Nellie Gray.”
rhe drums boat triumphantly, the fifes

vailed:
0, my poor Nellie Gray,
They have taken her away.
And I'll

never see

They have—

my

darling anymore,

Mrs. Foss sank quietly into the arms of her
Husband.
"They played that the day you
went away," she murmured, as she swooned,
rhe oorpe marched on, and a bugle in the
leld hospital acioss the street sounded the
‘sick call". Uniformed men with litters
Harried across the boulevard and carried the
woman back into the hospital tent.
When she recovered consciousness she was
taken home. It was the only time during the
lay that the “sick call" was necessary, but a
lystem had been prepared by which buglers
hlong the parade route coaid relay the call to
the field hospital if any of the veterans
iuecumbed to the exertion. An auto-ambulance and a motorcar were in readiness."

Neighbor*.

Under this tad the Amateur will from
time to time print start articles relating to
birds, and sspeclsllr tbelr relation to sgrtcultorsi Interests. Moat of these artlelss will be
reprinted from leaflets Issued bj tbs bureau of
biological survey, department of agriculture,
or by the National Association of Aadaboa
societies, sad will bs authoritative. They
will be of interest not only to bird lovers, but
of educational value to farmers, to whom the
protection of many species of birds Is of tbe

greatest Importance.
Our Grosbeaks and Their Value to

Agriculture
(By W. L. McAtee, assistant in D. S. Blologclal Survey.J
Sevan kinds of finches,
commonly
known as grosbeaks, gammer within oar
boundaries. The majority of these are
good friends of tbs turner and deserve to
be widely known in order that their service may be appreciated. Tbe grosbeaks are
easily distinguished from other finches
by tbelr stout form, bright plumage, massive bills and melodious voioes. Two of
them live mainly In cold or monntalnooa
usaa, and, having little to do with farms
or with the insects that prey on crops,
may be dismissed without farther notice.
Tbe other five live largely in agricultural regions and secure moat of their
food about cultivated lands. All of them
feed to some extent upon crops, but only
one does appreciable harm.
On the other
band, all perform invaluable service in
destroying certain of oar worst insect
pests. It is the purpose of this bulletin
to nuke known tbe exact nature of the
services rendered by grosbeaks, to suggest
meant of
reducing or preventing snch
damage aa they do, snd to propose
methods of protecting them.
The rose- breasted grosbeak
“Potatobug bird”—has an extensive range, breeding (from Kansas and the mountains of
Tennessee nortb to Newfoundland snd the
|
Great Slavs lake region. It eats green
pees, and is charged with injuring orj! chards, both by bbdding snd by eating
tbe fruit.
Our investigations lend no
support to tbe latter accusation, and,
althongb the birds eat peas, they invariably consume enougb injurious insects to
more than offset tbs damage.
■The rosebreast bas long been held in
high esteem because of its habit of preying upon tbe Colorado potato beetle, and
the name potato-bag bird suggests its
important services in this direction.
Larvie, as well as adult beetles, srs consumed, and a great many are fed to
nestlings. No less than a tenth of tbe total
food of tbe rose breasts examined consists
of potato beetles
evidence that tbe bird
is one of tbe most important enemies of
tbs pest. Its services in devouring other
exceedingly harmful insects era scarcely
less valuable. It vigorously attacks cucumber beetles and many of tbe scale insects.
—

theoors,sad the eons is tmpliMr (laud
by theses.
Ethan Brooks, who recommends this
method, considers it by hr tbs quickest
way o( tarring corn, and states that tor
years ha has planted with a machine corn
treated in this way.
In cases where grosbeak* or other small
birds are the only ones that injure sesd
grain, it is probable that the above precaution may be safely omitted. Drilled
grain, especially if planted by a machine
which packs soil over the seed, is safe
from their attacks. If the birds simply
nip oil the leaf, no particular harm is
done. Indeed in some cases the crop is
benefited by the stooling this process
stimulates.
Standing grain may be insured against
the attacks ot small birds by planting a
few rows of millet on the edgee of the
field.
Millet is considered a prime favorite with all grain-eating birds, and
should be sown so as to ripen at the time
the grain is expoeed to damage.
Groa beaks sometimes steal corn from
cribs, but the remedy is obvious. A
lining of small-meshed wire netting, besides protecting the contents of the crib
from birds, does greater service by keeping out mice and rats.
Planting wild fruit is Important for the
purpoee of attracting birds. The best tor
the purpose are elder, mulberrry, Juneberry or service berry, wild or seedling
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MARIAVH.LR, 441.

Mariaville grange met et tbe

Saturday evening, Oct. 14,

wlthtai^ ft"

member, present. Tb.
program ,, as
rendered and literary program
a osd
for next meeting.
There will be a box
at
enpper
the »««
**
ball Nov. 1, lor the
public, and it u
gretad that the ladle, bring boxe.

annoon'n

,it^

Tb. work

tb. baU 1.
nearly flni,he<.
"d ,npp*r th,t WM
b*‘d at
v
ball Wednesday
Oct.
evening,
11, wa. J
•nooaaafnl. Nat
on

t£
v,t!

T. L“le

proceed., |46.49.
Green Mountain Pomona win
meet‘wltb
,i,.
UHigrangaNov.il.
HANCOCK POMONA, 13.
Following 1a tba program for the meet,
tag of Hancock Pomona grange with W

ramiaato grange, Or land, Nov. 8:
Opening exercises

•* B

Botchl*

9“»rtet
Business
Why dee. th. grange f,Tor th.
cherries, dogwoods, hollies, juniper, bay- Topic:
election of United State,
senators bv
berry,
Virginia creeper, blueberries,
popular vote?

blackberries and wild grapes. Not air
thickets on a (arm should be removed,
sinoe they serve to harbor birds, to protect
them from enemies and to furnish nesting-sites. Where thickets are lacking,
the growth of artificial ones should be encouraged, for they are very attractive to
the

grosbeeks.
A

Recess
Call to order

Conferring fifth degree
State speaker
Prog ram. of host grange

Closing
___

BKDOWICK. 244.
Sedgwick grange met Friday evening
Oct. 13, with nn attendnnee of
twenty-six
members and one visitor from
Rainbow
Two applications for
grange.
number-

permanent drinking and bathing
on the farm and in the garden is to
be numbered among the most potent
attractions for birds, and with a little ship were received and
one elected to
ingenuity one can be prepared in almost membership. Lecturer presented a
short
any locality. Winter feeding serves to program. The topic: “How can
we beat
attract the cardinal, which relishes r orn, educate the sona and
daughters of the
sunflower and other seed, and takes farm for practical farmers?'•
was onened
kindly even to table scraps. If particular by 1. M. Alien.
premises prove congenial as a winter
The following resolutions were read
on
home, the bird is likely to prefer them in tbe death of Bister Rose El well;

place

summer.
-vu snorts 10 si tract

grosneaks will

suc-

unless protection is assured. Grosbeaks are already protected by law in
practically every state, but, since the
machinery for the enforcement of the
laws is often ineOSctive, statutory protection must be suplemented by individual action, particularly under trespass
laws. Such action has long been taken in
behalf of game birds, and the wise landholder will take equal precautions to preserve the
samller insectivorous species
which be is so fortunate as to have as
tenants.
Shooting and nest-robbing must, of
course, be barred. Squirrels, when alti
mu iLiito cuciuj VI
tuc
ivwhj
lowed to become too numerous, destroy
Mountain locust during that insect's
many eggs end young. But in the settled
ruinous invasions, and among the other districts the worst
enemy of birds is the
pests it consumes sre the spring and (all j prowling cat. In certain
islands, cats
cankers'orms, prcbard and forest tent have completely exterminated
many birds,
and
browntussock,
gipsy
caterpillers,
including almost every kind nesting on or
tail moths, plum curculio, army worm near
the ground, and everywhere they
and chinch bug. In fact, not one of our
levy a heavy toll upon small insectivorous
birds bas a better record. The rosebreast
species. Unquestionably, if the number
attacks tbe worst enemies of agriculture, of birds is
to be materially increased,
favorite
them
its
and
time
making
prey,
measures must be taken to
dispose of rovalter time it bas rendered valuable sid in
ing cats. Grosbeaks are usually able to
destructive
their
infestations.
checking
defend themselves and their nests against
Cardinalsfange from southern Mexico, the English sparrow, but tor the sake of
Lower California and Arizona, north to other small birds the
numbers of this forIowa and Ontario and east to the Atlantic
eign pest should be materially reduced.
coast. They are permanent
residents,
Present investigations prove that the
spending tbe summer and winter in the services of grosbeaks in destroying insect
same locality.
It has been claimed that
pests are invaluable. Each kind pays
tbey pull sprouting grain, but no evidence special attention to certain pests
which, it
of damage to either grain or other crops is
unchecked, would cause enormous losses.
afforded by tbe examination of more than Few of our birds are to be
credited with
500 stomachs. On the other hand, the more
good and with fewer evil deeds than
evidence is ample that they do much good. the
and
none
more clearly degrosbeaks,
The red bird is known to feed on the serve
protection by tha practical farmer.
Rocky mountain locust, periodical cicada,
and Colorada potato beetle. It ia a great
enemy also to the roes chafer, cotton
worm, plum or cherry scale, and other
This column is devoted to the Orange, esscale insects, and attacks many other important insect pests, including tbe zebra pecially to the granges of Haaoock county.
caterpillar of the cabbage, the cucumber The column is open to all grangers for the
dlscnaslon of topics of general interest, and
beetles, bill bugs, locust, flea-beetle, corn- for
reports of grange meetings. Make letters
ear worm, ootton cutworm, southern
ceed

—

3mong tljt Granger*.

fig-

KMBlvtd la Now OsBtmry
Rsedinys wort given by q.

short and concise.

All communications must

eater, oodiing moth and boil weevil. In be signed, but names will not be
printed exaddition, It consumes a great many seeds cept by permission of the writer. All oomof injurious weeds. Thus its food habits munieations will be subject to
approval by
entitle the bird to our esteem, as it brilli- the editor, bat none will be rejected without
ant ooat and spirited song compel our adgood reason.
miration.
Three of the grosbeaks,
the roseOATH.
Aunt Madge.
breasted, blaok-headed, and the cardinal,
Wednesday, Not. 8
Meeting of Hanare charged with pulling more or lest seed
oock Pomona grange with Narramiaeic
In a bachelor apartment bonne in WashThis
ia
not very
fault, however,
grain.
Or land.
ington a Japanese valet to an army officer serious, since it is well known that repel- grange,
Not. U —Meeting of (Jraen
takes his instructions from an Irishman. lent mixtures
Saturday,
to
before
sowgrain
applied
‘Pardon,” he said one morning, “what to ing protect it completely. Although the Mountain Pomona grange with Mariarille
Ho now? My master told me to wake him fact is not so well known, grain to treated Ifiange.
it 8, bat he did not go to bed Mil 9.”
oan be sown by machine, provided the folJOHN DOK1TT, 881, SULLIVAN.
At the regular meeting of John Dotity
lowing directions are observed:
After exposure, sad when you feel a cold
Put one-fourth to oao-half bushel of eora grange Friday
erening, Oct 18, two oandir oming on, take Foley’s Honey and Tar Comother grata] la a half-barrel tub; pour on datee were
inatrooted in the tret and
pound. It checks and relieves. Use no sub- [or
stitute. The guanine in a yellow package a pailful at hot water or as mueh as Is
eeeond degrees. The lecturer presented a
always. For sale by all druggists.
accessary to well eover the oora; dip a stick
short program of musio and recitations.
ia gas tar aad stir this briskly la the oora;
A Mediciao that gives Oonfidoaes
repeat aatll the eora is eatirely black; pour
■Aar Q1.HWWTT.I-, gg
Is Foley's Honey and Tar Compound. Mrs. oS onto burlap (bran aaeka are excellent;
Beat Blue hill grange held its regular
T. J. Adams, Ml No. Kansas A vs.. Columbus, spread la the saa aad sMr two or three these
Kas., writes: "For a number of years my daring the day. If this work is dona la the meeting
Saturday erasing, Oat 14, with
children have been subject to eoughs ana
oolds. I need Foley's Honey and Tar Com- morniag aad the day la Beany, tbe oora will fifty-three present. Two candidates wars
pound and found that It cured their eoughs be ready for the planter the next day without Instructed in the third and fourth deand colds, so I keep It lu the house all the
other ears. The hot water sorts as the
lime." Refuse substitutes. For sals by all nay
grees, after which a baked-bean supper
will adhere to
was served.
A short program was cardruggists.__ tar so that only last caongh
ried out by the sisters.
—

■BOOKLDt, 851.
Brooklin grange held lts| regular meeting Tuesday erening, Oct. 10, with Fast
Master Or. F. S. Herrick in chair. The
first and aeoond degrees were conferred
upon three candidates. Nine applications
for membership wen received. After the
usual business, the lecturer
presented a
short and intonating
program.
NBW OBNTCBY, 368, DEDHAM.
Four applications for
membership

Tbe gates of the harvest held have
been
opened and the Great Reaper, alckK
hand
h*a again entered thereat and
garnered lor
bla great Granary above, a sheaf laden
with
golden grain.
H’Aereas, lathe death of sitter Rose Elwell, past chaplain and oldeat member,
»edg.
wick grange mourn the loss of a beloved
»nd
respected slater, be It therefore
Resolved, That In the death of Sister Elwell, we keenly feel that the allver cord of
fraternity has been broken; that our grange
la better for having had her with us.
Revolved, That wa extend our deepest sympathy to the bereaved children in their afflictlon and may their hearte be comforted
by
the assurance that they will some
day meet
the loved one In the Home beyond.

Revolved, That we do not question the wisdom of Him who hath wrought this transformation. but bow In submission for
Not now, but In the coming year-.
It may be In the better land.
We’ll rests the meaning of our tears.
And theg, sometime we'll understand."
Res rived,

That these resolutions be placed
records, a copy sent to the bereaved
children, also to the Bangor C'ommemnl and
Ellswosvh Ahesican for publication, and
our charter draped for a period ot
thirty days.
on our

Annin Page,
Bketha Onccn,
X. M. Allen.
Committee.

_

KABBAHHH8IC. 224, ORLA.VD
Narraminaic grange met Oct. 14. The
attendance was email and in the absence
of a program a social hoar web enjoyed.
A new name waa added to the roll book by
demit.
ALANOOeOOK. 400, EAST ORLAXD.
Alamooeook grange, at ita regular meeting Saturday Evening, bad a good attendance. Tbs program consisted of readings,
conundrums, question box and discussion
of a question. There will be a box supper
at the naxt masting.
HIGHLAND, 384, NORTH PENOBSCOT.
Highland grange bald ita regular meeting Oct. 13 with about twenty-lire memben preeent. A short program was enjoyed. Saturday, Oct. 14, quite a number
went to Halcyon grange by invitation. A
bountiful anpper was anjoyed at recess
and a fine program was presented.
moBaooT, 240.
Penobscot grange held a special meeting
Saturday evening, Oct. 7. Orange opened
In due form. The lecturer presented a tine
program as follows: Piano duet, Nina
Varnumand Netla Bridges; reading, Sadis

Littlefield; dialogue, “The Investigating
Committee;” song, Alt-to Hatching and
Frank Don bar, followed by an encore;
dialogue, “Down Boat;” song, Vera Leach
and Lora Bntcblns; tong, Mary Varnum;
“A Woman’s Bights,” Illustrated. Hematics ware mada by Bros. Grieve and
Qrindla. Number peasant, about 135, including viol ton.
Tbs grange bald a regular meeting Oct.
IS, with about twenty-on# members pres-

ent. Several bills wars read and accented. Sisters Handle Cushman, Luella
BnowmanandBoohronia Bridges were sps on the

DEDHAM.
Mrs. Lnoana Heath, of Corinth, it visiting bar son, W. W. Heath.
Mrs. L. H. Black and children visited
relatives in Brewer last week.
is
Mrs. Dora Littlefield, of Lincoln,

keeping house for Gerald Thompson.
Edwin Dodge, of Ellsworth, is spending
Wala few days with hit daughter, Mrs.
lace Bsath.
has
Mrs. Lather Trueworthy, of Brewer,
been the guest of Mrs. H. P. Burrill tbs
pact weak.
few

wera

lame back is one of the most common
of muscular rheumatism. A' few
applications of Chamberlain's Liniment
will give nlief. Foreale
by all dealers.
forms

Mias Gladys Eldridge is spending a
weeks In Brockton, Mass., with her sister,
Mrs. Lizzie Burrill.
Oct. 16.

The best, plaster.
A piece of flannel
dampened with Chamberlain's Liniment

and bound on over the affected
parts is
superior to a piaster and costs only onetenth as much. For sale
by all dealers.
a

fiataT

dbbb a plkhty.
tbe Old-Time Heaters Coaid
V
Get Venison.
“Yes,” add mold resident of tbs Allebead waters reibeny snd Susquehanna
ere deer enough yet in the
eion, “there
northern tier of Pennwoods in ths
to provide epcrt for the
•rlvanis countlee
letter-day hnntare, but the
mce of the
cars tor the present day
retersns don’t
they remember the days,
sport, bees use at
that, when, if they went
not so long ego
hills of a morning and
out on sny of the
didn’t get back here by breakfast time
was regarded as
very
with s deer or two, it

bard luck.

k

“The tronble is that too many of as remember the fall that Zenas Cowley, down
of Potter county,
in tbe lower corner
killed eighty-nine deer without going flve
miles swey from bin home at SUerviiie lo get a single one of ’em. And we
mn’t forget the fail that Leroy Lyman
snd his brother Harrli bagged, in the Sin-

nemahoniug Portage woode, thirty-two

deer in ten days, six of them being killed
he was on his way from
by Leroy while
bis home at Loorette to Keating Summit,
Six miles, to start tbs hant; which reminds us of ths day that same hunterknocked over seven out of a drove of eight
on Kettle creek, se
tt Pritchard’s camp
well as the day ha killed fonr in lees than
near Wilcox, in Elk
over
s minute

THE PORGY CATCH.

Fishing

!. being a clergyman, was called
upon last summer to marry a boatman about fifty yearn of age to a woman of thirty-live.
The man was a
bachelor, the

woman a widow with a
about sixteen years old.
“Are you the second husband?” 1
asked the groom after the ceremony.
"I'm the second or the third. I’m not

son

which,” he replied, a pained expression passing over his face. I asked him to explain, but he seemed reluctant to do so. 1 was about to turn
away from him when he said:
“You're a clergyman and a good
man to confess to.
If you'll keep the
secret I’ll Ml you.”
“Do as you please about tolling me.
sure

If you Intrust me with the secret I
shall certainly keep It”
“When I was about as old as my
wife Is now,” he began, “she was a
thin slip of a girl, all arms and legs,
like a colt But she was purty, all the

county.
“Then there are the ecoree and scores
of other seasons we can't get over
celling up the memory ot, when we hard- same, and soon after that filled out
ly thought it worth while to pat a bit There was a mighty soft spot in my
of lunch in oar poekats when we went heart for her. But I, bein’ a man of
out to get a dear, knowing that it would
thirty and she a strlplln’ of fifteen, I
been unusual thing if we didn’t beg a
wouldn’t ’•’ said anything about It for
buck or a dos, or perhaps both, and be
the biggest ship that floats. I watchbeck borne for an early (upper, and when
ed her grtw up, thlnkln’ that when
to knock over throe or fonr in a day’s
she got older I might muster up courhunt wsa not an nnoommon feat for even
age to ask her to marry me. But to
ordinary hunters.
a young gal like that there’s a heap
“George Weimar died not long ago, snd
of love makln’ before she’s even twens greet many of ns can’t think any other
ty.
way then that he just pined away and
“Her father had a feller picked out
lost heart became of the way the huntfor her.
His name was Pillsbury—
He
bad
was
one
of
changed.
days
ing
Jack Pillsbury—a mighty good young
the old-time hunters of Potter county,
man.
He was first mate of a tramp,
and s leading citizen.
and every time he came in from a
“He wu on Ms way tor a hunt one
cruise he brought home a lot of montime, going from Roulette to Card’s Holey to Invest But there was another
he
was
down
and
as
the
going
ridge
low,
feller the little gal wanted, and he
into the hollow he saw a couple of deer
wanted her.
But Maggie—that’s her
standing in the woods a long distance
name—was mighty fond of her father
off. He stopped to have a look at them.
and was bent on doin’ what he wantThey moved slowly away. Then Weimer ed her to do. She
shipped Jim Holsaw other deer coming out of the thick
den, the feller she loved, and married
woods and following along after those
Jack Pillsbury.
two.
Jack he kept on goln’ to sea, and
“Hu became so much interested in the
Jim was awful cut up
so did Jim.
he
he
was
that
out
forgot
tight
hunting, at losln'
Maggie and wouldn't marry
and stood stiU and watched deer coming
any other gal. She was well satisfied
out of the woods, trailing across the
with Jack and always looked for him
in
and
the
hollow
disappearing to come back from bis cruises. But
opening
in the woods on the other side of it, until
after awhile he went on a cruise that
he counted twenty-seven—bucks, does
He was
i he didn't come back from.
and fawns—which brought them to the
! due in a year, but three years passed
tail end of the procession. Whether any
and be didn't show up.
more bad preceded the two he saw first
After awhile, when It looked as If
Weimer never knew, but when he came
Jack must be dead—the ship he sailed
to himself and remembered what he was
in was never heard from—Jim Holden
oat there for and hastened along to get
began to pester Maggie to marry him.
a shot at some of those deer, he was too
She held out for a long while, but at
late. They had winded him, and ail he
last give In. They were married.rand
■aw of them after that was a big collecthe boy you saw just now come along.
tion of deer taUs floating away over the Jack and
Maggie didn’t have any chilridge a mile away Uke a great white dren. Maggie was happy with Jim,
sheet. ‘It was mighty interesting,' Weiexcept that she was always worryln'
mer used to say, referring to that remarkabout not knowln’ whether she didn't
able collection of deer, ‘but a trifle aggra- have two husbands.
You see, she
ating, when I came to think it aU over.’ didn't know positive whether Jack was
“After a life made worth while by
dead, and if he wasn’t she was living
everyday possibUlties such as those, we with a man that she warn’t married
old-timers don’t think it strange at all to and the boy was Illegitimate.
that George Weimer took the passing of
All this time 1 was doin’ friendly
them so much to heart that he
just things for the woman, she not knowcouldn’t bear it, and that after he had ln’ anything about how I really felt
been out scouring such woods as the axe toward her.
She give me her conhad left for three days and come home fidence and told me what troubled
without getting a shot at a deer, he hung her. One day after a storm a lot o’
np his rifle for good, and passed over to wreckage come In with several dead
the happy hunting grounds not a great bodies. I was out In
my boat and saw
while afterward.
Maggie beckonin’ to me from the
“But there are some deer left with us yet, beach.
I went In to where she was
>ud I suppose it is
just ss well that we and saw that she was standln’ by a
haven’t as many as we used to have, body.
She was the wretchedest lookfor what would be the good of them now
ing woman I ever saw.
that the law only permits a fellow to
“It's Jack," she said.
knock over two in a season, and only
inie euougu, uiure woo ««.» wuw
bucks at that? It would only aggravate back dead.
ns old-timers like the
mischief.
I took In the situation at once.
“I might as weU
say, though, that I "Maggie,” I said, “there’s Just one
•in’t one of ’em that have hung up their
way to keep you from bein’ known
rifles because the hunting isn’t what it as a woman wbo has lived with a man
used to be. I’ve been
looking the ground who wasn’t her legal husband and
overs little this fall, and I don’t mind
your boy from knowln’ he’s Illegitisaying that If I don’t know where there’s mate. Don't you say a word about
s couple of
five-prong bucks holding forth this. I’ll take the body out In my
up around my neighborhood in the Kettel boat and give It a sea burial.”
Creek country, then I can’t read deer signs
“I think It was sparing her boy pain
When I see ’em. And if I don’t have both and disgrace that decided her. At any
of ’em
hanging up in my cabin before the rate, she consented. 1 put the body
deer season is over, then
my trigger An- Into my boat, took It out Into deep waker has lost Its cunning and that eye of
ter, tied my anchor to the ankles and
mine is on the blink.”
hoisted It overboard. No one saw me,
and If any one had I don’t reckon It
A proud
father, in the presence of a vis- would have made any difference, for It
itor, asked hU four-year-old boy: “How wasn’t everybody about there that
°ld are you?” “I am four
years old and would have remembered Jack anyway.
you know it,” tba lad replied. “Now, for
“Maggie was a good deal cut up about
the lord’s
sake, don’t aak me that again.” the matter, not knowing whether she
had done right In saying nothing to her
StturtiKnunti.
husband. You see. It made a horrible
secret between her and him that was
always on her mind. I relieved her as
well as I could by reminding her that
though It might not hurt Jim specially
That’s Why a Thankful Woman to know the secret, we couldn’t tell
Recommends Parisian Sage.
exactly how he would feel about her
G. A. Parcher will sell you a fifty and my action in the matter. I didn't
eent bottle of PARISIAN SAGE and see how It would help matters to tell

Her Hair Grew.

guarantee it to banish dandruff, stop
railing hair and itching acalp, or
money back. It’s a delightful hair

dressing that makes hair

fascinating“In
nop#
which

the spring I

was

lustrous and
recovering

severe case of erysipelas,
left me virtually bald on the
of my head and next to my ears,
due hair
kept coming out rapidly
and nothing I used
stopped my getting entirely bald, until I used two
bottles of PARISIAN SAGE. This
tome made my hair start to grow in
■no, in fact, grew me a good fair
amount of hair, and it has entirely
•topped my hair falling out.
It is with pleasure that 1 givespuba

Sunt

“awcomaead to PARISIAN SAGE,
which I know is

gfia Gilchrist,

Mrs.
a wonder.”
W. Pitt St, Bedford,

the Maine Const Thin
Year Has Been Sneoeaefol.
A press dispatch from Portland says
•boot flfi0,000 worth ot porgies hare bean
oanght off the Maine coast during tbe
past six weeks. It hardly seems possible
that the small llsh could have totalled up
such a huge amount, but that Is a fact.
Everybody has known that the menhaden
have been numerous off the coast, but not
before have there been any figures available.
Pilot E. P. damage, of the steamer Ari
zona, declares that the porgy steamers
that have been off the Maine coast this
year have landed fully 75,000 barrela, and
even that is probably
placing the figure
low. A conservative estimate of the value
of these fish is |160,000. They would be
worth that just as they were taken from
the water, but when turned into the olland
fertilizer they will be worth much more.
It has been fifteen years sinoe the pecgies have been found oft the Maine coast.
“It was great news to the fleet," says
Pilot damage, “when we heard that the
porgies had appeared in large numbers off
the Maine coast. We had been catching
the fish down in Delaware bay, but they
were thin and did not yield tnaoh oil.
The Maine fish have been larger and latter
than those caught to the southward. As a
result the catch on the Maine coast has
been much more valuable.”
The Arizona is the high-line ship ol the
porgy fleet. Up to the present time, the
catch ol this steamer alone has been 60,000
barrels. Of this amount, 10,000 have been
taken off the Maine ooast, while the rest
were
caught in Delaware bay. The
other steamers that have been operating
here have not landed as many barrels as
the Arizona, but they have taken enough
so that the whole total to date will easily
reach the 75,000 barrels mark which has
already been mentioned.
Just at present, tbe steamers of two companies are operating off the Maine coast.
The Menhaden Fisheries Co. has the
Arizona, Quickstep and Vesper, while the
Atlantic Fisheries Co. has the Alaska,
Ranger, Rollin E. Mason, Portland,
Walter Adams and Montauk. The floating fish factory Mills, which was in port
over a month ago, is the property of the
Menhaden company.
The Mills has not been used extensively this season. Pilot damage said
that instead of putting it at work, it
has been

on

given

a

series of successive tests

that tbe true worth of the ship could
be demonstrated. The craft hss proved
successful, and next year will be used for
tbe purpose to which it was intended she
should be put. During the present season, the majority of the porgies have been
landed at Bristol, where there is a factory,
and there they have been refined into oil,
while the refuse has been made into fertilizer.
so

i
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purgy
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successful off the Maine coast, it is now
nearing an end. About two weeks more
and the flsh will have disappeared from
the waters. The great majority of them
have lately been taken around Half Way
rock, but they have been found near
Boothbay in large quantities. They never
get east of Frenchman’s bay. Just at
present, owing to the rough weather, but
few have been caught. More than that,
the fish have been very wild and have
avoided the nets, so that the catch has
been much smaller than it otherwise
would have been,
K1TTERY TO CARIBOU.
Rev. Dr. John 8. Bewail died at his
home in Bangor last Wednesday, of pneumonia. Professor 8ewall was born in
Newcastle, March 20, 1830. He visited
Japan as a member of Commodore Perry’s
expedition, afterward entering the Bangor
theological seminary, from which he
graduated in 1858. He was chaplain of the
Eighth Massachusetts regiment during
the Civil war, and professor o! rhetoric,
oratory add English literature at Bowdoin
from 1867 to 1875. He was professor of
homelitics in the Bangor seminary from
1875 to 1903. Since then he has been professor emeritus, and has engaged in litHe was chaplain of the
erary work.
Maine commander? of the Loyal Legion
at the time of his death.
The sardine factory of Q. N. Williams,
at Cutler, was burned last Thursday
night. Loss (10,000. The factory was
built about four years ago, on the site of
one that had burned.
Abont 1,000 cases
of sardines ready tor shipment were in
the building.
“In the Cumberland mountains of East
Tennessee,” the.Hon. “Bob” Taylor says,
“a good coon dog is considered a valuable
asset. A visitor onoe asked a native, Bill
Smoon, how many dogs he had. ‘I ain’t
got but five,’ said Bill, dejectedly. ‘Looks
like 1 never kin git a start on dogs agin.’
The captain was trying to impress upon
the sailor the importance of saying “Sir”
In addressing his superior. “How’s her
head?” he asked. “Nor-by-east,” answered the old tar, gruffly. Another trial
“Let me take the
was without success.
wheel,” said the skipper, “and you ask me
the question.” “Ow’s her head?" roared
the sailor. “Nor-by-east, sir,” replied the
captain. “Keep her so, my man,” said
j the old tar, “while I goes forward and has
>
a smoke.”
The livers of 100 cod flsh
produce a gallon of oil.

are

needed to

MOFFAT ROAD TRIP
IN COLORADO.

You Might Have
| Saved The Child! I

IWrttUn for Too Amuuoao by Alla* Fly#
Taalar, of Denver, Col., formerly oft BadeBo trip takbn by tonriate in Colorado ii
enjoyable than the one it we* my
pleasure to take, namely, the famous Moffat Road trip.
^
Taking the soenio special from Moflat
depot in Denver, which is at an elevation of
V® feet, one ^oes for about twenty miles
through valleys and foothill country, and
there he sees the results obtained, by irrigating the soil. He also sees same cattle ranches, brick kilns and goes by Leyden, noted for Its coal mines.
The two horse-shoe curves, which one
sees as he approaches the
foothills, gives
one the first sight of the difficulties overcome in perfecting this line, which is
made up of engineering teats which had
before been pronounced impossibilities.
After leaving the valleys we are soon
climbing with cautious advancement the
Rocky mountains, and the vagying scenes
give one the most delightful surprises.
Passing through a tunnel, we may come
out upon the side of mountains from
which we can see on one aide * beautiful
view of plains and valleys, while on the
other, great walls of rock tower to such a
height the tops eannot b* seen from the
oar window.
The next moment we are
going through the mountains again, for
the tunnels occur with such frequency
that in going a distance of twelve miles
we
pass through twenty-eight of the
thirty-three tunnels in tbs road between
Denver and Arrow. Tbs tunnels vary in
length from a few feet to several hundred.
We also pass through canons, along the
aides of mountain streams, where it is not
unusual to see a cluster of cottages and
tents, the summer homes of people from
the nearby cities.
Then we pass the
homes of people whose work is in the
mountains.
All of these add to the picturesqueness
of the country passed through in reaching
our first stop, Tolland, a pretty summer
resort with an elevation of 8,880 feet, a
distance of about fifty miles from Denver
and situated in Boulder park at the foot of
the range.
The view as one emerges from Tunnel
No. 8 is of particular interest. For a
range ot one hundred and fifty miles can
be seen plains dotted with towns, lakes
and streams and when in company with
people acquainted with this country many
points of interest can be seen from there.
Other things of note bb we pass from
Denver to Tolland are Sentinel rock, Qiant

es, mu little lorm, tni% eoKinea, ourning wiw lever
end tossing in dreams, might eves now be the embodiment
of physical health if yea, mother, had taken the means to
prevent sickness which every mother asay take if she win.
Serious ills grow from liras ailments, and when mothers
realize this and prevent stomach trouble, indigestion, torpid
liver, bowel complaint and kindred disorders with now
and then a dose of

mon

DR. TRUE’S 4

ELIXIR
The

I

Palisade, Byers canon aud Sphynx pass,
latter guarding the entrance to
Boulder park.

L

the

Leaving Tolland on its climb to the
Continental Divide, the road goes up the
valley, comes back high on the mountain j
wall; it then describes a loop a mile or
more in length, coming baok still higher )
up; again it swings baok, and leaning out j
of the car window one can see the three
tracks below, and the town is just discernible, This iB known as the Oiant’s ladder.
About sixty miles from Denver, at an
elevation of 10,660 feet, iB Yankee Doodle
lake, around which the road winds and by
the sides of which iB seen perpetual snow.
After leaving there a loop of five miles is
necessary to gain the summit of the Continental Divide, and from there we looked
down 1,000 feet to Yankee Doodle lake.
The crest of the Continental Divide is
11,660 feet above sea level at Corona, sixty
miles from Denver; this is the highest
point reached by any standard gauge railroad, and it is a rise of more than a mile
in about three hours’ time.
Corona is situated within a snow shed
5,000 feet in length. Besides the station
there is a commodious lunch-room where
many tourists stop for refreshments. A
door through the Bide of the shed allows
visitors to pass out and there they come
upon perpetual Bnow and near at hand
beautiful mountain flowers, which grow
luxuriantly all along the mountain slopes.
Time is given for picture taking, and
many, including members of our party,
had pictures taken holding snow is one
hand and columbine, the Colorado state
flower, in the other.
Arrow, the end of the scenic trip, is
9,585 feet high and is eleven miles from
Corona on the Pacific slope. In going
from Corona to Arrow we passed three
lakes known as the Old Fellows chain,
and saw Mr. Epworth, named by the Epworth Leaguers.
With so much to see it is not to be wondered at that our return trip was interesting and we were enabled to see more of
the windings in and out among the mountains and the tunnels through which we
pass and other things which go together
to make this trip one never to be forgotten.
That boy of yours is not adapted for the
undertaking business,” explained an undertaker to the boy’e father, who inquired
why he had been discharged. “What’s
the trouble with him?” “He hasn’t a
realising sense of what is due the afflicted.
Day before yesterday Mrs. B. buried her
fourth husband. I sent the boy up to
learn at what hour Bhe wished the services
to take place, and he asked her what her
regular time of day was for burying husbands. I expect to lose her trade en-

^ You

iTtsFi

When

a

says there’s
she?

woman

does

no

him.
“Jim died about ten years ago. and
Pve waited since then till a few
months ago to tell Maggie my part of
We had been drawn so
the story.
together by the secret that It wasn’t
much of a surprise to her when I said
What I bad to say. And I think the
secret helped me to get her. I want to
know what you have to say about It

cannot know what

until you try
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Michetin properly inflated
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If you have used William Tell Flour it
will be bread that is good as most cake—
cake that is a miracle of tender lightnesspastry that melts in your mouth.
Our own special process,
latest improved machinery, perfect organization, selected Ohio
• Red Winter Wheat, makes Will-

iam Tell the ideal dour.
It is also the most economical—makes the most loaves
to the sack.

Have it in readiness for
Re-

your next baking.
member to order
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WHITCOMB, HAYNES & CO., Ellsworth Falls, Me.
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Simple,
Powerful.

tirely.”
talking, why

1

use

Proven
severe

so

by the most

of all tests—the

test of time.
:;<r.
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i:

Do you condemn us?”

“As to the wisdom of your course,”
I replied. “I have no comment to make.
In your action I see nothing to con-

To
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flemn.”

b

•Til go and tell her that” he said,
greatly relieved. "It’ll make her feel
more comfortable about It than since
the secret came between us."

Sold by J. P.
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Oapt. William Raynes, of Sunset, had a
tussle with a man-eating shark, weighing
about 650 pounds, and seven feet long, off
Sheep island recently. It started in yanking the fish off the trawl as test as he got
them in sight of the dory. William got
mad and made a lunge at it with the gaft,
and it started to tow him; he got his
anchor and got a few hitches around the
tail of the shark. It lit out and towed
him all around in a circle and then back
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Bard island on a “zizzy”. He
beat all the motor boats he was
ever in, and he has been in some fast ones.
He finally killed it, got it in the boat and
into Sunset, where it took an ox to get it
up to the house. He was well tired out.
far
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Bucksport, which

at first laughed at the
that the trustees of the East Maine
Conference seminary could seriously consider the possibility of moving from

Business communications should be addressed
to, and all cheeks and money orders made pay
able to Th« Hancock coontt Publibhino
Co., Ellsworth, Maine.

idea

Looks

tf the Expected Happened
when Dam Broke.
The recent breaking of the concrete dam
st Austin, Pa., which resulted in the wiping out of the town, one and one-half
miles below-the dam, with the ioss of
about 100 lives, naturally created considerable speculation in Ellsworth as to what
would happen if the big concrete dam of
Bar Harbor A Union River Power Co.
should break. The Austin dam was built
two years later than the Ellsworth dam.
Comparisions between the Austin and
Ellsworth dams are not fair to the latter,
the foundation of which is in solid bed
rock, with both ends of the dam, to the
very crest, anchored in a solid ledge. The
Ellsworth dam site has been pronounced
by engineers as ideal. In tbe Austin dam,
the weakness of the
foundation was
as

taking
Tills week’s edition of The notice”. The citizens of Bucksport Fri- known by engineers, and was at once
American is 2,350 copies.
day evening gave a reception to the manifest when the water was turned on
faculty and students of the seminary, at tbe dam. The breaking of the dam was
2,375 which the topic of the evening was a pro- simply the happening of the expected.
Average for the year of 1910,
The following from an article in the
test against the removal of the seminary.
Among the speakers were Rev. Maurice Engineering News should be reassuring to
WEDNESDAY OCTOBER 18, 1911.
Prince, of Pennsylvania, a former presi- any Ellsworth people who imagine a like
dent of the seminary; Hon. Parker Spot- catastrophe here.
The Music Festival.
The cause of the Austin disaster will be
ford, Rev. Thomas Whiteside, Rev. EdThe fifteenth series of concerts of win J. Klock and President F. E.
Bragdon. clear to every engineer from the account pf a
Bucksport,

the Maine

music

Portland to-night;

festival closes in
the series in Ban-

is

now

“sitting

up and

members of the Coot club*
composed of prominent business and professional men of Belfast, returned home
last week from their annual cruise in the
When the

gor closed Saturday night in a blaze
of glory.
The attendance on Saturday night
at Bangor, with the possible excep-

Castine, they

gave glowing acreception in various
towns visited, but neglected to mention
the warm reception given them at Brooklin by Game Wardens Butler, of Bluehill,
and Shea, of Ellsworth. Eleven members
of the Coot club were arrested, charged
with violation of the game laws in shoot-,
eoncerts also was much larger than ing sea birds from a power boat. The disin previous years, and while it is tinguished members of the Coot club made
steamer
counts

tion of the last night of the festival in
1897, when Nordica sang, was the
largest in the history of the festival;
every seat was sold, and every available Inch of standing room was occupied. The attendance at the other

heretofore, it is equally true that the
increased attendance ia due to an increased interest in the festival aa a
whole.
As in

warm

strenuous efforts to settle out of court, but
the.game wardens would not yield to their
overtures, and they were arraigned before
Judge Snow, of the Western Hancock
municipal court. Judge Snow granted
their request tor a continuance of the case

true that the flrat four proattractive than
were more

probably
grams

of their

for ten

days,

and

they

were

released

on

in Portland the at- their own recognizance in the sum of $500.
Bangor,
tendance this year is away ahead of The members of the Coot club kept very
that of previous years. Every seat quiet on this matter on their return home,
leaked out and they are now
at to-night’s concert was sold out last but the story
busy passing cigars.
week, and the attendance at Mon-

day’s
far

and
above

so

Tuesday’s

concerts was
the-.average of previous

concerts.

All this indicates more than mere
interest in individual singers, famous
though they may be; it indicates a

NEW

|

State

TAX IDEAS.

Assessor Thompson Proposes
’Some Important C hanges.

[From the Lewiston Journa/.j

1
State Assessor Thompson believes that
interest in the festival itself
there are two very
as an institution, as a growing influimportant changes
which ought to be made in the taxation
ence on the musical, artistic and edu- I
laws of Maine. These relate entirely to
cational life of Maine.
the public service corporations in the
To W. R. Chapman, more than to State. One of these is a new idea

genuine

which

any one individual, is due the credit the assessor advances, the other is an
for the
and main- advocacy of an idea promulgated some
establishment
tenance of this festival,
and
this time ago and nearly adopted by the last
credit is to be shared by his wife, legislature.
Mr. Thompson is of the opinion that it
whose capacity for organization is

tremendous, and without whom the
results accomplished
would have
been impossible.
Long live the Maine music festival!
Charities and Corrections.
The approaching meeting of the Maine
State conference of charities and corrections, to be held in Augusta, Nov. 1,
2 and 3, promises to be an unusually interesting one. At the opening session, on
Wednesday evening, Nov. 1, the conference will be welcomed by addresses from
Gov. Plaisted and the mayor of Augusta.
The opening address of the conference and
response to the addresses of welcome will
be given by Rev. John H. Quint, of Brunswick, vice-president of the conference
The address of the evening will be given
by Dr. Jeffrey R. Brackett, of tbe Boston
school for social workers, a member of the
Massachusetts state board of charities,

would

be very

wiae

to

place

all

public

service corporations in the same category
when it comes to the levying of taxes.
They should, he claims, be upon the
same basis as the railroad companies and
Bhbuld be taxed the same. As the tele-

graph

and telephone companies, express
and Pullman car companies are now
taxed in the same manner as the railroads, this leaves the light and power companies to be affected by the suggestion advanced by the assessor.
“These companies,” says Mr. Thompson, “should be assessed by the State, excepting, as now, on the real estate located
in the town. It isn’t of so great importance which form of assessment is
used,
the ad valorem or the gross earnings, so
long as the method is uniform and the

companies all taxed in the same w ay.
“The light and power companies have
developed so greatly in recent years that
something like this is necessary. To-day
they are operating not in one city or town

recognized authority on social work.
Dr. Brackett will speak at the confer- but in several. Their transmission
lines
ence on the subject of “The Local Almscross the country just as the railroads
house; Who Should Be in It, and Who They should be in the same category, in
Should Be Kept out of It?” This subject is so far as fixation is concerned. It will
j
a timely one tor us here in Maine because
have to come eventually, and there is no
of one great evil connected with our alms- reason
it
should
not
come
at once.”
why
house population—the keeping there of
Asked if he would include gas light
children. In many states this is forbidMr.
companies,
Thompson said that they
den by law, and it ought to be forbidden were in a little different
position from the
everywhere.
electric light and power companies beyul.__•
a.
cause for the moat part they were conconference will be Dr. E. Stags Whitin, of j fined to one
particular town. However,
the national prison labor association; he could see no
objection to including
Hon. Payson Smith, who will speak on
them, especially those which did business
Industrial education; Miss Laura B. Gar- in more than one
municipality, such as
rett, of New York, on sex hygiene, the local company, the Lewiston and
especially with reference to the education Auburn company, the Bangor company
of children; Arthur H. Ham, a special in- and some others.
vestigator for the Bussell Sage foundainner cn»uge
is
me repeal oi me
tion, on the subject of loan sharks and law whereby one per cent of the railroad
remedial loan associations, and many and
express and telegraph and telephone
a

a.

*__

xi

others.
The local committee in Augosta is making preparations for a large number of
delegates from all parts of the Stole.

Printers’ Cost Congress.
The pn»Tter» •“‘l allied trades of New
hold a convention and cost
England wlu'
American house, Boston,
congress at th«
Tuesday, Odt. 24, to consider the various1
connected with
phases of cost and methods
the many branches of the printing in-

dustry.

A large representation is assured of the
printers, electrotypers, photo-engravers
and paper jobbers of fhis section of the
shown
country, and the interest already
and results
promises as great enthusiasm
came from the conventions
cago, St. Louis and Denver.

as

held in Chi-

The program now being prepared assures
of
aeries of meetings which will be
aa
immeasurable value to all who attend,
counin
the
men
beat-known
home of the
have already been secured.
a

try

advertisers
A common mistake of local
is to estimate the value o/-advertising
the amount
•pace of one newspaper by
It is a
asked by some other publication.
man
aidsts of judgment for a business
iu a reputo sstimats the value of space
circulation
table uewspaver with a good
other publication which
by that of some
aud be
seta aeeept business at any pries

it.—Iaavonworth (Kansas)

Times.

tax is returned to the town wherein the
stock is ownsd. A law for this repeal was
presented to the last legislature and
nearly went through. It would have been
enacted but for the activity of certain
gentlemen from the larger cities, who inmembers to vote
duced the country
against it, though the cities were the only
ones which are directly benefited by the
plan which now exists.
Mr.
In discussing this proposition
Thompson says that there are cases where
all the stock of a telephone company ia
Owned in a different town from that in
which the company operates.. If there is
to be a rebate of the State's "tax on the
earnings of this company it should be
made to the town in which it operates,
but under the present law it does not go
there. It goes to the' town where the
Btock is owned, which he contends is
absolutely unfair.
“Each year,” says Mr. Thompson, “the
demand upon the State to assume burdens
is increasing and each year more of these
demands are being aceeeded to. The State,
therefore, should not return any of its tax
upon public service corporations to any
city or town direct. It should use every
dollar of it to care tor these added burdens. This is another and a valid reason
why the light and power companies
should pay a direct tax to the State.
They nearly secured the passage of a law
doing away with this rebating at the last
session and it will come, eventually. The
soonsr it oomea the better.”

previous partial failure of this structure on
Jan. 28,1910, which was published in oar issue
of March 17,1910.
In February, 1910, local newspaper accounts
reached ns describing in language more sensational than technical the dynamiting of a
portion of a concrete dam to save it from destruction by flood.
This impressed ns as a most unusual method
of treating a dam, particularly one Just completed, and we were especially curious to
learn wbat sort of a dam| it was which oouid
be so imperiled by a flood. We therefore requested information from tbe designer of the
dam. T. Chalkley Hatton, of Wilmington,
Del., and received from him a statement, with
drawings and photographs, fronts which the
article referred to was prepared and published.
no
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founded

on
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>ua*
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strata of soft
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uaui

sandstone

TT mm

inter-

spersed with layers of clay and shale, and
wm carried down into the bed
rock only
about four feet.

ns. ujrwooD h. ccshman.

TMi community wh shocked to learn ol
tbe sudden and wholly unexpected death
last Monday evening ol Emily B., wile ol
Linwood H. Cushman, at her home on
Fourth street. Death was due to apoplexy.
She was forty-nine years of age.
Mrs. Cushman was stricken at tbe
home of Mrs. Mullan during tbe MullanCollins wedding reception, and was im-

Berty

asksll

p.

years. She leaves besides ber husJulia (Mrs. A. C.
band, one daughter
I-yon), and her'mother—Mrs. Smith, all of
whom were with ber at tbe time of her

2

dress -A",
HAY-About
worth.

—

tons
cars

te.ta,"'uP,”^

of Hungarian hsy. AdAmbbican office, Ells-

|

Co Art.

death.

failhful wife and mother, a kind
a useful member of society, a
valued worker in the
Congregational
church, Mrs. Cushman will be sorely
missed by a host of friends and a wide circle of acquaintances. Tbe stricken family
has the since rest sympathy of the entire

g„l?r

phaeton top bntry:
Address ••Boooy**,

482,

o.
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A

store, Justva/OFFICES over Moore’s drugwater
heat and
yP cated by B. T. Sowle; hot
Ellsworth.

neighbor,

Inquire of E. G. Moorb,

toilet.

HOUSE on Central street.
Pbtbbs ft Knowlton, Ells-

Apply to
CHILCOTT

worth.__

$clp CBanUl.

/

community.
The funeral will be held at the Cushman
on
residence
Fourth street to-morrow
afternoon at 2 o’clock.

good blacksmith to tsks
shop; all fitted with stock and tools:
plenty of work; or will hire a good, practical
man. Address R. W. Knowlton, Sanest, Me.

BLACKSMITH-*

COOKING VENISON.

WOMEN—Two
GLOVE

ways

oi

cooking

women

of middle

FACTORY —One

hoy; also

Diaioo Manufacfor stitchers.
AT girls
Co School street, Elleworth.

(From the Bangor Commercial. I
are

three

age wanted for general work in hotel.
Hancock
Apply in person or by letter.
Housk, Ellsworth, Me.

Art Understood by Comparatively
Few Cooks.

mere

or

turing

venison,

CASHIER; also experienced salesC. L. Moranq, Elleworth, Me.

LADY
lady.

tender. Juicy steaks of the deer and
moose, when ripened just enough to be
fit to eat;
there are more ways of
spoiling it so it is fit only for outer soles
the

QfUntrb.

Indian tans. When the average
man goes home with a delicious supper of
venison, his wife serves it on the table a
little later with the heart all cooked out
of it and the inside as white as a piece of
pork, tough and leathery enough to give
to the

HARDWOOD—We

are

in the market for

white birch, yellow birch and rock
maple, to be delivered at our factory the coming winter. We have decided to pay for No. 1
woods. 96.80 per cord. For No. 2. 99-00 per
cord. For No. 8. 95-80 per cord, delivered in
the yard at oar factory. AU who wish to furnish us with a quantity of these woods, we
would like to have call at the factory office ae
early as possible and state the amount you
could furnish, and consult with us in regard
to our requirements for site and quality off
wood to be furnished at these prices. Ells
worth

Harp wood Co.

and children

to

cut balsam fir

INARMK.R8
twigs. For particulars address Pm*
Pillow
Wood huildinr. New York. N. Y.
Co.,

Special Motue*.
NOTICE..
E. T. Finn has forbidden
anyone trusting me on his account. I
wish to say that I have always supported my
self before and since I married him, and
could not get anyone to trust me on bis accouut if I should try.
While he sits around or rides away.
I carry my burden in the heat of day.
Alick G. Finn.
Ellsworth. Me., Oct. 11.1911.

WHEREAS.

CARD* OF THAN K-.
WISH through the columns of Tub Amkrican to express my heartfelt thanks to the
members of Bayside grange for the beautiful
metal wreath presented in memory of my late
husband for the decoration of his grave.
Mrs. F**r A. Oxctrrr.
Ellsworth, Oct. 17,1911.

I

CAUTION notice:.
T BBRBID *11 persons harboring or trusting
L my wife. Alice G. Finn, on my account, as
I will pay no bills of her contracting after
this date.
Kdvasd T. Finn.
Ellsworth, Me., Oct. 4,1911.

Xfehrrtisrmrnt*.

heap

LIKE

0. A. Parcher, the popular druggiat, is
making au offer that is juat line finding
money, for be ia selling a regular SO-cent
bottle of Dr. Howard’s celebrated specific
for the cure of constipation and dyspepaia at half price. In addition to thia large
discount he agrees to return the money to
any purchaser whom the specific does not
cure.

It is quite unusual to be able to buy
flfty-cent pieces for a quarter, but that is
what this offer really means, for it Is only
recently, through the solicitation of Druggist Parcher, that this medicine could be
He
bought for less than fifty cents.
urged the proprietors to allow him to sell
it at this reduced price for a little while,
agreeing to sell a certain amount. The
result has justified his good judgement,for
the sale has been something remarkable.
Anyone who suffers with headache, dyspepsia, dizziness, sour stomach, specks before the eyes, or any liver trouble, should
take advantage of this opportunity, for
Dr. Howard’s specific will cure all these
troubles. But if by any chance it should
not, Mr. Parcher will return your money.

20 Post Cards for 4 A.
and 2 el. stamp to pay postage Big
value. Assorted package. Cards at
wholesale, Me per too, postage paid.
m tw»
t.
n», owe, mm

fin

I I IA
I I II _
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Phila-

McCullough.
JEROME H. KNOWLES, Judge of said Court.
▲ true copy of the original order.
Attest:—T. F. Mahohky, Register.
MATE OF MAINE.
Hancock s». At a Probate Court held at
Ellsworth In and for said county of Hancock,
on the third day of October in the year of
our Lord one thousand nine hundred and
eleven.
CERTAIN instrument purporting to be
a copy of the last will and testament and
two codicils of
WILLIAM E. 8IL8BEE, late of MILTON,
in the county of Norfolk, and commonwealth
of Massachusetts, deceased, aud of the probate thereof in said county of Norfolk, duly
authenticated, having been presented to tne
of HanJudge of probate for our said county
cock for the purpose of being allowed, nien
and recorded in the probate court of our saia
county of Hancock.
Ordered, That notice thereof be given
all persona interested therein, by publishing
a copy of this order three weeks successively In the Ellsworth American, a newspacounty
per printed at Ellsworth, in said
of Hancock, prior bo the seventh day of November, a. d. 1911, that they may
a probate court, then to be held at Ellsworth
ten
in and for said county of Hancock, at
u
o’clock in the forenoon, and show cause,
any they have, against the same.
Probate,
JEROME H. KNOWLES. Judge of

A

»PPe*rJ?

A

true

copy of the original.
Attest:—T. F. Mahoney, Register-

subscriber hereby gives notice that
she. has been duly appointed executrix
of the last will and testament of
MAURICE R. RICH, late of TREMGNT,
in the county of Hancock, deceased, no bona*
wi
being required by the terms of *aiil
e
All persons having demands against the
tate of said deceased are desired to
indebt<Mx
the same for settlement, and all
thereto are requested to make payment
Amanda M. Rich.
mediately.
Tremont, Oct. 14,1911.

THE

legal Nottm.
NOTICE OE rOBBCUMWE.
Geo. M. Warren, of Castlns.
Hancock county and State of Maine,
■ mortgage deed dated January second,
a. d.
1906b recorded in Hancock county
registry of deeds, in voi. 416, page 429. con
veyed to the Hancock County Savings Bank, a
corporation duly organised and existing under the laws of Maine, and having an established place of bnsinesa at Ellsworth, Hancock county, Maine, A certain lot or parcel
of land situated in the town of Btonington. in
said county (formerly Deer Isle) and bounded
and described as follows, to wit: Commencing at a bolt in a ledge near Deer Isle Thoroughfare and running southerly striking the
channel between the main ahore and an
island lying southerly from Thurlow Brothers wharf or factory wharf and
continuing
southerly, westerly and northerly by the salt
water as the shore runs around said Island to
the northwest point of the same (the space
between said island and the main land being
now filled in with solid earth and rock) ana
fiom said point to the eastern end of said
Thnrlow Brothers or factory wharf; thence
northerly by the road to a bolt in a ledge;
tbence east five and one-half rods to first
mentioned bound. Containing one acre more
or less and being the same
premises sold and
conveyed to Thomas Warren by Charlotte
Thurlow by deed dated October ft. 1977. and
recorded in Hancock county registry of deeds,
book 169, page 416, together with all wharves,
stores, coal sheds and other buildings on said

XHEREAB.

—

Bend for list of test!that it falls to ourc.
mo Dials.
Address F. J. CHENBY k CO., Toledo, O.
Bold by all Druggists. 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills tor oonettpatlon.

FINDING MONEY.

G. A. Paroher Offers Popular Medicine at Half-Price.

ct,

Isaac 8. Cnnnlngbsm, late of Bucksnort i.
said county deceased. A certain
porportlng to be the lest will snd
of said deceased, together with petition
probate thereof, presented by Belle p.
the executrix therein named.
Pearl J. Urlndle, late of Blnehlll, in ....
county, deceased. A certain Instrument
porting to be tbs last will and
■aid deceased, together with petition for Dm
bste thereof, presented by Clara D. Grindi.
the executrix therein named.
George E. King. late of Lamoine. ir. mm
county, deceased. A certain instrument dup
porting to be the last will and testaments#
said deceased, together with petition for
bate thereof, presented by Nathan D. KinL
*'
the executor therein named.
Lucy D. Paruham. late of Penobscot, in said
county, deceased. A certain instrument onr.
porting to be the last will and testament ot
said deceased, together with petition for nro.
bste thereof, presented by Lluie E. ClemenL
H
the executrix therein named.
Mark 8. Moon, late of Ellsworth, in said
connty, deceased. A certain instrument pur*
porting to be the last will snd testament of
said deceased, together with petition for probats thereof, presented by Barry L. Crabtree
the executor therein named.
Fred B. Googlns. late of Bncksport, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Theodore H
Smith 01 some other aultable person be an*
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Theodore H. Smith
administrator of tbs estate of Luman War*
ren, late of aald
Bncksport, deceased a
creditor of said Fred B. Googlns, deceased
Ann Mercer Stratton, late of Hancock, In
said connty deceased. Petition that Charles
E. Stratton, or some other suitable person be
appointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presentea by Charles E. .Stratton
an hair of said deceased.
James Bennett, late of Verona, in said
county, deceased. Petition that Robert B.
Randell or tome other aultable person be ap.
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Era L. Randell, a
daughter of said deceased.
Naacy Leach, late of Brookeyille, in said
Petition
that Nellie L
county, deceased.
Billing* or some other suitable person be ap.
pointed administrator of the estate of said
deceased, presented by Nellie L. Billings, a
daughter snd heir-at-law of said deceased.
Wescott A Preble, of Bar Harbor, town of
Bden, in said county. First account of John
K. Preble, surviving partner, filed for settle*
ment.
Of
nargarei a. warn, taw
nuc'KSport, In
said county, deceased. First account of the
Kcnduskeag Trust Company, executor filed
for sett emsnt.
Arthur A. Burnham,' late of Ellsworth, In
said county, deceased. Second account of A.
F. Burnham, executor, filed for settlement.
Cordelia Fitzgermd. late of Winter Harbor,
in said county, deceased. First account of
Bedford K. Tracy, administrator, filed for
settlement.
Mary A. Hayward or Amauda Hayward,
late of Bucksport, in said county, deceased.
First account of Lynn H. Hayward, administrator, filed for settlement.
Susan W. Haidy, late of Boston. MassaFirst snd final account
chusetts. deceased.
of Alpbeu* 11. Hardy and Arthur 8. Hardy,
trustees, filed for settlement.
Clara li. Bunker, late of Uoutdsboro, in said
county, deceased. Petition tiled by Charles
H. Wood, administrator, for license to seJ! certain real estate of said deceased, as described
in said petition.
George Long Barton, a minor, of Springof
Massachusetts.
Commonwealth
field,
Petition died by Edwin WT. Barton, guardian,
for license to sell certain re*l estate of ssii
minor, as described in said petition.
Daniel or Daniel F. Davis, late of Bucksport,
Petition fl ed by
in said county, deceased.
Tbeodote U. ->miih, admUtralor, for license
to seli certain real estate of said deceased, as
described in said petition.
Georgiauna Wescott, a minor, of Eden, in
Petition filed by Angus M.
said county.
MacDonald, guardian, for license to sell certain real estate of said minor, as described in
said petition.
Margaret A. Leach, late of Bucksport, in
said county, deceased. Petition filed by the
Kenduskeag Trust Company, executor of the
estate of said deceased, thst the amount of
inheritance tax upon aaid estate be determined by the Judge of Probate.
Maria F. Wood, late of Bluehill, In said
county, deceased. Petition filed by Abby E.
Wood, administratrix* that an order be issued
to distribute among the heirs of sa\d deceased, the amount remaining in the hands of
•aid administratrix, upon the settlement of
her first account.
Edmund H. McCullough, late of
delphia, state of Pennsylvania, deceased.
Petition filed by the Riaelitv and Deposit
Compauy of Maryland, that ft may be discharged from all liability for any subsequent
but not for any prior breach of trust as surety
upon the bona given by The Provident Life
and Trust Company of aaid Philadelphia, as
trustee of the estate of said Edmund H.

lnatrums.1
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Jfor Salt.
in good condition.
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box
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catch cold.”

a email row boat.
by proving prothis
advertisement.
paying
Powers, Brooklln, Me.
same

up
and overflows every pore and opening in
the meat and almost floats the steak away*
lower the water back of the dam and reduce
After this has been done there is
the pressure, and also to blow off the cap of
the draw-off pipe and empty the pond j>ehind nothing left to do except to eat the steak,
and most anybody knows how to do this
the dam entirely.
Bear in mind always
Shortly afterward they concluded (on what without a recipe.
engineering advice, if any, we know not) that that there never was and never will be any
the dam was still strong enough to bold water other
way to cook venison steak and cook
safely. The draw-off pipe was closed and the it fl tto eat.
reservoir was filled again. Within a month
With bear meat the method v considerof the original failure they had raised the
different.
The flesh ia porus sod
water within two feet of the overfloiC This ably
streaked with loose tat, so it resembles
produced a leakage under the dam of about j
600 gallons per minute, yet no one seems to tresh pork spare rib more than anything
have considered that of any importance as a else. Yon cannot fry or smother or broil
danger warning.
bear meat with any satisfaction,'but when
That the owners had some ideas that they a
spare rib cut is taken off close to tbe
ought to do something to make their structure back bone aDd tbe bake pan is paved with
the
is
shown
fact
that
more respectable
by
\ slices of fat salt pork, with peeled onions
they did ask the advice of Mr. Hatton, the
and halved sweet potatoes standing about
origiual designer, as to what repairs should
in groups to catch the fat, a man should
be made.
The plan of strengthening proposed by Mr. make a good Job of it at baking bear’s
done
Hatton was to sink a trench and build a cut- meat, providing tbe cooking is
off wall above the dam to stop the water per- slowly and the basting is performed often.
colating beneath it and to reinforce the downThe fresh water mussels of Maine are
stream face to prevent further movement. It
more valuable for their glossy shells than
was proposed to reinforce the dam by dumpthey are for their pearls. In the same
ing a heavy rock fill on the downstream face
baked bear’s meat is more prised
desire of the way,
as a
means of satisfying the
for the stuffing and sweet potatoes and
owners to keep the cost of repairs low.
in its company
It is a year and nine months since Mr. onions that are cooked
Hatton's recommendations for atengthenlng than for the intrinsic worth of tbe meat,
the structure were submitted, but the re- which in old animala la coarse and fatty
commendations were never carried oat.
and flavored with wild tastes and odore
Ouch as only a man who is very hungry
Can endure.
When Lost In the Woods.
Bump steak from the back of a threeLet the men who is lost in the woods be
boll moose that ia in good order
very careful not to over exert himself. year-old
Bis chief dangers lie in panic and over- ia the tenderest and the sweetest flesh
ever eaten.
Positively,
exertion, and though he may be In a that mankind has
to compare with it under
hurry to find shelter, I most warn him there is nothing
how
you cook it, you
to go slowly. Two miles an hour, on an the sun. No matter
cannot fail to be delighted.
Naturally
average, through the snow in the woods,
dish
as moose soup or
is all that a man in his condition will be there can be no such
able to stand without overfatigue and its baked moose, for the flesh is too precious to
attendant dangers—over-heating and per- be put to such uses. Cut the lean meat into
thinnisb strips and slap it on tbe hot
spiring.
the butter at it. A
By exercising caution, a man may live broiler and throw
To minute is long enough if the fire is hot.
a week of whit he is undergoing.
mske this article brief, however, we shall Then take it off and eat it and call (or
until the moose is
suppose that he regains the road by the more and still more,
afternoon of the tirst day. He doesn’t yet gone. Nobody ever had enough of broiled
know, of course, just where he is. He moose meat to eat. A task of this kind
should examine the tracks of the person is quite impossible.
who last passed that way.
It being afternoon, he must follow in
The Japanese process of dwarfing a pine
the direction taken by the last passing tree lasts about ten years.
vehicle or team, as shelter will be nearest
in that direction.. Had it been morning
•loo Reward. •IOO.
he would have taken the opposite direcThe readers of this paper will be pleased to
tracks must learn that there Is at least one dreaded disas whoever made the
ease that science has been able to earn in all
have come from the place where he ob- its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall's Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure now
tained shelter the previous night.
known to the medical fraternity. Cstatrh,
being a constitutional disease, requires a constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh Cure le
Mamma
Johnny, you have broken taken internally, acting directly upon the
surfaces of the system,
that vase. Johnny—Well, don't take off blood and mncoui the
foundation of the disthereby destroying
your slipper, mamma, you might cut your ease, and giving the patient atrength by
building ap the constitution and assisting
toot.
The proprietors
nature In doing its work.
The Jwife of a clergyman warned him as have so much faith in its curative powers that
offer One Hundred Dollars for any case
he went oft to officiate at a funeral one they

rainy day: “Now, John, don’t stand with
your bare head on the damp ground; you’ll

Bn.

tnav^.i

adrift,

daughter of
Emily L. and tbe late Joseph F. Smith.
She was one of three children—Everard G.,
who died in 1906, in Seattle, and a sister,
Josephine, who died at tbe age of about

An
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np
Owner may hare
BOAT—Picked
and
for

The dam itself was built
very rapidly, part of it in freezing weather,
a corn-fed giant dyspepsia.
but judging from the photographs of the
Never let your wife lay profane hands on
broken dam; the concrete on the whole gave a
a piece of venison if you know what’s good
very good account of itself, much better than
rubble masonry dams have under similar for you and the venison. There is only
circumstances.
one way to cook venison, and while it’s a
We have heard iutimatiousthat Mr. Hatton,
great deal better for moose steaks, rich,
the engineer who designed the dam, desired red and
juicy, tender as the tenderest beef
in the original construction to carry a cnt-off
that ever was, it is not bad for deer meat,
wall deep down through the soft rotk strata
as they say in some otthe advertisements.
so as to cut off possible percolation under the
CAST IRON 8PIDEK.
dam. but that he was overruled on account of
Get an old-time cast iron spider that is
the expense which would be involved. That
he did fear percolation underneath the struc- thick and big and heavy. Put it into a
ture from the start is shown by the fact that blazing fire until it is white hot —not red
he built an earth embankment against the ! hot, but white—anci then place the whiteupper face of the dam with as g;>od material hot spider oa a very hot stove, cut off
as was available in the vicinity, hoping by
thick slices of round venison steak and
this means to prevent water percolating down
jab them against the blazing spider. Use
to the porous strata beneath the dam.
no butter or fat of any kind—just let the
This means, however, proved futile. As
stated by Mr. Hatton himself, as soon as the raw and cold meat lie close against the
pond behind the dam filled, “water in large raw and hot iron and sizzle and smoke and
quantities began coming up through the burn and smell until it is crusted over
ground from fifteen to fifty feet down-stream with animal charcoal a quarter of an inch
from the toe of the data.*’
deep and until it smells like an old feather
Within twenty-four hours after this flow bed that is
burning.
under the dam
appeared, the structure
Now flop the round steak over and reshowed several great cracks and had moved
the process on the other aide, by
down-stream, the maximum movement being peat
about eighteen inches at the bang and eleven which time the spider is ready for another
inches l&ore at the top.
id .■•JSS. TQ round. Throw the hot steak upon a large
The people of Austin were greatly alarmed, platter, scrape off it he burned surface
and in the light of subsequent events they slightly, score the meat deeply with a
had reason to be. Apparently, the owners thin Ignite and then pile on the butter;
of the dam shared in this alarm. At least,
It
until it melts and runs down

they yielded enough to have a part of the
dam dynamited near the top so as to somewhat
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removed to her home, where
died about A o’clock without, apparently, regaining consciousness.
was

Hancock"

Jmtrto.

she

Cushman

To oil persona intarnsMd u
01 ">*
tates hereinafter named.
at a probate ooart held at Ellsworth i,
for the county of
“*
dap of October, a. d. l«l.
rpHK following matters hselns been
sseted for the action tbernunon
after Indicated. It Is hereby orderid th»,
tlee thereof be gleen to all persons
by causing a copy of
to b,
Uahed three weeks sacoasalTsly in the
worth American, a newspaper published
Ellsworth, In said connty, that they
pear at a probate court to be held at
worth. In said county, on the
of Norembor. a. d. ltftl, at ten of
la the forenoon, and be beard thereon if
“**»

—

mediately

Mrs.

SLgal NoUtn.

Nominated b jit ha Governor.
Among nomination* by the governor recently Mnnounoad are the following in
Hanooek county:
Juatioef of tbe peace—Robert Laughlln,
plantation SS; Cheater A. Crauey, plantation 21.
Rodney W. Garter,
Notary public
BlneblU.

OBITUARY.

THE AUBTIV FLOOD.

premises.

|

And whereas the conditions of said mortgage have been broken ana still remain broken,
now therefore, by reason of the breach of the
conditions therefore, said Hancock County
Savings Bank, by its treasurer duly authorised
claims a foreclosure of said mortgage and
gives thie notice for that purpose.
Hancock County Savings Bank,
By Charles C„ Burrill, its treasurer.
Dated at Ellsworth, Maine, October 16, a. d.
1911.

Pr*af£.

_____

tbs*
subscriber hereby gives notice
she bss been duly eppointed esecut
of
of the lest will end testsment
CALVIN V. HUCKINS, lete of LAMOINB.
8
In tbecounty of Hsncock, deceesed, no'bon
being required by tbe terms of sold willnf
estet*
persons bevlng demends sgeinst tbe
ssid deceesed ere desired to
'Be
seme for settlement, end ell Indebted
r
ere requested to mskrpeyment immediate
Hannah A. Boost*8»»•
Ellsworth, B. F. D, No. J, Ool. S.

a,HE

Wm. O. EMERY

j

TITLES
ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

•serohse mstfs end
end copioe fkarniwtiwd
notice, end ett MtfMMU

streets
short
tUCU.

|

•«•

OPFICRi

MORRISON, JOY I CO. OLOCK.
RTATR RTRRBT.
P.«. fc«, m

TdsMses. IIM.

i

$8,919.36. Defendants had offered to pay
$200 at close of tije fishing season.
E. P. Spofford sppeared for plaintiff and
!
BUN INTO Deasy A Lynam for defendants.
PROBABLY
WILL
-gjm
After plentifFs case was in this foreNEXT WBBK.

HANCOCK

8. J. COURT.

SMALL VS. SWEETZER.

The land trespass case of Willard Small
William Sweetzer went on trial this
morning. E. P. Spofford for plaintiff;
Deasy A Lynam for defendants. The
plaintiff claims $100 damages for trees and
wood cut on land owned by him. The location of line is involved.

full.

vs.

thk com.

F. Haley, Bl«Prwlciinu Ju.tice-OEOBOB
F,. Bobeeb, B»r Harbor.
^Oerli-JoHE
Hbbeert L. Ubahab,
Attorney
—

County
n*r Harbor.
riff—John E. Wbb*tir, Eilaworth.

NEW LAWYER.

One new lawyer has been admitted to
Hancock county bar at this term, Rodney W. Carter, of Bluehill, a graduate of
the U. of
law school, taking the oath
last Friday.

P- Sakoknt. Gouldsboro.
L. Allkn, Brooklin;
Rodniy
Finn, Ellsworth; Joseph T.
Edward T.
Watson
L. Mack, Aurora.
Snow, 9tonington;
A. Haydbn, Portland.
Bbyan Maddocks. Ellsworth.

Crier—Fred
Deputies

the

—

Stenographer—John
Messenger—

NEW CITIZENS.

Naturalization papers have been granted
Oarl R. Wiberif, Ellsworth; Oscar Johnson and Arthur E. Chilman, Bar
Harbor;
John A. Dotten, Htoniugton, and Edward
W. Cook, Surry.

The Court has been kept fairly busy with
trials so far daring the term. There

jury
•re

or

one

probably

two

civil

It looks

run into next

now

as

to

which

cases

will be tried, and at least

criminal trial.
would

more

one

if the term

ASBIONED LIST.

week.

Following is the list of cases specially
assigned for trial, with record of their disposal to date:

traverse JURIES.
The traverse juries

follows:

as

organised

are

as

9666.

Rodick
uam;

fibt travkksk joky.

Surry 2983.
John H. Jelliaon.
Brooklin
Eagene Kane.
8550.
Joshua Little.*.Bucksport
Desert
8.
Parker-.;.Mount
George
3078.
William L. Perkins.Penobscot
3022.
8600.

SECOND TBAVKSSK JUST.

3048.

Edward E. Brady, foreman.Ellsworth
William H. Bunker.Gouldaboro
Walter R. Butler.Bluehlll
Edwin W. Doyle.Hullivan
Tremont
Francis M. Eaton.

Eldridge.

Bucksport

Bridges. Spofford; Deasy A
Neither party, no new suit.
8586. Woodruff vs. Woodruff. Deasy A Lynn m; Hurley.
3618.
Small vs. Sweetaer. Spofford; Deasy A
Lynam.

permanency of

question of liability of the
defendant hinged on the point whether
the plaintiff fell on that portion of the
walk which it was defendant’s duty to
keep clear of suow or ice, or on that portion of the wharf used by sleighs, and
which the company was not required to
keep clear of snow and ice.
The jury remained out until after midnight Friday, and Saturday morning reported a disagreement.
The

Indictments were returned against William Keardon and Louis Emery, of Bar
Harbor, for exhibiting reproductions of a

prize fight.

The

respondents

are

charged

fights.
Entered

April Term, 1909.

1756 State vs Frank Le Brenton, single sale.
1766 State vs Frank Le Brenton, common
seller.
1767 State vs Bennie Daigle, common seller.
1768 State vs Bennie Daigle, common nuisance.

State vs Bennie Daigle, single sale.
Entered October Term, 1909,
1788 State vs Avery Small, appellant, search
and seizure. Oct 1909—Pleaded guilty.

1769

Entered April Term, 1910,
State vs Augustus Magnusson, single
sale.
1839 State vs Harry Graves, arson. Oct 1910—
Principal defaulted.
1840 State vs Harry Graves, arson.
Apfil
Pleaded not guilty. Jury dis1910.
agreed. Bail fixed at f 1,500. Oct 1910—
Principal and sureties defaulted.
1848 State vs Arthur Hunton, single sale.
Oct 1910—Pleaded guilty; continued for
1837

sentence.
!

nutic V8

loot

uvulas

uaiiut-rs,

common seuer.

Respondent and sureties defaulted.
State vs Thomas Landers, single sale.
Oct 1910
Principal and sureties defaulted.
Entered October Term, 1910.
1859 State vs Avery Small, drunk and disorderly. April 1911—Judgment of lower
court affirmed.
1860 State vs If ary A White, drunk ;and disorderly. Pleaded guilty; continued
for sentence. April 1911—Respondent
and sureties defaulted.
State
vs Eddie Comiskey, common seller.
1868
Entered April Term, 1911.
1876-7 State vs Arthur Hunton, appellant,
search and seizure.
1878 State vs Avery Small, appellant, single
sale.
April 1911—Judgment of lower
court affirmed.
1888-9 State vs Arthur Hunton,'single sale.
1890 State vs Arthur Hunton, common seller.
1881 State vs Thomas Landers, single sale.
1892 State vs John J McDonald, single sale.
1898 State vs John J
McDonald, common
seller.
1853-4

—

cancy permit.
Plaintiffs testified that the insurance
was first obtained through an agent of the
company who made a personal inspection
of the property, that the agent knew
buildings were vacant when he filled in
the application signed by plaintiffs, that
even it the terms of the contract in the
policy were violated by vacancy of the
buildings for more than thirty days after
policy was issued, the issuing of vacancy
permits after that period by the defendant
company constituted a waiver, and re-established the policy in full force.
After plaintiffs’ case was in, defendant’s
motion for non suit was argued and

denied.
The jury returned a verdict for plaintiff
for 1962.06. The property was insured for
1900.
CARVER VS. BRIDGES.

The

of Fred A. Carvpr, of Hog
island, vs. Reuben C. and Frank Bridges,
to recover for use of weir privilege during
the season of 1910, went on trial yesterday.
Plaintiff asked pay on basis of 6 per cent,
on gross stock ot fish for season, which
one of the defendants, called to the stand
By plaintiff's counsel, admitted to be
case

nuis-

Ellsworth at the Festival.
Ellsworth was well represented at the
music festival at Bangor last week. Although small in nuhabers compared with
its size a dozen years ago, it sent a large
proportion of its membership—twentymost of whom were present at all five

Sarsaparilla

With marked

Acts directly and peculiarly
on the blood; purifies, enriches
and revitalizes it, and in this

BNTBBBD OCTOBER TERM,

1911.

By Appeal.
1894

State

1896

State

vs

Adelbert Reed, assault and bat-

tery.
vs

Joseph Phelan, assault and bat-

tery.
1896 State vs Abraham Atcherson, intoxication.
1897 State vs Edward McFarland, intoxication.
1898 State vs Ansel A Hamor, intoxication.
1899 State vs James A Hatt, intoxication.
1901 State vs William McKenzie, action to'
prevent crime under peaca bond.
1902 State vs Nathan Karitaky, larceny.
1905-6-7 State vs Arthur Hunton, search and
seizure.
1908 State vs Thomas H Landers, search and

secure.

Staffi vs Edward. Callahan, search and
seizure.
By Indictment.
1910-11 State vs Andrew Bentzon, rape.
1912 State vs Louis Bmery, exhibiting reproduction of a prize fight.
1918 State vs Charles Forbes, breaking, entering and larceny. Pleaded guilty.
1918 State vs Harry Homan, breaking, entering and larceny. Pleaded guilty.
1919 State vs William Reardon, exhibiting
reproduction of a prise fight.
1909

superiority of fabrics,
fit,

patterns, style,
shape, our

way builds up the whole system. Take it. Get it today.

In usual liquid form or In chocolate
coated tablets called SarsatRbS.

Those attending were: Sopranos—Mrs.
L. P. Giles, Miss Erva Giles, Miss A. May
Bonsey, Mrs. F. L. Kent, Miss Mary F.
Hopkins, Miss Marie Hurley, Miss Agnes
A. Lord, Mrs. J. A. Peters, Mrs. H. L.
Crabtree, Mrs. A. E. Foster; altos-Mrs.
A. W. Ellis, Mrs. E. E. Rowe, Mrs. H. H.
Emerson, Mrs. H. E. Davis, Mrs. C. I.
Welsh; basses, J. O. Whitney, H. L.
Crabtree, R. C. Haines, W. E. Joy, F. W.
Rollins.
*
KB
3
It la hoped that at next year’s festival
Ellsworth’s representation will be larger,
as it is expected that the
membership will
be largely increased.
^
The number from Ellsworth who attended the concerts was largely in excess
of that of previous years. Some went for
the entire festival, though by far the largest number went over for the Saturday

night

concert.

The special train back Saturday night,
which ran through to Calais, was crowded
and gives assurance that a special can be
counted on to ran the last night of the
festival every year.
Station Agent Wiggin reports that besides the tickets issued to chorus members, twenty-four fl.25 tickets were sold,
and 131 ninety-cent tickets. This sale is
50 per cent, larger than that of last year.
Maine Central’s Montreal Service.
through parlor car service to Mon-

The

finish,

and

Rice-Sayward

“Boston

”

Special

concerts.

Clothing
TEN

C ENTS

Egg-ene, a pure and healthful preparation used in your cooking gives you
the equivalent of 11 ECIOS for i2$£c
Contains no chemicals or impurities.

Certainly leaves nothing more to be desired in Clothing beauty, comfort or goodness—and we sell the
suit you want, at a wonderfully low price.

;

Guaranteed under the Pure Food Laws.

Your suit can’t be

i
SPECIAL OFFER: Send 10c to cover coat of
postage, etc., and we will send yon a fall package of Egg-ene and a package of onr French

features

Let

Clothing.

Dessert, postpaid.
We give away silk
Ask us about it.

which

are
us

perfect

without the exclusive

embodied in “Boston

Special”

show you.

stockings and kid gloves.

The Economy Pure Food Co.,
149 Washington St., Somerville, Mass.

PLUMBING,

|

Hot Water Heating, Furnace
Work and

W. R. Parker Clothing Co.,

ELLSWORTH,

MAINE

Jobbing.

HONEST WORK; HONEST PRICES.

Twenty Years’ Experience.
Personal attention to all details.
Telephone
or mail orders promptly attended to.

EDWARD F. BRADY,

treal and the

with the Portland-Montreal
Windsor street station in Montreal can be made, afford one of the best
mediums for travel between Maine points,

train at

and all

exhibiting moving pictures of the
Johnson-Jeffries fight. These are the first
prosecutions in this Btate under the law
prohibiting moving "pictures of prize

8NOW VS. SNOW.

GUPTILL V8. INSURANCE OO.

common

flooms,

Buick and Cadillac

points west.

Commission fHcrcbatits.

COMPLETE LINE OF" LIGHT DELIVERY T RUCKS

~

15 Models--$550 to $1850*

The advertisements below represent some of
Our
the leading houses of New England.
readers will doubtless find them of value.

Ellsworth Foundry & Machine Works,

MARINE LIST.

Water Street,

Ellewor'U Port,
Sid Oct 14, seb Melissa Trask,
staves, C J Treworgy
Ar Oct 15, seb Lulu W Epps, Salem
Hancock County Ports.

Newark,

Franklin—Ar Oct 15, sch Georgietta
West Sullivan—Sid Oct 14, sch Maine Sanders, Boston
Ar Oct 15, sebs Willie L Maxwell, John
Bracewell, Franconia
Southwest Harbor—Ar Oct 8, sip Viola from
Argile, N S
Ar Oct 10. schs Albert J Lutz (Br) from N S,
John B Norris, Charles C Lister for Northeast
Harbor.
Sid Oct 10. sip Viola
Sid Oct 11, sen Albert Lutz
Sid Oct 14. schs John B Norris, Charles C
Lister for St John, N B
In port Oct. 16, schs Willie L Swift, Nickersou

COMMISSION MERCHANT

GARAGE

BATES—At Stonington, Oct 12, to Mr and Mrs
Ernest L Bates, a daughter. [Isabelle Mil-

dred.]

COLLINS—At Deer Isle, Oct 9, to Mr and Mrs
Howard W Collins, a son.
ELLIS—At Deer Isje, Oct 9, to Mr and Mrs
Lewis C Ellis, a son. | Harold LeRoy.]
HALE—At Brooklin, Oct 9, to Mr and Mrs
Everett T Hale, a daughter. [Edith Lee.]
HUTCHINS—At Penobscot, Oct 14, to Mr and
Mrs Walter I Hutchius, a son.
BALLS—At Stonington, Oct 6, to Mr and Mrs
Marshalls E Balls a son.
I El wood Kim-

ball.]

SCOTT-At Deer Isle, Oct 4, to Mr and£Mrs
Arthur M Scott, a daughter.
8WETT—At Ellsworth, Oct 16, to Mr and Mrs
George R Swett, a daughter. [Margaret

Frances.J

WARDWELL—At Penobscot, Oct 14, to Mr
and Mrs Edwin J Wardwell a son.
WESCOTT—At Bluehill, Oct 12, to Mr and
Mrs Edwin A Wescott, a son.

APPLES
Poultry

and

POTATOES
Dressed Lambs and Calves
To Ellsworth

Shippers. SEND US
APPLES
POTATOES,
FANCY HENNERY EQQS.
Top Market Prices.
Prompt Returns.
DEAL WITH AN APPROVED HOUSE*
CHAPIN BROS.,
107*109 So. Market St., Boston.
Ask for free stencil. We will send market

quotations

on

request.

LAWRENCE & CO.
Established 1863

Wholesale Commission
OULTRY, EGGS, FRUIT.

CRABTREE—FOSS—At Hancock, Oct 12, by
Rev P A A Killam, Miss Nellie M Crabtree
to Augustus I Foss, both of Hancock.
CLARK-CRANE—At Bar Harbor, Oct 10, by
Rev A M MacDonald, Miss^ Edith Laura
Clark, ot Franklin, to Fred Fremont Crane,
of Gouldsboro.
CULLITY—WENTWORTH—At Bangor, Oct
16, by Rev Fr Garrity, Miss Mary Julia
Cullity to George Frederick Wentworth,
both of Bucksport.
LIMEBURNER
HAMILTON
At North
Brooksville, Oct 14, by Rev J N Palmer, Miss
Lura Glenn Limeburnerto Ira A Hamilton,
both of Brooksville.
MILES—JORDAN—At Ellsworth, Oct 14, by
Rev Henry W Conley, Mrs Cornelia M
Miles, of Hancock, to Leonard R Jordan, of
Ellsworth.
MULLAN—COLLINS-At Ellsworth, Oct 16,
by Rev P F Flanagan, Miss Annie F Mullan
to Edward J Collins, both of Ellsworth.
REEDE-ANNIS-At Winchester, Mass, Oct
9, by Rev Walter J Roche, Miss Annie B
Reede, of Winchester, to Frank F Annis, of
Deer Isle.
ROBERTSON-MERCHANT-At North Sullivan, Oct 14, by Rev G Mayo, Miss Mina E
Robertson, of North Sullivan, to John A
Merchant, of Winter Harbor.
STANLEY-BLACK-At Islesford. Oct 14, by
Rev A M MacDonald, Ethel Ruth Stanley to
Edgar, Cecil Black, both of Islesford.
—

—

DIED.
AVERY—At Bangor, Oct 11, Mrs Albert L
Avery, of Bucksport, aged 39 years.
CUSHMAN-At Ellsworth, Oct 16, Emily S,
wife of Linwood H Cushman, aged 49 years.
HASKELL—At Deer Isle, Sept 28, Joseph P {
Haskell, aged 61 years, 28 days.
KIRLIN—At Ellsworth, Oct 12, David Kirlin, *
aged about 63 years.
STOVER-At Bluehill, Oct 12, Mrs Pannie
Stover, aged 62 years, 1 month, 18 days.
I
WESCOTT—At Bluehill, Oct 12, infant son of
Mr and Mrs Edwin A Wescott.
1

“It is

5jj

good

r=

=

g

& F. L. MASON

I

REAL ESTATE DEALERS
Two-story house, shed and large stable, all connected with city water and electric
lights, audiubout l acre ol land. A bargain on easy terms.

=

EI_l_SWORTH,

P. H. WALL & CO.
General Commission Morehants
Agents Fletcher’s Improved Egg Case
Clinton and Fulton Sts.,
BOSTON, MASS.
References and Stencils on Request.
us on

your

shipments of

Apples, Potatoes, Live Poultry,
•

...

IMMEDIATE

W. W.

etc.

g

Dr. Groves’

CLARION.

Herb Extract
The world’s standard

Whether it’s a range or a fur-

remedy for

Asthma, Constipation

“Clarion”, it is
and Dyspepsia,
sure to meet every requirement
and for all diseases of the blood includMade by the Wood Bishop Co,
ing cancer and rheumatism
Bangor. Sold by
PRICE, $1.00 PER BOTTLE

J. P.

a

ELDRIDGE,
Ellsworth.

Main Street,

FOR SALE BY

FRED P. BROWN, Ellsworth, Me.

CLOTHING £

DAVID FRIEND.
Good Work
Reasonable Prices
Ask for the Dlrlgo Gloves.
Main Street
Ellsworth
...

(P

1 ft Cj
ICS

€|

9

■

RETURNS

MAINE

....

=f

THE=^—

Beacon Trust Co.
POTATOES
EQQS

insured; 3
3

SiiiiiuitiritiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiH

Boston, Mass.

Ship to

Try

repairing with all speed.

GENERAL INSURANCE AGENTS,

Z^
=

Hay Wanted
APPLES
POULTRY

Maine.

to be sure;
it is better to be
it is best to be insured” with

1C. W.

nace—if it is

Reference:

and every tool needed to do

Merchants
PRODUCE

APPLES A SPECIALTY
Faneull Hall Market,
Boston, Mass
Stencils, etc., furnished on application.

Chamber of Commerce,

EMsworth,

girffiiiiiiiiiiiiiinitiriiiiriimiiLiiiii!^^^^^

Eggs

W. J. PHELPS,

MARRIED.

—

WANT

BERRIES

BORN.

1

These are the two makes of cais for whichAve are the selling
agents. The features of these cars are such that no intending
purchaser should lail to become familiar with them. We are
prepared to show-every detail.

with

BRESNAHAN V8. COLPITIS.

The next case taken up was that of A
R. and V. R. Guptlll, of West Ellsworth,
against the Pine Tree State Mutual Fire
Insurance Co., to recover Are loss on farm
buildings burned In September, 1910, insured with the defendant company. G.
B. Stuart appeared for plaintiffs and W. C.
Conary for defendant.
The insurance company refused payment of loss and contest this suit, alleging that title to the property insured was
not in the plaintiffs at the time it was
insured, that the plaintiffs misrepresented
the value of buildings in application for
insurance, and that the policy was vitiated
by the fact that buildings were vacant for
more than thirty days after policy was issued before application was made for va-

Thomas Lan ers,

Here’s Your Suit, Sir!

connection

manded for sentence.

The case of John H. Bresnahan, tax collector of Ellsworth, against Henry Colpitis, for taxes ol 1906 and 1909, was tried
before a Jury Saturday morning, but after
the evidence waa in, only questions of law
being involved, the case was w ithdrawn
from the jury, and the Court ordered
judgment for plaintiff for amount sued
for. Exceptions were filed and allowed.
D. E. Hurley appeared for plaintiff and
F. L. Mason for defendant. The amount
of defendant’s tax in 1906 was $74.30, and
in 1909, $75.84.
The contested divorce case of U. Edwin
Snow, libellant, vs. Hester A. Snow, for
adultery, was tried before a jury Monday
afternoon. vV. C. Conary appeared for
libellant and G. B. Stuart forlibellee. The
jury returned a verdict that the libellee
was guilty of the offence alleged, and that
divorce should be decreed.

vs

ance.

1927 State vs Michael McCauley, 'common
nuisance.
1928 State vs J A 8herrard, common seller.

Hood’s

ELECTRICAL SEKcr

Deasy & Lynam appeared for plaintiff
and Hale & Hamlin and Forrest Goodwin,
ofbkowhegan, for defendant. The case
Considerable expert
was
ably tried.
medical testimony was introduced on both
to the nature and

ance.

1928 State

Miftiflimmti*

|

laundry

Friday.

as

1824
1925

State n Chester B Bull,
robbery.
Pleaded guilty.
State re Warren Ward well, cheating
by
false pretenses. Pleaded guilty.
State re Edward 1. Callaban, common
seller.
State t» Edward Callahan, common
nuisance.
State viEQ Grob, common seller.
State vs Arthur Hunton, common nuis-

Grant St., Ellsworth, Me.
Telephone 5—5
West, inaugurated by the
Maine Central railroad, in connection with
l.vnam.
ELLSWORTH
the Boston & Maine railroad, and the
3668. Harwood vs. Hnninge. Crabtree; Chase.
Canadian Pacific railways, is meeting with Steam
Continued.
and Bath
3628. N. Y. Granite Co. vs. McKenzie. Fuller;
pronounced success. A high-grade, elec•NO PAY, NO WA8HKB,"
Neither
Pullman
no
new
suit.
cat
trically lighted parlor
Hurley.
party,
perAlt kinds of laundry work -lone at short notice.
forming buffet service runs through daily,
THE CRIMINAL DOCKET.
Goods called tor and delivered.
Portland at 8.50
H. B. ESTEY & CO..
The grand jury rose Friday afternoon, except Sundays, leaving
a. m., arriving at Montreal 9 p. ra.
Ellsworth.Me
Estey Building. StateSt..
reporting nineteen indictmeuts. The jury
This train affords close connection at
was discharged for the term.
The full
with
Montreal
trains to the West, via the
criminal docket, with record of disposal
Canadian Pacific to Chicago via Detroit, to
of cases to date, is printed below.
Ful Lines of
St. Paul and Minneapolis via the Soo line,
Chester E. Small, indicted for robbery,
and via the Transcontinental line of the
SUPPLIES
ELECTRICAL
with
is charged
assaulting Capt. George j
AND FIXTURES.
Canadian to all Pacific coast points.
W. Eaton on the street near his home in |
on Wiring and Supplies Cheerfully Given
estimates
Trains carrying standard sleeping cars,
Deer Isle in May last, and robbing him of |
ANDREW M. MOOR.
tourist sleeping cars and coaches, where
Ellsworth
Estey Building. State St..
§200. He pleaded guilty, and was re-

MAINE CENTRAL.

—trial of which began Wednesday noon,
did not reach the jury until 5.30 o’clock

injuries.

Garner.
Carver vs.

8518.

The case of Mrs. Elizabeth M. Kodick,
of Bar Harbor, against the Maine Central
railroad—an action for damages for personal injuries resulting from a fall on the
defendant company’s wharf at Bar Harbor
on Feb. 8 last, plaintiff's leg being broken

sides

Hurley;

agreement.
Guptill vs. Insurance Co. Stuart; Conary. Verdict for plaintiff. #952.05.
3560. Morgan vs. Guptill. Masou; Stuart.
Defaulted by consent.
3252. Turner vs. Construction Co. LittleBeld;

William H. Hooper.Caatine
Patrick E. Kearns.Ellsworth
Edward F. Young. Latnoine
VS.

Colpitts.

9611.

Kathan Fennelly.Mount Desert
M.K. Hattain..Waltham
Francis T. Hodgkina.Hancock

RODICK

vs.

Stuart, Mason. Judgment for plaintiff.
Town of Eden vs. Town of Wesley.
Deasy A Lynam; Gray, Peters A
Knowlton. Defaulted by consent.
Clement vs. Leach.
Fellows; Mitchell.
Mello vs Bluehill.
Hurley; Chaee,
Snow.
Joy ve. Phillips. Goo gins; Fuller, Deasy
A Lynam.
Neither party; no new
suit.
Simonton vs. Haynes. Sowle; Stuart.
Snow, libit vs. Snow. Conary; Stuart.
Verdict for libellant.
Weed vs. Maine Motor Boat Co. Spofford; Deasy A Lynam. Defaulted by

8688.

Thomas 9. Powers.Deer Isle
Vernon L. Small.Htonington
Isaac L. Stover.Brookaville

vs. V. C. R. R. Co.
Deasy A LyHale A Hamlin. Jury disagreed.

Bresnahan, Coll.,

3554.

foreman.Southwest Harbor
A. I. Richardson,
Iale
Janes W. Black.Deer
g. w. Hastings.Franklin
William 8. flulcbina...Orland

Willard F.

1933

noon, the case was withdrawn from the 1928
jury and settled.

busy with jury trials—
court kept
THB CRIMINAL DOctBT
IN

1H0
1M1

HAIR
STORE

518 Congress St., Portland, Me.
Manufacturer of

Benjamin,

ARTISTIC HUMAN
Goods sent

on

---

Hall & Cole

Fox

Fruit and Produce Commission Merchants
Specialties
100-102 Faueuil Hall Market,
BOSTON
Send for Stencils and weekly market report.
our

Many advertiser, forget that advertis- I
ing spaee in a newspaper is valued according to the circulation of that paper.
Advertising space in a journal without
circulation is dear at any price the pub-

Trapping

Also Mink, Coon and other
aniraias taken with success
with the Page
Methods.
Fully warranted; land, snow
water sets. Stamp foi testimonials and terms. Baitfor
sale in pint, quart and twoquart jars; fox scent in pint
jars. EDQAR R. PAGE,
Orland, Maine.

Ayylat, Patataas and Craafearrias

lisher may demand.
Without circulation
there oan be no results, and without
results the moneu which the advertiser
inveet* if lost 'Leavenworth (Kansas)
Time*.

HAIR GOODS
description.
to
approval
responsible parties

of every

BOSTON, MASS.

Dentist,

Bangor, Maine.
OFFICE :
23 Hammond St.
Office hours

RESIDENCE
:

26 Fourteenth BL
a to 12.U ; l to 5.

Evenings by appotntmeut

POST CARDS 4 ft
ct. stamp to pay pos- III A
tage Assorted, hfg value. | I II
Send now. Address Ths Card I

and 2

Cl., t. 0. Isi W Blswrtt. Rsm

The merchant who does not advertiee in
dull reason maker it more profitable
for
thore who do advertise.
a

DR^C. ErHOLT,

H.
ALICE
SPECIALTY

SCOTT

MADE OF

typewriting, accounting

and
GENERAL CLERICAL WORK.
Agent Union Sate Deposit & Trust Co., of Portland, tor furnishing Probate and Surety Bonos
Agent Oliver Typewriter; typewriter supplies
Cor. Main and Water Sts. (over Moon’s Drag

Store), Ellsworth, Me.

COUNTY NEWS.
WEST SULLIVAN.
Mn. Mint* Blatadell and Mil. Mont
Lawson and daughter, of Bar Harbor, an 1
guests of A. P. Havey and wile.

1

Miss Savage and Lowell Webb, ol Har
rington, are guests of relatives here.
Mrs. Mida Joy is visiting her mother
Miss Clark, Miss Estes and Miss Sawyei
spent a few days at their respective bomei
in Hampden, Old Town and Orono Iasi
Miss Clark received a bunch ol
week.
strawberries that were picked in Hampden
Oct. 8.

week

Sunhave

B.

_

Jerry Warren left Monday, Oct. 9, for Redstone, N. H., where
they have employment for the winter.
Arthur Abel and

of Miss Qenevieve Butler will
be interested to know that she is doing
nicely with her studies as trained nurse at
the children’s hospital at Portland.
Friends

Mrs. M. A. Hooper
Sunday
Miss Doris has returned from Bar Harbor
where she has been employed this sumat home

Mrs. Julia Martin, who ia a guest of
Mrs. Elmer Pettengill at West Sullivan,
spent Monday at the home of Mrs. A. M.
Moon, accompanied by Mrs. Pettengill.

mer.

attended the grange fail
Many
at Qouldsboro, and report an enjoyabl)
time.
from here

O. G. Pettee and wife arrived home from
Unionville Thursday. They have been
caring (or Mr. Pettee’s mother, who died
Sunday, Oct. 8, at her home at Unionville.

Mrs. Archibald Havey, of Caribou, wai
in town Saturday and Sunday, visiting
relatives.
a

Mrs. Leslie Swan was in Bangor Saturday and attended the music festival, returning on the special train.

NORTH SULLIVAN.

Mrs. Mabel Qerrish was a week-end
guest of Mrs. C. 8. Donnell in Ellsworth
Mrs. Jessie Lawrence is a guest at th(
home of Capt. J. K. Mitchell and wife.

Mrs. Nancy Ash is in Newport,
of Mrs. David Bruce.

teaching Monday.

Rev. H. B. Arey, who leaves this
for a vacation, will be absent three
days. No supplies for bis pulpit
been secured thus far.
Oct. 16.

Mrs. Nellie Thomas.

was

an I pending a short Mass
with Mrs. Coombs’ sisters before returning home.
Miss Meta Springer, who left for Aroostook oouaty Friday, oommenoed school

George’s pond,

Congratulations are extended to Lola
Estella Dyer, ot Brockton, Maas., and
Eugene Hamilton Hodgkins, of Hancock,
whose marriage took place at Franklin
last week.

guesl

Mrs. Julia Martin, of Hancock, visited
Mrs. F. E. Pettingill last week.
Mrs. Q. M. Farnsworth lias returned
from Cherryfleld and Pigeon Hill, bringing a box of blueberries and violets.

A quiet wedding took place at the residence of Mrs. Nellie Robertson Saturday
evening, when her daughter, Mina Ethel,
became the wife of John Merchant, of
Winter Harbor. The ceremony waa performed by Rev. Gideon Mayo, of FrankUn. in the presence of the immediate family only. Both young people are well and
favorably known, and hosts of friends extend congratulations.
M.
Oct. 16.

Mrs. Qeorge Schofield and daughter, o
Tacoma, Wash., were guests at the homi
of Nelson Bunker last week.
N. Newman and wife have returned ti
their home in Qouldsboro.

George Rinaldo and wife were in Sten
ben Sunday. They will occupy the ferr;
house this winter.

_

Mre. H. A. Holt was a visitor in Bango
Saturday, and attended the music festival

WEST TRENTON.
Mrs. H. H. Hopkins and Mrs. Addie D.
Darke lett Friday for Boston. They will

The Golden Rule society will meet a
the home of Mrs. Mary A. Taylor Wednee

also visit in

day.

and Waltham.

Miss Josh, Bunker, who is teaching a
Northeast Harbor, was at home a fev

Jefferson Hopkins and wife enjoyed a
visit of seven of their Northeast Harbor
friends Saturday, the guests returning

days

last week.

Oct. 16.

Vox Populi.
FRANKLIN.

Mrs. Marietta Dyer

was

home

Sunday.

rue

annual

reiana

reunion

was

neia

Trenton Saturday
14. The weather was ideal,
aud
seventy-five Lelands and their descendants were present. Alter a social time in
the forenoon, a sumptuous dinner was
served in the upper hall which was enjoyed by all. In the afternoon officers
were elected as follows:
President, Capt.
Ansel Leland; vice-president, Lester McMrs.
Farland; secretary,
Ephraim Alley;
treasurer, Capt. P. R. Leland; committee
on
entertainment. Mrs. Alston Leland,
Mrs. Lizzie Bailey, Mrs. Salome Hopkins.
It was voted that the reunion next fall
should be held at the grange hall at Salisbury Cove the first Saturday in September.
S.
Oct. 16.
at

in

Lynn, Brookline, Cambridge

Evergreen

hall at

EllswortJ 1 Oct.

Saturday.
Mrs. G. W. Collins went to Bango
Thursday, returning Monday.
Mrs. Ivory F. Butler is visiting he
daughter, Mrs. Grace French, at Orland.
Mrs. Sadie Small and son, of Mil bridge 1
are
guests of her sister, Mrs. Hannal 1
Doyle.

■

James Hartwell returned to Bar Harbo:
a week spent with rela
tives here.

Saturday, after

N. H. Williams, of North Sullivan, visited Fred Donnell and wife a few days Iasi

_

week.

LAMOINE.

Earland Hardison and Miss Effie Moon
of Hancock Point, were visitors at Henrj
Hardison’s Sunday.

Mrs. C. M. Stratton is enjoying
tion in Boston and vicinity.

John Coombs and wife, of Prospect Harbor, who have spent a week in camp at

visiting her mother, Mrs. Covey.
James Covey spent Sunday with hit
family. He is employed at Aahville.

SMintiwmnrt*.
CONFIDENCE.
We Back up Our Statements witt
Our Personal Reputation
and Money.
We are so positive that we can relievi
constipation, no matter how chronic 11
may be, that we oiler to tarnish thi
medicine tree ot ell cost if we tail.
We think that it is worse than aselesi
to attempt to core constipation witt
cathartic drags. Cathartics may do mncl
harm. They may cause a reaction, irritati
and weaken the bowels, and make constipation more chronic.
Constipation is often accompanied anc
may be caused by weakness of the nervei
and muscles of the large intestine oi
colon. To expect a care you must therefore tone up and strengthen those parti
and restore them to healthier activity.
The discovery of the active principle o
ot our remedy involved the labor of skillful research chemists. This remedy produces results such as ore expected Iron
the best ot the best-known intesltim
tonics, and it is particularly prompt in iti
resalts.
We want you to try Bexall Orderlies or
our guarantee.
They are exceedingly
pleuaant to take and are ideal (or children
They apparently act directly on the uervei
and muscles of the bowels, having, il
would seem, a neutral action on other organa or glands. They do not purge oi
cause inconvenience.
If they do not
positively cure chroDic or habitual constiand
thus
relieve the myriads of aspation
sociate or dependent chronic ailments,
your money will be refunded. Try Bexall
Orderlies at our risk. Three sixes, 10c.,
36c. and 50c. Remember, you can obtain
Bexall Remedies in this community only
at our store
The Bexall Store.
E. O.
Moo UK, Cor. opp. postofflce.
—

Mrs. Neal Leach and

son

a

vaca-

Lawrence

are

Miss Abbie Coolidge is home from Ells-

worth, where she has been employed.
The ladies’ aid society is having a new
chimney built at the rear of the church.
Mrs. Harry Olsen and Mrs. Herbert
Davis

attended

the

music

festival

at

Bangor.
Mias Flora Stratton will return this
week from tales ford, where she has been
visiting friends.
Rev. W. H. Rice will go to Birch Harbor
to be gone over Sunday, so there
Will be no preaching servioe on Oct. 22.
Oct. 18.
R. H.

Tuesday

_

PARTRIDGE COVE.

Edgar Sprinfeer, of Northeast Harbor,
visited his mother, Mrs. Lydia Springer,
Sunday.
William Small and family, who have
been here the past year, have returned to
Bar Harbor.
Friends of Melvin Wilbur and wife gave
a surprise party
Monday evening.
About forty-live
were
present from
this place and Marlboro. Cake and coffee
were served.
The evening was enjoyably
spent by playing games. The party broke
np at a late hour.
Oct. 16.
Ucbbabd.
them

FRANK LIN BO AD.
F. S. Drives

mi

home

from

Bangor

Banda;.
Mrs. Addle Allen, of Boston, la the guest
of her aunt, Mrs. Matilda Martin.
Mrs. Charles Wooster, of Ellsworth,
here last Wednesday
calling on
friends.
was

J. W. McKay went to ■astbrook Wednesday to do mason work for William
Merchant.
Mrs. Elizabeth Tracy and Mrs. Stella
BJiaw, of Ellsworth, were gnests of Mrs.
Henry Butler last week.
M.

Oct. 18.
__

Bronchitis

Conquered

Seventy Tears Old
derful

and Praises Won-

Hyomei.

‘‘I had a severe attack of La Grippe.
It left me with bronchitis and catarrh
Of my throat. I became quite deaf in
a watch
one year so I could not hear
I commenced using your Hi O:EI and inhaler, and soon got relief,
I
and believe that It saved my life.
have recommended it to many. I am
told
old.
over seventy years
Ihaje
several prominent doctors what It did
for me.’’ Wo. H. Mowder, Washing19X1.
ton. N. J.. R. F. D. March 16,
For catarrh, asthma, bronchitis,
deafness
coughs, colds and catarrhal

SoK.

HYOMEI Is guaranteed by G. A. ParComplete °,nt1^lF5L1H£inft,
cher.
$1.00,
baler and bottle of HYOMEI, afterM
separate bottles HYOMEL
wards needed, 60 cents.

BEECH HILL.
Miss Elizabeth Taylor is visiting relatives in Boeton.

Harry Tracy, wuo has employment at
Beal Harbor, is at home for a few days.
Herbert Carter, Samuel Taylor and Fred
Blanchard spent several days shooting at
Hadley’s point recently.
Oct. 18.

K.

_

EAST BUCKSPOBT.
Jerome Davis waa seriously injured by a
tall from a scaffold in his barn Tuesday of
last week. He struck on his head, receiving severe outs and bruises. Mr. Davis is
seventy years of age.
Biliousness is due to a disordered conChamberlain’s
dition of the stomach.
Tablets are essentially a stomach medion
that
act
to
organ; to
cine, intended
cleanse it, strengthen it, tone and invigorand
to banish
ate it, to regulate the liver
biliousness positively and effectually.
For sale by all dealers.

COUNTY NEWS.
HANCOCK.

Steuben lor the winter. Fred Hamilton
and wile will have charge ol tbe Moore
estate daring the absence ol Mr. Baker.
B.
Oct. 16.

UOUJJTY JNiSAS.

_

Mn. Lyman Stinson ia ill.
Mr. Proctor, of Brooklln, who ia a guest
of 7. A. Pierce, is quite ill.

cBaama-Foa* wbsdiho.

A very pretty home wedding wee celebrated at the home of Mrs. Lemuel Crabtree, in Hancock, leat Thursday evening,
the most interested parties being ber
daughter, Miee Nellie M. Crabtree, and
Augustus I. Foes. The house was well
filled with guests who came to enjoy the
festivities of the occasion and to see that
the newly-weds were duly farewelled as
they left on their wedding trip. The large
parlors were finely decorated with handsome bouquets of cut flowers and masses
ot autumn leaves which added the compliments ot the season to the event. The
bay window in one parlor was tastefully
adornedrwith the leaves and made a flne
setting for the ceremony.
Promptly at 8 o'clock the oouple entered
the room, unattended, and took the places
assigned to them. The bride was attractively attired in a gown of white meesaline
trimmed with lace and peasementarie.
The marriage rite was solemnised by Rev.
P. A. A. Kiliam, of Ellsworth, the ring
service being used. After congratulations, delicious refreshments were served
by Mrs. Harold J. Foes, Miss Gertrude
Crabtree, Hiss Lola Crabtree and Mrs. A.
N. Eldredge.
The special cake for the unmarried fbut
not nnmarriageable) ladies ot the evening
was out
and served, and Miss Valma
Stratton was the fortunate possessor of
the ring that came in her piece, and it may
be taken for granted that her days of
single blessedness are about over. A flne
wedding cake added its touch (and taste)
to the occasion, each guest being presented with a piece done up in a dainty
be ribboned packet.
Both parties are Hancock born and
bred. Mrs. Foes graduated from Maine
Central institute, and for a number of
years has served acceptably as the postmaster of the town. She is also deeply interested in church work, and is the wideawake superintendent of the Sunday
school. Mr. Foes is prominent in Red
Men and Masonic circles, is msster ot
Pamols grange and wortby master of the
oounty grange. He is also owner and captain of the steam yacht El Placita, and is
wetland widely known among the yacht■

ATLANTIC.
A. A. Staples waa in Rockland Thurs-

day.
Seth Stock bridge shot a tox

on

his term

recently.
Fred Joyce, ol Stoniogton, has been
visiting at Atlantic.
Willie Barns, who has been seriously ill
several weeks, is improving.
Mrs. J. B. Gage went to the hospital in
Rockland Tuesday, to undergo a surgical
operation.
Byard Rodman, ol Astoria, N. Y., the
last of tbe summer visitors, returned to
hit home Friday.
C. H. Robbins A Sons killed s shark in
tbeir weir last week that measured seven
and one-half feet and weighed over 300

pounds.
Mrs. Mary Barbour gave a picnic supper
to a party ol trienda at the old Barbour
homestead Saturday, Oct. 7. It was an enjoyable affair.
Capt. Emery Joyce went on a gunning
trip with a party of trienda from Swan’s
Island Tuesday.
The number ol birds
killed waa forty-four.
William Burns picked two ripe strawberries from his patch on Oct 13. One ol
the berries measured one and one-quarter
in diameter. There were alao several dusters ol green berries.
Oct. 14.
a
inch

SOUTH DEER ISLE.

Relieves
Backache
Instantly

Mn. William Mayo, of Online, is visither father, Jacob Bryant.

ing

Charles Bny had his bone cut badly by
getting entangled in a wire fence.
Boee Thompson, of Deer Isle, spent Saturday and Sunday with friends ben.
Mn. Anthony Bye and Mn. Edwin

Sloan’s Liniment is a great
for backache. It
and
penetrates
relieves
the pain instantly—no rub-

remedy

Carman apent ihursday in Rockland.
Barry Stanley and wife came from Appleton Saturday for a visit with friends.

bing necessary—just lay

it

C. K. Bye has moved into the hones
which be lately purchased of C. H. L.
Webb.
Parker Hatch, who has been for a short
visit with bis gnndmother, Mrs. H. P.
Hatch, left Monday for his home in Somerville, Maee.
Mn. Brmtnard Smith, who has been
with Mn. Trank Smith in Manchester,
Maas., ia now hen with her daughter,
Mn. L. E. Btineon.
Vernon Small, of North Stonington, la
Ellsworth this week; also Paul Small,
Samuel and Edward Judkins, of North
Stonington, and Ernest Smith, Edward
Dow and Harold carman, of Booth Deer
Isle.
H.
Oct.

FLETCHER NORMAN,
Whittier, Calif.

SLOANS
I
is

in

sore

B. W. CUndags A Son
coal wharf.

enlarging their

are

best remedy for

neuralgia,
sprains.

throat and

I

Kns E. Rim of Brooklyn, N T.,
wrfm: "Sku’o Liniment I, the be,t
foe iherantitm. 1 ham used »U bottle* e< ft m»d It h grind."

SoM h? al Deafen.
rriaSLaSfc.SOfc.aed $1.00.

DEER ISLE.
visiting in

the

rheumatism,

13._

SEAL HARBOR.
are

lightly.

Proof.

_

H. E. Rowe and wile
Boston.

on

Lsna Dorr, who has been at Little Deer
Isle through the summer, ia now at home.

Marine lodge, 7. and A. M., worked the
third degree Tuesday evening.

Uapt. W.8. Omens, commander of the
yacht Akelia, Is horns for a few

steam

weeks’ vacation.

Berman Brecy and wife are receiving
Dr. Richan, of Rockland, made bis officongratulations on the birth ol a son, cial visit to Pine Tree
chapter, R. A. M.,
born Oct. 9.
Thursday evening.
and
will
family
George L. Stebbins
Hn. Ernest Pickering left Thursday
leave for their home in New York on
for New London, Conn., to visit her husThursday of thia week.
band, who ia ahip-keeper on the yacht
Harry Onnary has recently purchased a Akelia.
motor boat of Francis Stanley. He has
Ernest Barbour, Herbert Pickering, Elbeen having a new engine placed in it,
mer Dow and Capt. Winslow
Uny an
and in other ways making improvements.
among those arriving home from the seafor
Fred McKenzie and wile will leave
son's yachting.
their home in Franklin this week. Mr.
ing fraternity.
Among those taking a week's vacation
They were the recipients of many flne and Mrs. McKenzie have made their home in Boston are Dr, H. W. Small and
wife,
gifts, all ot them useful, giving evidence here for nearly two years, and they have H. P. A.
Spofford and wife and George
of the esteem in which they are held. many friends here who regret their deCarman and wile.
The happy couple was escorted to the parture.
Mrs. Asenath Spofford, who has been
train by the guests, and amid a shower of
Rex.
Oct. 16.
board
the
visiting her husband on
good wishes—and other things— they deWhen Well Known Ellsworth
M’KINLEY.
schooner Thelma at Bridgeport, Conn.,
parted for a short trip, after which they
home
The
Co.
here
arrived
Stock
Wednesday.
Craig
played
Monday
I will make their home in Hancock. The
People Tell It So Plainly.
Rkx.
Oct. 16.
j out-of-town guests were G. H. Tracy, of evening.
D. L. Richardson spent the week-end at
Sullivan; Mrs. Laurien Tracy and Mrs.
SWAN’S ISLAND.
Fred Robbins, of Steuben; Charles Ander- home.
son and wife, of Bar Harbor, and Mrs.
Mias Allie Rich is at tbe Maine general
Capt. Emery Joyce and wife (pent a few
When public endorsement is made by
Julia A. Crabtree and Miss Dorothy Crabdays here last week.
hospital (or treatment.
s representative citlien of Ellsworth, the
tree, of Ellsworth.
Mrs. Fred Kent is here from Rockland,
A meeting of the directors of the Mcproof la positive. Yon must believe it.
Kinley Fish A Freezer Co. was held while Capt. Kent ia loading Hah at
HANCOCK POINT.
Sylvester Morse A Son's for Gloucester, Read this testimony. Every backache
Monday.
Lester Hall and wife were in Ellsworth
■offerer, every men, woman or child with
Mrs. Sylvia Arey returned from tbe Mass.
Saturday.
The McEvoy A Chester stock company any kidney trouble will find profit in the
hospital at Portland last week. She is
Qua Foss and Charles Smith have gone
played “A Boy of the Streets” in Red reading.
improved in health.
to Boeton on a visit.
B. P. Richardson, Frank McMullen, Men’s hall Friday evening, and “The
Nelson R. Jellieon, Water St., Ellsworth,
Princess’ Secret” Saturday evening.
Charles Chester has sold his automobile
George Wallace, O. L. Bragg and F. J.
Me., lays: “I had a very annoying case
to Ora Jordan and Will Bpratt.
Mrs. M. J. Stinson came from Rockland of
Rich attended lodge at Bar Harbor last
kidney trouble and was laid up lor
A. L. Young, ol Portsmouth, N. H., is Friday. Charles Martin and Albert Moore last week to move her furniture to Rook- several days, almost helpless. There was
land, where she will make her home with a constant pain in my back, and the kidvisiting his mother, Mrs. George Young.
took the Royal Arch degree.
her daughter, Mrs. Rodney Sadler.
P. M.
Oct. 17.
Mrs. Henry Ball and Mrs. William Baft
ney aecretiona were retarded. Hearing ol
H. W. Joyce and wife entertained a few Doan’e Kidney Pills, I procured s supply
have gone to Massachusetts to visit relaNORTH DEER ISLE.
friends at dinner Tuesday night. The at Moore’s Drag Store and began their
tives.
Capt. Grover Small has arrived home evening was spent in playing sixty-three use ss directed. They worked wonders,
Mabel Allen is spending her vacation
from New York., his yacht having gone and flinch. In the party were Capt. and it required tbs contents ol only three
with her mother, Mrs. A. B. McFarland,
out of commission.
Emery Gott and wife, Capt. Emery Joyce boxes to correct my trouble. It is s pleasat the Point.
Chpt. Ralph Gray has returned home, and wife, of Atlantic, O. L. Milan and ure to endorse this valuable remedy.”
A. W. Greely and wife, off Ellsworth,
wife and Mrs. Alvah Barbour. A pleasant (Statement given December 3,1801.)
after a successful yachting season.
spent one day last week with Mrs. B. W.
X LABTIira. MTTBCT.
Warren Parks and daughter Susie have evening was enjoyed by ail.
Hale and daughter Katherine.
Oct. 18.
B.
Mr. Jellieon was Interviewed by our
returned home to Gloucester, Mass.
Mrs. W. H. Philips and sister, Mrs. G. M.
representative on August 7, 1811, end he
Oapt. George Holden went to Boston
Farnsworth, of Sullivan, drove down to
ISLE AU HAUT.
said: “Doan’s Kidney Pills still have my
to
his
his
son
Athleveeeel;
join
Pidgeon hill to visit their brother, John Monday
J. K. Barter and Samuel Rich went to highest endorsement. 1 have had no kidton went the same day.
MacNamara, recently.
Rockland Friday.
ney trouble tor a loag time, and consider
An interesting sermon was delivered
Allen Crabtree has moved his family
You may concure a permanent one.
Mrs.
Mina
ia
home from Bucks- my
Dyer
into A. L. Young’s house. The assistant Oct. 8 by Rev. D. P. Pelley, of Boothbay,
tinue to make use of my name (or the
where she has been visiting.
port,
second Congregational church. All
benefit of other kidney sufferers.”
light-keeper will move his family into Mr. in the
Painters came on the Vinal Haven Friwere much pleased with the preacher, and
Crabtree’s house at the Point.
For sale by all dealers. Price 60 cents.
it is hoped that be may return to fill the day to paint the new school house and do Foeter-Milburn
Co., Buffalo, New York,
Charles Chester left Thursday for Banthe Inside varnishing.
pulpit.
sole agents for the United States.
gor. He will spend a week with his parH.
Oct. 16.
Dr. Beach and Mrs. Beach, who have
Remember the name—Doan’e—end take
ents at Owl’s Head light-station, and then
spent a few days at J. C. Turner’s, went to no other.
SOUTH GOULD6BORO.
leave for Panama, where he has employAugusta Sunday.
ment.
J. W. Bunker and wife visited Mrs.
J. A. Collins, who has been mail carrier
Oct. 16.
E.
Bunker’s sister in North Sullivan Sunday.
from Isle au Haut to Stonington for the
Mrs. Lucy E. Hammond returned Fri- season, for Capt. J. L.
Chapin, will go to
WINTER HARBOR.
day from the East Maine general hospital Bangor Tuesday to work for the William
Mrs. Aldana Frazier is visiting relatives in Bangor.
N. Sawyer Contracting Co.
Puts the Stomach hi Splendid Shape
In Ellsworth.
Georgs Leavitt, of Richmond, was a reThe ladies’ social was held at the hall
and Supplies Vim, Vigor and
Nathsn T. Bunker left Thursday for cent
guest of Mias Nettie Pollard.
Oct. 13, and was patronFriday
evening,
Redstone, N. H., where he has employVitality to the Whole Body.
8. P. Bunker, who ia In poor health, is ised by moat of the people on the island,
ment for the winter.
in Bar Harbor for a few days for medical who will be pleased to know that the
If you feel all run down, out of
Mrs. John Adams, of Houlton, is the treatment.
piano fund has reached the requirement, aorta, nervous and depressed, go aud
a 50-cent bos of MI-O-NA stomach
gneet of her sister, Mrs. E. S. Drew.
F. H. Hamilton and family have re- and a piano will ha bought and installed get
tablets to-day.
Mrs. Elmira I Higgins, who has been at turned from Sorrento and have
gone to at once.
Take
every one of them according to
the Bar Harbor hospital for medical treat- Grindstone Neck, where they wiii care tor
Oct. 17.
C.
directions and when they are gone you
much
returned
Thursday,
improved the Moore cottage this winter.
ment,
will feel like a different person.
in health.
BIRCH HARBOB.
H.
Oct. IS.
MI-O-NA stomach tablets will renoDr. B. A. Black and Dr. George A. PhilMias Persia Vase, ot Portland, waa call- vate your disordered stomach and
EGYPT.
bowels;, they will put life Into your inlips, of Sullivan, were the gneata of Dr.
ing on relatives bars Wednesday.
active liver.
Norris Bangs returned from Bar Babor
Small Friday.
Mrs. Frank Trnndy, of Sorrento, spent
They will banish nervousness) bram
Mrs. Katie Webber is visiting relatives last weak.
last week with her mother, Mra. J. W. fag, dizziness, headaches, nlgbtsweats,
Mias Helen West is boms from Bar Har- Puttee.
in Sullivan.
and sleeplessness.
MI-O-NA will stop sour risings, gas
Fred Hayes, of Bar Harbor, is erecting a bor, wbera aha has been employed through
Amos Leighton has moved bis family to
and heartburn in &ve minutes. Large
the
summer.
large boat house upon hia lot in the eastNortboast Harbor,- where he baa employbo* B* cents at G. A. Marcher’s and
Fred Crane, of Birch Harbor, and Miss ment for the winter.
ern part of the town.
druggists everywhere.
Dr. Small has sold hia Ford touring oar Edith Clark, of Egypt, were married in
came
home
Fred Crane
Wednesday,
Bar Harbor, Oct. 10, by Ber. A. M. Macto Balph Newman, of Proa peel Harbor.
a
was
Mias Edith
bride, who
bringing
Donald. The bride eras given away by
John Perrin and wife, of East Sullivan,
Clark, of Franklin.
ber father, John F. Clark, and attended
Oct. 16.
C.
were in town Saturday, the guests of Mrs.
by her sister, Miss Sophia Clark. Norris
Alfred Merchant.
was best man.
will reside in
Savage
They
HALL
QUARRY.
B. E. Tracy and wife were in Bangor
Cream Balm
Birch Harbor. Their many friends extend
and Ellsworth a few days last week.
Harold Qrindle baa gone to Sorry to
Is quickly sksorkcd.
C. C. Baker has moved hia family to! congratulations.
visit relatives for a week.
Slice RXicI si Ones.
Oct. 16.
M.
Mrs. Stillman Joyoe and her sister, Boats It cleanses, soothes,
James C. Dshimso, “Cowboy" Mayor of :
heals and protects
NORTH HANCOCK.
Omaha. “Throws ths Lariat"
Carter, are visiting Mrs. Joseph Joyce.
the diseased memMayor Jas. C. Dahlman started hia earssr as
M. B. Joy it home from Seal Harbor for
E. T. Campbell has moved his family to brane resulting from
a cowboy, and is at present Mayor of Omaha,
Sheriff of a few days.
and baa the following record:
Seal Harbor, where be baa employment.
Gstarrh and drives
Dawes Co.. Neb., three terms; Mayor of ChaMiss Etta Springer spent Sunday with
There is a great improvement on the swsy s Cold in the
dron, two terms; Democratic Nai*l Committeeman. eight years; Mayor of Omaha, six ber
mother, Mrs. Carrie Springer.
poatoffloe at Hall Quarry since it baa been
years, and in 1910 Candidate for Governor of
Nebraska. Writing to Foley A Co.. Chicago,
W. E. Tracy and wife, of Franklin, removed to A. A. Hodgdon’s residence.
Taste and Smell. Full size 50 ote., at Drughe aaya: “I have taken Foley Kidney Pills
Oct. 16.
Bull.
and they have given me a great deal of relief, spent Sunday with Mrs. Charles Googins.
gist* or by mail. In liquid form, 75 centoso I cheerfully recommend them. Yours truly,
Ely Brothers, 50 Warren Street, New York.
George Cousins and wife, of Addison,
(signed) Jambs G. Dahlman.
Do the right thing if you have Nasal CaFor eale by all druggists.
were week-end guests of John Warn and
tarrh. (let

Most Believe It.

_

_

Stomach Tonic.

_

CATARRH

_

Ely’s

^ttu^HAY FEVER

Take Tsar Common Colds Seriously
Common oolds, severe and frequent, lay the
foundation of chronic diseased conditions of
the nose and throat, and may develop Into
and consumption.
bronchitis, pneumonia
For all coughs and colds, in children And in
grown persons, take Foley’s Hooey and Tar
Compound promptly. For sale by all drug-

gists.

wife.
Oct. 18.

Anon.

Ely’s Cream Balm at once. Don’t
toueh the catarrh powders sod snugs, for
they contain cocaine. Ely’s Cream Balm re-

lease* the secretions that Inflams the nasal
passages and the throat, whereas medicines
Beguleta
constipation,
made with mercury merely dry up the secrestomach, stimulate the liver, promote diges- tions and leave yoo no better than you were.
In a word, Ely’s Cream Balm Is a real remedy,
tion and appetite and easy passages of the
not a delusion.
All druggists. 10 cents, or
S .mailed by
bowels.
Ask your druggist tor them.
Ely Brothers, 6S Warren Btreet,
New York.
cents a box.—Adel.
_

Doan’s

cure

tone the

Notice.
Pauper
no contracted with tbs «ty of Ells-

worth to support and
HAVI
nood assistance
may

care

tor those who

during the .next Sts

years sad arc legal residents
forbid ell parsons trusting them on ml M
count, ns there Is plenty of room and nooom
odstlons to cam lor them at the OHy Fnrm
X. J. Ducuner
house.
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COUNTY

NORTH SEDGWICK.
i« in EUaworth serving
Tburaton
J0*a
Jury.
os tha grand
wile want to Bangor
p. Allan and

goy
Wt week.
pa. day
Henry Clapp, of Middlaboro,
M
Clara Clapp fora
is visiting Mrs.
)!•».,
weeks.
ThnratOD ia spending the
Mi», Ella
Mrs. Curtis Durguin in Bangor
* fth
the muelo festival.
d wiii attend
of Malroee, Mass., waa in
Friend,
Victor
several daya last week on basinaae
•own

fining

to

tha cunning factory.
OBITUARY.

of Mra. Roee A. ElwaU on
Tbe death
not unexpected, waa a
though
3,
05,
her family, the church and
f blow to
neighborhood where aba had lived for
**"•
For tbre®
thirty-flvc »«*"•
health and for
rawell had been In fulling
mouths waa confined to her
the past four
wilh sciatic rheumatism, Buffering exwhich aha obtained
fating pain from
under tha inflnenca of
ft only when
Everything waa done that love
orates
without avail.
could suggest, but
who came
Her two daughters—Abbie L.,
and Mra. Maud
borne from New York,
bar since the
Smallidge, who has bean with
Dea. Mark L.
death Of her husband,
glwell. who died in 1808, united in giving
care to tha laat.
their mother the teaderest
Mrs. El well waa a woman who had a
iu all the affairs of the town
been interest
advancement. She
that tended towards ita
interested in the young
was especially
with them, helping; in
joople, working
would add to their enjoyevery way that
ment and tbe cultivation of all that waa
In the church ah
for their highest good.

!ha

bid

ms a

strong

helper,

a

constant

attendant,

holding up the pastor's hands, encouragall that sbe saw
ing by word and gift,
was for tbe interest of the Master', kingdom and the beat good ol tbe community.
dhe leaves two sons—Howard I-, of
Walla Walla, Wash.; Harry 8., of New
Torlt; two deughtera—Abbie L. and Mrs.
Edwin Smallidge; two grandchildren—
Maurice and Virginia Allen, cbildren of
her daughter, who died in Janaary, 1900.
She will be

greatly

miaaed

by

her

family,

tor she was an ideal mother, and in the
church and neighborhood, aa a faithful
member, a true friend and neighbor.
Kev. Mrb. 8. W. Trrworoy.

Canaan, Me.
BUCKS POKT.
Mrs. Albert L. Avery, of this town, died
Wednesday, Oct. 11, in Bangor, aged
thirty-nine years. She leaves a husband
ind six children. The funeral was held
Friday

at her home here.

Old Furt Knox has
old

garrison

nas

listment and

a

new

garrison.
its term of

retired.

Last

The
en-

week

Bergt John O’Kouke turned over
the government property to Ordnance
Sergt.JohnC. Meredith, of Boston, and
Ordnance

left for his old home in Michigan.
Sergi. O Rouke has been the “garrison”

of the obsolete old fortification, which
was built to guard the eutrauce to the Penobscot river, for eleven years, having
been appointed to the post to succeed the

COUNTY NEWS.

from Stockton to Boston. His mother,
Mrs. L. M. Loot, is with her daughter,
Mrs. W. D. Walls, at Seal Cove.
Oct. 18.

1

SOUTHWEST HARBOR.

BROOKLYN.
Mias Martha Stanley is visiting friends
Boston.

_Thelma.

Mb, E. L. Higgins is visiting relatives

Justice

months’

working in this section several weeks, has
gone to Brooksville.
Mrs. F. H. Smith was called to West
Brooksville last week by the illness of her
mot her, Mrs. Thomas Tapley.

CRANBERRY ISLES.
Seth Rice returned from New York Sat-

urday.
Lester

Rice is building

an

addition

on

his home.

Miles, of Patten, is the guest of her
John Tinker and wile are the guests of
daughter, Mrs. Frank W. Allen. Mrs.
Miles will move soon to Portsmouth, Ezra Lurvey and wile.
N. H.
Mrs. E. J. Bulger and daughter Alice left
•lira.

visit of two weeks in Mass-

Mrs. Laura Means returns to Boston toMiss Florence Morgan, who will remain for a two weeks’

Tbarsday for
achusetts.

visit.

trip with Mr. Stanley, and

day, accompanied by

the

Baptist society

Bu^p-r

was

was

served to

held

of

Wednesday. j

360 people.

Total

a

Mrs. E. J. Stanley is away
home

apple
expected

on an

is

soon.

Mrs. Frank Johnson returned from Somerville Wednesday after spending three

Oct.

stay at their cottages here.

About twenty ol the young people went
to Gott’s Island Tuesday evening to give
Violet Gott, who is teaching there, a surprise party. All report a delightlul time.
X. Y. Z.
Oct. 16.
PROSPECT HARBOR.
a

Fremont Bragdon, of East Sullivan,
guest at L. P. Cole’s.

was

Mrs. E. W. Cole, of Dorchester, was
recent guest of Mrs. F. L. Wakefield.
The

a

Methodist society had a supper
which was well attend-

Thursday evening,
ed.

Donald Handy, of Marblehead, Mass., is
spending his vacation here with old

weeics

Travelers’ Home is closed for the winter.
Capt. Small and wife lett Saturday for
their home in Milbridge. Much regret is

Mrs. Lucinda Stanley is spending a few
Mrs. George W. Colwell and daughter arweeks with her daughter, Mrs. Oeorge
rived from Hancock Sunday, after a visit
Jordan, at Seal Harbor.

felt that
rail an

they should leave town,

excellent house and

preciated by

the

were

as

they

much

ap-

townspeople.
H.

Oct. 16.
_

with her

Miss Ciregg

parents.

Atwood

SOUTH BLUEHILL.

W.

S. Hinckley, road commissioner,
Seavilie Oct. 14 on business.

went to

Herman Olston, of West Brooklin, was
the guest this week of Henry Henrlluon.
Mrs. Hattie Eaton and four children
have returned to their home in Somerville,
Mass., having spent the summer at Mrs.
B. C. Eaton’s.

days
spent
here, returning
a

tew

last week among friends
to Winterport Saturday.

Miss Beatrice Bunker left this week for
Northeast Harbor, where she will be employed at Dr. Frank Ober’s this winter.

sorry to learn that his eyes are in
serious condition.
Rooney.
Oct. 18.
are

16._H.
EAST SURRY.

Mrs. Sunn A. Mosley has returned to
Ellawortb.
Mrs. Lotta Spencef and daughter Doris
have gone to Rockland for tbe winter.

s

HULL’S COVE.
Miss Ella Hamor is visiting relatives ii

Bangor.

Cheerfulness
pays and cheerfulness

replaces

when stomach, liver,
kidneys and bowels are helped
naturally to do their duty by

SteechamZ

Mrs. Cornelia Salisbury is visiting Mrs

■

Frank Hamor and wife and Clarenct
Brewer were in Bangor a few days last
week.

Mrs. Farmer, of Southwest Harbor, visited Mrs. Susan Howell, a few days last
week.

Mrs. Mark Leland, of Trenton, spent ■
few days last week with her son, Shepard
Leland.
l)r. RoUnd Waagatt, of Rockland, vUCoats Nothing.
Mrs. Lucy Viles, of Madison, is spendMrs.
Waagatt,
bU
Margaret
lted
mother,
To unquestionably
prove to the people
ing a few weeks with her parents, Wilbui
that indigestion and dyspepsia can be per- last week.
and wife.
Charles Stone, wbo has been confined to Salisbury
manently relieved and that Rexall DysMias Evadne Salisbury, of Massapepsia Tablets will bring about this re- tbe bouse for months, baa taken two short
chusetts, is visiting her parents, M. E
■ult, we will furnish the medicine abso- rides on pleannt days recently.
and wife.
lutely free If It Mils to give satisfaction to
Mrs. Melanoey Cbatto, of Freeport, ac- Salisbury
from
home
Miss
Hamor, Mrs. Lucy Vilei
Cbatto
Augusta
ioyone using H.
J.
A.
Mrs.
companied
Tbs remarkable anoosaa of Rexall Dys- PortUnd, and spent a week here.
and Marion Stanley visited Mrs. Georgi
Hickerson at tbs Sound last week.
pepsia Tabieto is doe to ths high da gras of
Mrs. B. A. SincUir and Min Emma
Aiwk.
Oct. 16.
■dsntiflo skill used In devising their
Treworgy went to Buekaport last wnk to
formula as wail as to ths cars exercised in visit
Alden Mann and family.
Ckpt.
WEST TREMOHT.
thsir ——‘irlws whereby ths wellMM. John W. Brown, with ber three
haown properties of Biamutb-Bubnitrate
Capt. William Haaaa has taken a trip U
for West VirBoston as cook.
*ud Pepsin have been combined with Chr- chlldno, leaves Thursday
ginia to Join has husband, wbo has
Donald Robbins left for Rookland thii
ttohtivas and other agents.
changed hU reaidenoe to that state, when week to get ready tor scalloping.
eonan
Bismutb-Snbnitnte and Pepsin
be U a leader of tbe socialist party.
■tsntly employed ssd reoognised by ths
Master Wilder L. Bobbins is with Mrs
C.
Oct. 18.
*htirs medical
_
Otis Ingalls while Us mother is away.
pceJaaaiou ns invalnabls in
t^e treatment ol
iadigsstien end dyspspNORTH BROOK LIN.
Capt. W. H. Lunt and wife, who bev<
ile.
came home last
Mrs. A. L Hudson will dose her cottage been employed at Bluehill,
Rexall
Dyspepsia
_The Pepsin used in
week.
utblets is carefully prepared so as to to-day and go to Boston.
F. W. Lunt and wife spent the weekMrs. T. W. Sibley leaves to-day to visit
develop ita greatest eSciency. Pepsin
end in Bangor, Mrs. Lopaua keeping
■uppliee to ths digestive apparatus one of her son Fred nt Medford, Man.
house tor them.
the moat
Fred Candage baa moved bis family into
important elements of the diWive fluid. Wlthoat it the digestion tbe Lowell Qrindall bouse at Sedgwick.
Raymond Dow, wife and sons Robert
*ud assimilation of food are impoaeible.
and Raymond have been visiting Mr
Eugene Hamilton, wbo has spent the
D. E. Dow and wife.
The Carminatives possess properties
week-end with bis parents, F. A. Hamil- Dow’s parents,
vhich sid in relieving the disturbances
Capt. George W. Lunt left for Rockland
ton and wife, leaves to-day for Boston.
•ud psin caused
week to have his boat and engine pul
by undigested food. Tbie
Freeman Higgins and wife, who have this
combination of these ingredients makes a
S. Hamilton in order for winter scalloping. Georgi
with
C.
week-end
tbe
comedy invaluable for the complete relief spent
Colson is with him.
and wife, leaves to-day to spend the winof indigestion
and dyspepsia.
Mrs. Wilder b. Robbins has gone to Bai
Boston.
We ere so certain of this that we urge ter in
Sub.
Harbor to Join her husband, who ii
Oct. 18.
Ton to
on
__
Tablets
try Rexall Dyspepsia
steward on the schooner Robert Snyder
our own
personal guarantee. Three eixes,
Torturing eczema spreads its burning area Capt. Tinker, who has a load of coal foi
SO
its
®oents,
cents and J1.00.
Remember, every day. Doan’s Ointment quickly stops
that place.
Jou can obtain
Rexall Remedies only at spreading, instantly relieves the itching,
“ur
Capt. Charles Lunt has taken his wif<
store.
At
drug
E.
G.
any
store-The Rexall Store.
cures it permanently.
and daughter Muriel with him for a trij
Advt.
Cor. opp. poetofflee.
_

everywhere.

In boxer 10c. end

llti

Clarke Blance, a junior in the medical
department, University of Vermont, is
home for hiB annual vacation.

I

PROCURED AND C EMENDED. Tree
report.
drawing or photo. for ©xp«n C search and
Free advice, how to obtain patents, trade nmrlca,
copyright*, etc., (N ALL COUNTRIES.
Business direct with H ’ashhigton saves
money and often the patent.

Patent and Infringement Practice Exclusively.
Write

to us at
epp. United State*
UIACUINCTCN

or come

MS Mlstt Btract,

Patent

visit in Harrington.

Arthur Varnum has the addition to his
house nearly completed.

Eranerflle,

quest.)
We want every one In this vicinity
who Is troubled with chronic colds,
coughs, or pulmonary troubles, to
come snd get a bottle of Vinol.
If It does not go to the seat of trouble, heal the Inflammation and stop
the cough, we will cheerfully return
every cent paid us for It. This shows
our faith, and proves that you take
no

chances.
O. A.

Pabohbb,

Ellsworth, Me.

Regal Xstioa.
Bankrupt’s Petition for Discharge.
In the matter of
Norris I. Higgins,

Bankrupt,

Oct.

16._T.

William Farrah and wile have moved to
Corea.
A eon was born to Melville Johnson and
wife Friday, Oet. 13.
Newman and wife, who have been
boarding-house in Sullivan this
summer, have returned to Gouldsboro.
Enoch

keeping

a

Cushman grange

) In
JV Bankruptcy.

To the Hon. Clarence Hale, Judge of the District court of the United States for the District of Maine.
I. HIGGINS, of Eden, in the
county of Hancock, and State of Maine
In said district, respectfully represents, that
on
the 10th day of June, last past, he
was
duly adjudged bankrupt under the
Acts of Congress relating to bankruptcy; that
he has duly surrendered all his property
and rights of property, and has fully complied with all the requirements of said acts
and of the orders of court touching his bank-

NORRIS

r°$herefore

he prays that he may be decreed by thfe court to have a full discharge
from all debts provable against his estate
under said bankruptcy acts, except such debts
as are excepted by law from such discharge.
Dated this 2d day of October, s. d. 1911.
Nobris I. Higgins,

Bankrupt.
Order of Notice Thereon.
District ok Mainb as.
On this 14th day of October, a. d. 1911, on
reading the foregoing petition, it is—
Ordered by the court, that a hearing be had
upon the same on the 24th day of November,
%. d. 1911, before said court at Portland, in said
district, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon: and that
notice thereof be published in the Ellsworth
American, a newspaper printed in said district. and that all known creditors, and other
persons in interest, may appear at the said
time and place, and Bhow cause. If any they
have, why the prayer of said petitioner should
not be granted.
And It is further ordered by the court, that
the clerk shall send by mail to all known
creditors copies of said petition and this order,
addressed to them at their places of residence
as stated.
Honorable Clarenoe Hale,
Witness the
Judge of the said Court, and the seal thereof,
at Portland, in said district, on the 14th day
Df October, a. d. 1911.
Jambs E. Hrwby, Clerk.
fL. 8.]
A trne copy of petition and order thereon.
Attest:—Jambs E. Hrwby, Clerk.
_

NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE.
Llewellyn H. Gray, of Penobby his
mortgage
day of
September, a. d. 1910, and recorded in Hancock registry of deeds, books 471, page 493,
conveyed to the Union Trust Company, of
Ellsworth, a corporation existing under the
laws of Maine and located at Ellsworth in
said county and state, all bis right, title and
interest in and to a certain lot or parcel ox
land situated in South Penobscot, Hancock
county, Maine, with all the buildings thereon
bounded and described as follows, to wit:
Bounded on the north by the land of Johnson Bridges: on the east by the town road
leading to Brooksville; on the south by the
homestead of the late Giles Wescott and on
the »est by the land of said Johnson Bridges
and containing two acres, more or less, it being the homestead of the late Porter Staples.
The source oi my title being a quit-claim deed
from Norris Grmdle who I understand had
title under a tax deed; and whereas, the conditions of said mortgage have been broken;
now. therefore, by reason of the breach of the
conditions thereof, the said Union Trust Company claims a foreclosure of said mortgage.
Dated at Ellsworth this second day of October, a.d. 1911.
Union Trust Company, ok Ellsworth,
By John A. Peters. President.
By Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Peters A Knowlton, Attorneys.
scot, Hancock county, Maine,
WHEREAS,
deed dated the twenty-third

UBL1C notice is hereby given That the
Union Trust Company, of Ellsworth
a claim by mortgage on certain real estate in Lamolne, in Hancock
county, bounded and described as follows in
the mortgage deed of the same hereinafter
mentioned, to wit:
Two oertain parcels of land both situated in
■aid Lamoine, and being the homestead of the
■aid Grant, with all buildings thereon, and
the wood-lot used with the same, the said
homestead being the same property described
as conveyed In the deed from Evelyn F. Grant
to James T. Grant, dated January 14,1905, and
recorded November 14. 1908. in book 455, page
142, of Hancock county registry, and tne
wood lot, so-called, being the same property
described as conveyed in the deed from
Evelyn F. Grant to James T. Grant, dated
January 14, 1905, and recorded November 14,
1908, in book 455, page 143, of said registry, to
both of which deeds so recorded express
reference is hereby made for more particular
description.

Hervey Murch will move his family to
Bar Harbor this week, for the winter.
Meetings are being held at the schoolhouse Thursday and Sunday evenings.
GOULDSBORO.

Mrs. Susan Howell is improving slowly
after a serious illness.
Mrs. Angelia Hamor visited friends ii
Salisbury Cove last week.

Sold

of two weeks.

Angelia Hamor.

There is plenty of work at the clam
Marion Stanley, of Rumford, spent
factory. Many clams are being received short vacation here last week.
from Deer Isle. Mr. Hodgdon hauls them
from Brooklin.
Oct.

atfoerttaramuh.

friends.

a

I. D. Quimby, of Bncluport, was at
Allen Henderson’s Saturday.
Mrs. Horace Pease, of Brooklin, spent
the week-end at B. E. Sylvester’s.

16.__B.

grouch

reoent

receipts, (125.

ber borne in

We Guarantee to Relieve Dyspepale.
II We Fall the Medicine

citizen of

_

SMurtuntumaOFFER.

prominent

had the beet of doctors. I had hemorrhages and was In a very bad way.
Through the advice of a friend I tried
Vinol, and I feel that It saved my life.
It Is all you recommend it to be. 1
believe It la the greatest medicine on
earth. I have advised others to try
Vinol, and they have had the same
results.”
(Name furnished on re-

_

_

A LIBERAL

A

Ind., writes:—‘1 wee ill for Its
months with a pulmonary trouble, and

_

Sergt. Leopold Hegyi.

about the time the government waa looking about for • reward for Bergt.
O’Rourke, and ha was sent down to
Maine. The duties at Fort Knox are not
burdensome. The flag mast be kept flying, the hay crop harvested from the pars*
pats and batteries, the guns and the few
old caunon balls that are left, given an occasional coat of paint, and reports made.
The sergeant's residence is a comfortable
cottage that cost fS,300 and waa built bat
a short time ago.
The sergeant in charge
tots |55 a month pay, wood, coal and
light*. He can send hit children to a
octrby school and enjoy the advantages of
tbe village of
Buckaport, just across the
fiver. Although rather a monotonous
Nation to an active soldier, it it said that

GREHBT ICZ3 ON EARTI

MARIAVXLLE.
Mn. Emery Morrison, who has been ill,
is convalescent.

Capt. Arthur Strout and wife, of Winter
Harbor, and W. P. Hewins and wife, of
Mil bridge, were guests at Daniel Libby’s
Miss Alice Eaton left for Boston ThursSergt. O'Kourke has been a soldier for
Warren Spurting and wife, Leandet
Sunday.
and
Nettie
thirty years, and now retires on half pay. day.
Mrs.
Bunker and wife,
Stanley
C.
Oct. 10.
Mrs. Lena Sylvester 1b employed at L. Mrs. Charles
He has seen servi „*e all over the country,
Stanley were among those
has fought Indians and served with his H. Sibley's.
Boston
to
from
their
who returned
NORTH FRANKLIN.
trip
Mrs. Clara Henderson visited friends in Saturday.
regiment, the 17th infantry, in the
Everett Tracey has gone down the bay
E
at
and
was
wounded
week.
this
Rockland
Spanish war,
Samuel Bulger returned home Wednes- on a fishing trip.
Caney.
Miss Mildred Eaton, of Lowell, Mass., day, after being in a hospital in MassaMrs. Melissa Abbott has returned from
The vacancy at Fort Knox happened is at F. F. Moulton’s.
chusetts nine weeks. His many friende
late Or

COUNTY NEWS.

in Cherryfleld.
EABTBROOK.
Mrs. Harry Lawton and little son have
A. W. Googins is pointing his house.
William Croes is again confined to his
George Grant, of Winterport, was in
Joined Mr. Lawton who Is employed in
Mrs. Mary M. Dyer is in poor health honse by lameness.
own Sunday.
Hallowell.
Wilbert Dunham has sold a fine yoke of
again.
Mrs. Bose Alien leaves to-day for BosMiss Marguerite Gilley went to Bangor
Elwin Wilbur and wile went to Moose oxen to Mr. Bunker, of Eastbrook.
on lor a tew weeks.
Saturday for the closing concert of the hill Sunday.
Dr. C. C. Morrison, of Bar Harbor, was
Mrs. and Mias Traver have gone to New
music festival.
Miss Clara Wilbur returned home Irom at his farm here over Sunday, accomfork for the winter.
Mrs. Alice Gilley, who has been enjoy- Bar Harbor last week.
panied by bis wife and daughter.
Will Allen has moved his family into
ing an extended visit with friends in
Era Dunham, who has hip trouble,
a
John
C.
has
Wilbur
lately purchased
Wallace Tainter's rent.
Massachusetts, spent a few days here beand who has been obliged to lire out in
yoke ol two-year-old steers.
Miss Billings, Mias Skelton and Mr. fore returning to Baker’s island.
the open air for the past six months, is
Mrs. Oalista Wilbur is having some
ulnacott spent the week-end in Bluehill.
now able to sit up and to more about a
Among those who went to Boston last work done on her house.
Bert Marks has gone to New London, week were Mrs. Allen lawler and Mrs. J.
little by the use of crutches.
Mrs.
has
to
John
L.
DeMyer
gone
S.
Jonn., where he is employed on a tug- D. Phillips, the latter being called there
Oct. IS.
lor
the
winter.
Massachusetts
mat.
by the serious illness of her sister, Miss
Miss Flossie Bragdon was called home
WEST BUKKY.
Harvest Home annnal fair will be held Mae Driscoll.
from Brewer by her mother’^ illness.
it Masonic hall Wednesday
Anson Cunningham is critically Ul.
evening, ■ Mrs. Mary G. Lurvey had a young apple
Mrs. Harold Kingman and Mrs. Frank
Jet. 18.
tree, a Ben Alexander, come into bearing
S. G. Cunningham haa his house nearly
Wallace Kane has moved his family this year, of which she is Justly pleased, Cowrie are spending the week in Sorrento. completed, and will soon more in.
a
from
it
than
Mrs. Ralph Jordan, ol Ellsworth, is
nto Mrs. H. M. Joyce’s larger house at having gathered
imore
F. H. Trnndy was In Orland Sunday to
bushel of apples, many measuring twelve visiting her sister, Mrs. C. M. Gott, while
Haven.
visit his mother, Mrs. Lizzie Trundy.
inchee
in
circumference.
Mr. Jordan is enjoying a hunting trip.
Mrs. H. M. Joyoe, who has spent the
Ed. Conary and wife, of Lynn, Mass.,
Mrs. Julia Gilley was recently called to
Fred Joy, wile and daughter Linie left ire in town
inmmer at Brooksville, is visiting her
visiting relatives and friends.
of
Booth
Harbor
to
attend
the
funeral
lor
Boston
Their
son
lor
a
visit.
Mrs.
H.
M.
Pew.
bay
to-day
lister,
Mrs. Eliza Lufkin has recovered from
her brother-in-law, Woodbury Marson, Harry, who is working in Mariaville, will
Mr. and Mrs. Garter, of Philadelphia,
her recent illness. All glad to sse her out.
whose death occurred on Oct. 2, after a go with them.
who have occupied the Ellis cottage, reL.
Oct. 14.
few hours’ illness, of heart failure. In a
Oct.
16.
Gem.
turned to their home Thursday.
lengthy obituary the Booth bay Register
NORTH LAMOINE.
Mrs. Phebe Bray has sold her house to
BAS8 HARBOR.
says: “Woodbury Marson bad served alWill F. Cousins, and George Holden has
Mrs. A. H. Coggins visited relatives in
Mrs. Harry Jeffrey, ol Rockland, is vismost continuously as postmaster eighteen
■old his farm to Charlie Henderson, of
Ellsworth Monday.
years, and during this period had been in- iting triends here.
deavllle.
Miss Eunice Coggins attended the music
strumental in bringing about many needA. J. Gott and wile, and M. A. Gott and
Mrs. Charles Purdy and family, of ed changes and improvements, as tbe preswile, ol Bar Harbor, visited Iriends here festival in Bangor, returning home Monday.
Brookline, Mass., wbo have spent the ent excellent service and up-to-date ap- recently.
summer at Flye Point, left for their home
pointments plainly indicate. He had tilled
Roy Smith and Roy Linaoott have gone
Schooner Marian Turner, Capt. Clarence
this responsible position most honorably
Monday.
Turner, landed a trip ol lish at Guy Par- into the woods for the winter, about
and faithfully, and to the entire satisfac- ker’s last week.
Oct 18.
Use Femme.
twenty miles above Bangor.
tion of the public. Boothbsy Harbor lobes
Oct. 16.
Y.
D. S. Gott and wile, Mrs. F. S. Mitchell
one of its most
highly respected and and Mrs. L. F. Gott have
SEDGWICK.
to
Portland
gone
WEST BROOKL1N.
valued citizens, who was keenly interestlor a visit with their Bister, Mrs. E. F.
Arthur Dority has purchased a new fiveed in all that pertained to the town’s welGilbert Carter has his house ready to
Moore.
car.
passenger touring
fare, a prominent factor in its church, fraplaster.
A W. C. T. U. has recently been organWork is progressing finely on Guy
ternal and social life, a man of sterling
Merrill Richards and wife spent Sunday
ized here, with Mrs. banderson as presiParker’s
house. When completed it will
and
character
kindly genial disposition,
in Bluehill.
be one ol the finest residences in this
dent.
mourned
loss
will
be
one whose
sincerely
Harold Seavey, who has been in Bangor
C. A. Holden and daughters took an by the entire community. The heartfelt vicinity.
iB home.
Mrs. R. S. Fanning Snd lamily, Mrs. S. for medical treatment,
lutomobile ride to Bangor one day last sympathy of all goes out to the bereaved
Mrs. Mary Fogg is home from Deer Isle,
week.
wife and two sons.”
Maury and Miss Baldwin leave to-day lor
their home in Astoria, X. Y., alter a five- where she has spent the summer.
Sprat.
Oct. 16.
The telephone crew, which has been
m

The annual harvest home and reunion

completed

been

than have bean many applicants whenever
t vacancy existed.

(corporation) has

If what your money will
Inreated In aharea ol the

earn

II

UMi Loan and Buildiim Ass*n
A NEW SERIES
Is Sow open.

Shares, SI each; monthly pay
merits, SI per share,
I

held its annual fair

Excepting

Wednesday, Oct. 11. Many out-of-town WHY PAT RENT
when you can borrow on your
people were present. There was a dance
shares, give a first mortgage and
in the lower hall in the evening.
reduoe it every month? Monthly
Jen.
payments ana Interest together
Oct. 16. ________
will amount to but little

more

than you are now paying tor
Observance of “Little Things.”
rent, and in about ten years yon
will
a
man
startled
A few years ago
young
a
western
of
the inhabitants
thriving
city OWN TOUR OWN HOKE.
by opening an up-to-date men's furnishings goods store there, says System. He
For particulars inquire ot
applied to the cashier of one of the local
O. W. Tarur, See’y,
add
his
to
stock.
banks for a loan
First Nat’l Bank Bldg.
a
A. W. Kino. President.
The next day gray-haired, prosperousin
and
a
bought
looking man wandered
Rafltoaba ant) Steamboats.
pair of gloves from him. Within a few
man
came
minutes the prosperous-looking
back. The gloves, he showed, had begun
to rip. The storekeeper examined them.
The stltohes looked as though they bad
been cut with a knife. After one quick,
Bur Harbor and Boston 94.75
estimating glance at his customer, he exOne Way. 99.50Bound Trip.
changed them, without remonstrance,
for another pair.
Bluebill and Boston 94.50 Ono
Two days later, when he went anxiously
Way. 99.00 Bound Trip.
to ths bank to learn whether he was to
obtain his loan or not, the cashier led him Oct. 5 to 23. Special Fall Excursion to Boston and Reinto the president’s offlce, and ths president proved to be the man who had exturn. From Bar Harchanged that pair of gloves. The storebor, 95.25. From
keeper secured his loan and also payment
Bluebill, $5.00.
tor one pair of spoiled gloves.
This sapient old official had deliberately
Steamer J T Morse leaves Bar Harbor 10 a
cut the stitches and taken back the gloves.
m
Monday and Thursday for Seal Harbor,
This was his method of determining Northeast
Harbor, Southwest Harbor, Stonlngwhether the young man was there tem- ton. North Haven and Rockland, connecting
porarily or to build up a business. The with steamer for Boston.
manner in which the storekeeper had acSteamer Boothbay leaves Bluebill 10 a m
quitted himself in the emergency con- Monday and Thursday for South Bluebill,
vinced him that the young man was there Hrooklln, Sedgwick, Deer Isle, Sargentvllle,
South BrookBviile, Dark Harbor and Rockland,
to build up a business, and would.
For this one trivial action he secured connecting with steamer for Boston.
a
which
short
cut
to
RETURNING
backing
opened up
his ambition. He is now at the head of
Turbine Steel Steamships Belfast and
one of the busiest and most prosperous
Camden.
storeB in that part of the state.
Leave Boston 5 p m, Mondays, Tuesdays,
Thursdays and Fridays, for Rockland.
Don’t trifle with a cold is good advice
Leave Rockland 6.15 a m, or on arrival ot
for prudent men and women. It may be steamer from Boston, Wednesday and Satur*
vital in case of a child. There is nothing dav, tor Bar Harbor, Bluehlll and Intermediate
better than Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy landings.
for coughs and colds in children. It is
E. L. Smith, Agent, Bar Harbor.
▲ M 1 Lit brick, Agent, Bluehlll.
safe and sure. For|sale by all dealers.

from tne above nomesteaa

lot a

•mall lot of three acres conveyed to H. H.
Eaton by Samuel N. Eaton, deed being recorded in book 116, page 296;
That said mortgage was given by James T.
Grant, of Lamoine, to said union Trust Company, of Ellsworth, and was dated April 6,
1911, recorded in Hancock registry book 477,
page 650, and tbat the condition in said mortgage is broken, by reason whereof the undersigned mortgagee claims a foreclosure.
Ellsworth, Me., October 10,1911.
Union Trust Company, op Ellsworth.
By John A. Peters, President.
By Henry H. Higgins, Treasurer.
Peters A Knowlton, Attorneys,

(NOTICE OF FORECLOSURE*
HERE AS Andrew W. Leach, then of
Bluehill, Hancock county, Maine, by
his mortgage deed, dated the eighth day of
December, a. d. 1992. and recorded in Hancock
county registry of deeds, vol. 276. page 279,
conveyed to Seth K. Chase, then of Bluehill,
two certain lots or parcels of land, situated in
said Bluehill, bounded and described as follows, to wit: 8aid lots being particularly de-

Man SleajpCoBM

scribed in a deed from James Chase to said
Seth K. Chase, dated February 1, a. d. 1869,
add recorded in said registry, in vol. 116, page
366, to which deed and record thereof reference Is hereby expressly mode for a more particular description, said deed and record
thereof being hereby made a part of this
deed; and whereas the administrator of the
estate of said Seth K. Chase, by his assignment dated January 26, a. d. 1909, and recorded in said registry in vol. 872, page 189, assigned said mortgage to Austin T. Sieve ns, of
•aid Bluehill; and whereas the condition of
■aid mortgage has been broken, now therefore, by reason of the breach of the condition
thereof, I claim a foreclosure of said mortAustin T. Strvrns.
gage.
By Edward E. Chase, his attorney.
Bluehill. October 10, a. d. 1911.
subscribers, Maria De Witt Jesup,
Witt Cuyler, John E. ParBenjamin Strong, hereby give notice
that they have been duly appointed executors
of the last will and testament, and codicils
thereto, of
MORRIS K. JESUP, late of the CITY,
COUNTY AND STATE OF NEW YORK,
deceased, no bonds being required by the
terms of said will.
The executors being residents without the
State of Maine, have appointed Luere B.
Deasy, of Eden, Hancock county. State of
Maine, whose address is Bar Harbor, Maine,
their agent for all purposes specified in revised statutes of Maine, chap. 66, sec. 48. All
persons having demands against the estate of
said deceased are desired to present the same
for settlement, and ail indebted thereto are
requested to make payment immediately.
Maria Db Witt Jesup,
Thomas Db Witt Cuylbb,
Jno. E. Parsons,
Bknj. Strong.
Oct. 2,1911,
Thomas De
THEand
sons

j

|
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List of Premium* Awarded at Agricultural Exhibition.
W. 9. Grant, jr., and family have gone
Highland grange held its eighth annual
cattle show and fair Oct. 5. More than a
away.
hundred head of cattle were on exhibition
Mrs. Bessie Small has returned from
on the fair grounds, and over seventy of
Portland.
the number were milch cows. The day beA. W. Coombs is visiting relatives in
ing rough and windy, not as large a crowd
Franklin.
was present as it was hoped would be.
Fred J. Phillips and sou Augustus are in The exhibit in the hall was very good;
New York.
everything was as good if not .better than
Work has begun on the new road at | ever before. Following is the list of premiums awarded:
Harborside.
Fancy Work.
Eoy Moore left Thursday for Boston,
Velvet
1, Laura Devereux.
quilt,
where he has employment.
Worted quilt, 1, Mrs. S. B. 'Billings. Emhas
moved
his family
Philip McLane
broidered quilt, 1, Annie Hutchins. Sofa
into John Adams' house.
pillow, 1, Mrs. Rose Hayne; 2, Clara
Many townspeople are enjoying a visit Gross.
Embroidered
pin-cushion, 1,
to Boston.
Laura Lowell; 2, Annie Hutchins. Candle
is
several
J. H. Fait
alterations shade in pierced brass, I, Laura Lowell.
making
Postcard box in burnt work, 1, Ora
upon one ef bis cottages.
Embroidered
The Sunday mails close for Bar Harbor Wit ha in; 2, Belva Leach.
and the west at 12 m., to connect with the doily set, 1, Caro Lowell; 2, Cora Lunt.
Child's embroidered dress, 1, Bertha
3 p. m. boat.
Pen tray in
Retta Lowell.
Mia9 Dorothy Parker, who has been em- Wilson; 2,
wood work, 1, Jennie Hatch. Doily with
ployed at the telephone exchange during
crocheted edge, 1, Delia Saunders. Emthe summer, went away Saturday.
broidered bib, 1, Retta Lowell. Crocheted
The Boy Scouts spent Columbus day at
slipper, 1, Anna Blodgett. Embroidered
work upon their camp on Brown’s mouncentrepiece, 1, Mrs. Willard Lunt. Hardtain.
towels, 1, Millie
anger embroidered
Rev. I. B. Mower, D. D., preached at the Ames. Braided doily, 1, Laura Lowell.
j Baptist church Sunday evening. Next
Embroidered picture frame, 1, Caro
Sunday will be observed as rally day by Lowell. Hand-bag in raffia work, 1, Caro
I the Baptist Sunday school.
Lowell. Crocheted doily, 1, Millie Ames;
Friends of Harold Donnell will be in- 2, Bertha Wilson. Crocheted lamp mat, 1,
he has been elected Bertha Wilson. Canoe paddle in burnt
I terested to know that
work, 1, Belva Leach. Knit baby socks,
principal of Jonesport high school.
Florence Dunham. Silk sofa pillow, 1,
Lyford Arey, who has been employed at 1,
Millie Ames. Embroidered sofa pillow,
the Maine Central wharf during the sum1, Caro Lowell; 2, Caro Lowell. Emmer, has gone to Bangor for the winter.
broidered huck towel, 1, Laura Lowell.
The millinery stock of Kimball & Gil|
Embroidered apron, 1, Della Hatch; 2,
was
sold
at
auction
C.
F.
But! patrick
by
Clara Johnson. Embroidered apron, 1,
lers, of Bangor, last Wednesday.
Lida Perkins; 2, Mrs. Aaron Coombs.
! Oct. 16.
J. X. Z.
Embroidered shirtwaist pattern, 1, Caro
Lowell. Embroidered collar and tie, 1,
WEST GOULDS BORO.
Doris Hatch.
| J. D. Wood spent Sunday with bis Embroidered pillow cases, 1, Belva
; family.
Leach. Raveled rug, 1, Mrs. M. A. Carter.
j There will be a baked bean sapper in Drawn rug, 1, Mrs. M. A. Carter. Birch
Passe partout
canoe, 1, Christie Ames.
; Treraont hall Saturday, Oct. 21.
Embroidered
Ketta Lowell.
Mrs. James Hill and Mrs. Abhie Taft picture, 1,
Huck
sideboard cover, 1, Caro Lowell.
have gone to Boston for a few dayB.
pillow, 1, Millie Ames. Outline doilie, 1,
A. L. Young, of Ports moth, N. 1L, is
Belva Leach. Embroidered doilie, in pairs,
visiting his daughter, Mrs. A. W. Gordon. 1, Ketta Lowell. Needle case, *, Millie
J. Waiter Weeks and wife, of Castine, Ames. Worsted gloves, 1, Mrs. M. A. Carwere in town last week calling on friends.
ter. Cotton patchwork quilt, 1, Laura
E. M. Stevens has gone to Boston and Devereux. Crocheted rug, 1, Mrs. M. A.
Machine-knit silk mittens, 1.
Everett, Mass., visiting his brother Henry. Carter.
work doilie, 1,
Miss Mabel Shaw, who has been at Mrs. j Bertha Wilson. Mexican
Nathan Shaw ’a, ret nrned to her home in Mrs. Florence Johnson.
U oust hold.
Nashua, N. H., Saturday.
Miss Eunice Jones, who has been visit*
Bread, Annie Hatch, 1; Mrs. H. A.
ing in Gonldsboro and Prospect Harbor, Shedd, 2; Retta Lowell, 3. Cake, Mrs. H.
A. Shedd, 1. Butter, Retta Lowell, 1; Mareturned home Thursday.
H. A. Shedd, 3.
Mrs. John B. Wood is visiting her tilda Harriman, 2; Mrs.
Thumb pop corn, Grace M.. Gibbs, 1.
daughter, Mrs. George Allen, at “The Tom
Esther Hatch, 1; Laura
Cranberries,
Sands,” Prospect Harbor.
2; Retta Lowell, 3. Preserves, BerP. D. Ashe has purchased an automobile, Lowell,
tha Wilson, 1; Florence Johnson, 2; Mrs.
much to the delight of bis friends in this
H. A. ShedH, 3. Jelly, Mrs. H. A. Shedd,
village. Fred is one of the generous ones, <
1; Mrs. Florence Johuson, 2; Mrs. J. M.
and nearly all have had the pleasure of a
Hutchins, 3. Pickles, Mrs. Florence Johnride.
son, 1; Mrs. H. A. Shedd, 2; Mrs. Nellie
Oct.
16._F. Gray, 3. Canned vegetables, Mrs. Florence
Johnson, 1. Shrub, Mrs. Clara ElEAST SULLIVAN.

•

nwcrUKmmta.

HIGHLAND GRANGE FAIR.

NORTHEAST HARBOR.

“ioVAL

I BAKINS POWDER
|4

Absolutely Pure
Absolutely has no substitute

l)

Many mixtures are offered as
substitutes for Royal. No other
baking powder is the same in
composition or effectiveness, or
so wholesome and economical,
nor will make such fine food.

V

|

Ljt

5$

|

|

Royal Is the only Baking Powder made
from Royal Grape Cream of Tartar

purchased

COUNTY NEWS.

a

valuable

two-year-old

colt

of

bis brother.

Mrs. Emily Dunbar arrived home Saturday from a ten days’ visit at North Castine
with her sister, Mrs. Clara Dunbar.

BLDEHILL.
Miss Nellie Towne spent last week in
Boston.

Farnham, who has been employed at Mrs. Wilt’s, has returned borne.
Sadie Robertson has taken her place.
Miss Olive

Fred G. Haverlin

was

in town

a

days

few

last week.

Alice R. Davidson, of Pittsburg,
Ralph Keller, Mr. Fox, of Newton,
a few days.
J Mass., and E. Emerson, of Bangor, are at
Rodney W. Carter was admitted to the the Went worth bungalow for a few weeks’
Hancock county bar last week.
hunting.
M.
Oct. 16.
Charles Stover, of Boston, was a weekend visitor to his parents, R. P. Stover and
SURRY.
wife.
for his
Dr. L. E. Gould left
Miss

Pa.,

is in town for

_

Saturday

|

Parker Fuller, of Rockland, spent the |
week-end as the guest of Capt. Edgar
Stevens.

The ladies of the Baptist circle will bold
harvest supper at their
evening, Oct. 19.

a

held in

the West.

McKay has gone
Bangor and Boston.

Mrs. D.

i trip

to

on

a

business

Miss Florence Curtis is home from Ban-

chapel Thursday

gor for

a few days.
Mrs. Mary Gaspar, of New burg, is visiting relatives in North Surry.

The Misses Owens left for their home
in Philadelphia last week, after spending
the summer here.

Capt. Kane left the wharf Monday for
Gloucester, Mass., with E. N. Osgood’s po-

Miss Alice Holt, Mrs. E. E. Fullerton,
Mrs. Stover and Misa Stover attended the
music festival at Bangor.

tatoes.

Mrs. Charles A. Beal and four children,
Trenton, are visiting her parents, Emery Smith and wife, in North Surry.
of

A. W. Johnson and family have retnrned
to Cleveland, O., after spending the summer at their cottage at Parker Point.
retnrned to
Mrs. Charlotte
Boston, after spending the summer with
Mrs. H. E. Morton at “Orchard lodge”.

new

their quarterly conNorth Surry schoolhouse
There were about twenty

The Adventists held
ference

Morton has

j

j

in the

Oct. 12 to 15.
ministers and lay members from out of
town.
The attendance was large, there
being about 170 at the Sunday evening

The academy foot ball team defeated the :
Southwest Harbor team at Southwest service.
Harbor last Saturday. Score, 5-0. The
Oct. 16.
Anon.
trip was made in A. S. Thomas’ yacht
ORLAND.
Clarowin, with Capt. Foss in charge. The
A son at the home of Ralph E. Gottis
boys all speak in the highest terms of
Capt. Foss as an entertainer. The next among the late arrivals.
game will be on Dodge field Saturday,
The little daughter of Ralph WoodOct. 21, with the E. M. C. S. team.
; bridge has been named Madeline Elvira.
H.
Oct. 16.
Alice J. Clement has bought the Ed.
Marks house, recently vacated by John E.
PENOBSCOT.
Lawrence, now of Maspeth, N. Y.
in
F. K. Leach

spent Sunday

Bangor.

Arthur Perkins and Miss Grace Bowden

spent Saturday

in

Bangor.

Mrs. Ida Wardwell is caring for Mrs.
Fannie Wardwell, who is ill.

son, named Grosvenor Fish, was born
to Mr. and Mrs. Carl F. Fish, in Revere,
Mass., Oct. 7. Mrs. Fish, formerly Belle
Rich, of this town, has many friends here
A

who extend

dean

Miss Ellen Preble had red raspberries
for breakfast Oct. 6, picked in the open.
The Bchooner
C. Taylor
loaded at
Hanna's wharf Monday, with brick for
Shea Bros., Bar Harbor.
Mrs. Lincoln Leighton, of Milbridge,
and Miss Clara Preble, of Sullivan, were
recent guests at Emerson Preble's.

dridge,

1.

Applet.
President, George Hatch, 1. R. I. Greenings, George Hatch, 1. Peenaukee, J. B.
Wilson. 1. Yellow transparent, Marion
Allen, 1. Stark, Harvey Leach, 1. Porter,
L. P. Widger, 1. Russet, A. U. Coombs, 1.
Lemon sweet, J. B. Wilson, 1. Bellflower,
J. B. Wilson, 1. Mackintosh red, A. J.
Staples, 1. Hubbardstone, A.’J. Staples, L
Sweet russet, Harvey Leach, 1. Crab, John
Hatch, 1. Mann, Percy Grindle, 1. Canada Rennet, Harvey Leach, 1. Baldwin,
Otis Leach, 1. Red pearmain, Otis Leach, 1.
Fail strawberry, George Hatch, 1. Wagner, Otis Leach, 1. King, Otis Leach, 1.
Best collection, John Hatch, 1. Winter
russet, Henry Leach, 1.

wen

__

/

up-to-the-n~'— ie

cut

^

style.
Equisite lustre of the famous
L. & H. Fur-fe!t.

L. & H. Derbies

come

in

varying proportions
height or crown and width

as to
-

/f

of brim, that a perfect
and stylish fit is assured
so

I

you.

|

SOFT HATS

|

congratulations.
Miss Helen Hill was surprised Monday
Cards announcing the marriage of Frank
evening, the party being arranged by Miss
Brownell
and
Miss Blanche Linton Inez Martin. A
Adley
very pleasant evening
Mrs, Bose Wardwell, of North Oaatine, Phippa on Oct. 10, in Lynn, Mass., have
was spent.
•pent a day here last week with her sister, been received. Mrs. Brownell was forOct. 16.
H.
merly of Orland, where she has many
Mrs, Harman Perkins.
friends who extend all good wishes. They
are
AMHERST.
receiving will reside in
Walter Hntchins and wlfs
Lynn.
Sewall Nickerson and F. O. Silsby have
congratulations oa the birth Of a son,
Oct. 16.
M.
born Saturday, Oct U.
gone on a hunting trip to Partridge brook.
EAST LAMOtNE.
Mrs. Irvin Frost and children, ol Bar
Chpt. C. M. Perkins arrived home SaturVegetables.
William Cousins and wife apent Sunday Harbor, tare visiting her patents, J. O.
day from a trip to New York. He left toGreen mountain potatoes, rans Lescu,
where
his
is
vessel
Dunham and wile,
being in Bangor.
rj." for Bangor,
1; J. G. Leach, A Gold Coin potatoes, VaOct. 18,
O.
loaded.
Mrs. Winfield Hodgkins is visiting in
lorous Gray, 1; H. W. Lowell, 2; J. B. Wilson, 3. White Cory corn, Homer Lowell,
Tbe O. D. 0. M. will m»ke her official Bar Harbor,
A Peer For a Minute.
L Yellow corn, Otis Leach, 1. Field corn.
visit to Penobacot chapter, O. E. 8.* SatMr*. August* Austin is visiting ralatives
bd one occasion a gentlemanly appear- E. E.
Gross, It Harvey Leach, 2; R. E,
urday evening, Octi 21. A full Attend- in New York.
the
individual
walked
boldly up
steps
ing
Grindle, 3. Cauliflower, Otis Leach, 1.
ance is requested.
various
ofthe
wife
went
it> Bangor of St. Stephen’s, passed
H. L. Smith and
Citron, Charles W. Gray, 1; Leander PerMrs. Freeman Leach went to Bangor Friday, returning Saturday.
ficials, turned into the house of lords pas- kins, 2; Retta Lowell, A Table beets, J.
manner
last Thursday, where she nnuerwent a
enMrs. Etta Lancaster has closed her house sage, and in a self-possessed
G. Leach, 1; A. J. Staples, 2; H. W. Lowell,
successful operation at the Eaatern Maine
for the winter and haa gone to Bar Harbor, tered the robing room.
3. Largest beet, Leander Perkins, 1. Cattle
Her
many
Saturday.
robes.”
“Lord Normandy’s
general hospital
where ehe *1111 enter the hospital tor an
beets, H. W. Lowell, 1; A. J. Staples, 2;
friends hope for her speedy recovery.
The attendant looked surprised.
operation.
George Hatch, 3. Giant sugar beet, Galen
Woodlocke.
Oct. 16.
“But, my lord—” he began.
Mrs. Arthur Abbott and Mias Alice
Grindle, 1. Rota Baga turnips, George
“I know it’s absurd,” said the stranger,
Leaoh, 1; Velorous Gray, 2. Largest turAbbott, who have been visiting their “but
INDIAN POINT.
robes
in
my tailor cannot finish my
Mrs. Cyrus Abbott, returned to
nip, Leander Perkins, L 18)4 pounds; Admother,
a
Lord
T. C. Higgins and wife entertained
time and I must attend this sitting.
dison Harriman, A 15)4 pounds. CucumBoston Saturday.
Normandy was so kind as to offer—you bers, George Hatch, 1; Outlaid Grindle, 2.
party at Uncle Tom’s Cabin Sunday.
N.
Oct. 17.
understand?”
Work on the Bowlker estate at High
Beans, H. W. Lowell, 1; Velorous Gray,
“O, certainly, my lord,” responded the A Best collection beans, Edward Grindle,
BLUE HELL FALLS.
head is progressing rapidly, giving work
rober.
to many.
Lizzie Conary haa closed her house and
1.
Oats, H. W. Lowell ft Son, 1. Carrots,
The crimson and ermine waa produced
Char lee Grindle, L
The Saturday night entertainments held gone to Castine for the winter.
Pumpkins, Otis
and donned and the pseudo peer strolled
E. E. Gross, 2; W. O. Allen, 3.
Lsach,
1;
by the sewing circle in this place are
Mr*. B. H. Candage left Thursday tor
into the house, where a tew peers were
well patronised.
Largest pumpkin, Otis Leaoh, 72 pounds;
Boston to visit her husband and friends.
waiting, administered a series of affable L. M. Ames, 82 pounds, 2; W. O. Allan, 3.
Frank Higgins and wife have returned
has
Mattie
Dow*
returned
to
Miss
nods right and left and Anally took his
Pis pumpkin, Charles Grindle, 1. Hubfrom Northeast Harbor, where they have Buckaport for the winter.
place on the woolsack.
bard eqnash, Geo. Leach, 1; Homer Lowell,
summer.
the
spent
For full thirty seconds he sat there while
Mrs. Leslie Flye and children apent the
2; Otis Leach, A Yellow squash, L. P.
Mrs. Seth Harding and Mias Crane week-end with her perente.
those present triad to eollect their faculWtdger, 1. Whits senltopad sqnanh, Prank
drove to Bag Harbor last Monday to atties. Than he slowly arose and, remarkAngie and Maine Candage and B. A.
Grindle, 1. Bast collection of farm prodtend the Hancock county teachers’ conto the clerk, “How stupid of me! I
ing
the
attended
Adventists’
and
wife
Gray
nos, J. G. Lsach, 1; L. P. Widgsr, A
vention.
now
remember I have an appointment
conference at Barry last week.
Drawing Cattle,
from the chamber. In
retired
elsewhere,”
Some of the coast mission workers in
Oct. 10.
_China*. the robing room he remarked, “Thank Oxen, Raymond Billings, 1; Harvey
this place spent an afternoon last wreak
Homer Mooney, A ThreeWALTHAM.
Lord Normandy and tell his lordship I Staples, 2;
with Aunt Abbia Higgins, having a pleasyear-old, Vern Montgomery, 1 and 2;
ant time.
A son was born to Henry ^Braley and have just recalled a pressing appointment Raymond Billings, A Two-year-olds,
with the king.”
John H. Abram and wife, of Bar Harbor, wife recently.
Babin Hutchins, 1; largest herd of cows,
“Yes, my lord. What name?"
Charles Grindle, 1, nine oowa; George
M. K. Haslem is in Ellsworth on jury
gave his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Abram, of
“What name?” echoed the other, in
from
Ellsride
seven cows; E. E. Gross, John
Ellsworth, an automobile
dut^.
“What name? Leach, A
assumed
astonishment.
weak.
the
worth to Indian Point
past
Miss Ethel Maker, of Jamaica Plain, Really, my good fellow, you must be care- Hatch, Lewis M. Ames, 3, each having six
Habdieg.
Oct. 16.
cows.
Bestoow, H. W. Lowell, 1; Lewis
Mae*., ia viaiting relatives hera.
ful—very careful. It doss not do to forget M. Ames.
2; Percy Grindle, A One yeai
Mrs. H. W. Kingman want to Bangor yourself in this assembly. But I will
EAST ORLAND.
old, Leon Leach, 1; Fred Blake, 2; calves,
Saturday, to undergo an operation on her overlook your slip this time. Good mornGeorge Hatch, 1. Matched cattle, Homei
Mrs. Bessie Dunbar is recovering from throat.
ing.”
Harvey Leach, A
her recent illness.
H.
Oct. 16.
That evening it was known at the Beef- Mooney, 1;
_
steak club that Banister, the actor, had 2
The Priscilla club met with Mrs. Arthtz
COREA.
She—I consider, John, that sheep are th<
won a bet of {250.
Dunbar Thursday.
stupidest creatures living. He (absentCapt. Fred Seavey is here taking in a
Mrs. Alice White came Friday, and with
Iambi
load of fleh for E. H. Parker.
A rotary grater, to be clamped to a mindedly)—Yes, my
her son Kenneth returned to Boston the
An attachment has been invented U
BtewCecil
haa
an
is
a
saver
that
Forrest
kitchen
bought
Young
table,
finger
same day.
make an alarm clock turn on and light I
Ohio woman has patented.
art’s bouse, end moved in last week.
Harry White, wife and son Boland, of
at a pre-determined time.
The longest rivers of the world are: gas Jet
Mrs. Ida Young haa gone to Booth
Hingbam, Mass., are guests of his parents,
Missouri and Mississippi, 4575 miles;
Husband (going off on a hunt)—I knos
Gouldeboro, where she has employment.
E. H. White and wife.
The Latter-day-Baints had a baptism Amazon, 4000 miles; Volga, 2300 miles; i’ll miss yon while I’m away, dearest
G. H. Snow and wife were in Bluehill
You alwayi
and Oliva Yangtae, 3000 miles; Nile, 4100 miles, and Wife—Ot course you will.
Saturday and Sunday, the guests of his Sunday. Mrs. George Hickman
miss everything when you are off hunting
Murray and Darling, 1500 miles.
brother, Frank Snow. While there be Norton were the candidate*.
John Thoms and wife, of Caatine,
in town Sunday calling on relatives.

DERBY HATS

In the

popular velour or vel-

vety effects, smooth, grey

and brown felts. Smart
styles for the young man,
dignified shapes for the
business man.
The courtesy of showing
you the Fall and Winter
styles in the famous
hats for men is
N L. & H.

respectfully asked.

RELIABLE CLO. GO..
Ellsworth.

COUNTY NEWS.
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BABOENTVILLE.
Mr*. Frank Harding left

Guy

L.

Bennett spent

a

on

the steam-

the

steamer

few days last

Pearl Grindle, of Bangor, spent Sunday
with A. C. Dodge and wife.
Miss Marie Jordan, of Brooklin, is the
guest of Miss Elizabeth Parker.
Mrs. Minnie Blaisdell left Thursday for
Brockton, Mass., tor the winter.
H. Sargent and family are spending
the week with friends in Bangor.
A.

Mr. and Mrs. Patten, of Brewer, are
guests of Charles Foster and wife.
Mrs. Herbert Dority and Mrs. James
Bayard were in Skowbegan last week.

Kingsbury and little
visiting Mrs. Clara JL. Bow-

Mrs. Waldo E.
are

L.

CAST1NE.
William Sargent and wife attended tbe
(estival in Bangor.

mnaic

week with his mother.

daughter

Sunday.

_

Monday for

er

William H. Simmons, of
Camden, is at home.

and

Oct. 16.

Bangor.
Norman Gray is employed
Bieor de Monts.

Hutchins visited their parents, J. M.
Hutchins and wife, in North Penobscot

Fred Adams spent Sunday with his
father, Dea. A. F. Adams.
Miss Alice Uriodle spent several days
last week with friends iti Belfast.
Mica Lois Morse" left Monday for Boston, where she will remain several weeks.
W. Hutchins and wife, of Boston,
spending several days at their cottage
at (."ape Holier.
Mrs. Cahill, of Hampden, inspected the
K.

are

woman's

relief

corps

at

its

meeting

Thursday evening.
W. A. Kicker and wife and A. J. Morey
wife went to Deer Isle Monday, re-

and

turning

on

Tuesday.

William Mayo baa started work on a
five-room bungalow where the old one
stood at Hatch’s point.

Mrs. Lillian Gray, of New London,
Conn., apent several days last week with
Mrs. L. J. Hooper and Mrs. Warren her aiater, Mrs. Isaac Dunbar.
Beedle and little son have returned from
George VogeH and Wife, of Salem, Mass.,
Camden.
after apending three weeks with J. M
rewife
have
and
W.
Qrindal
George
VogeU and wife, returned to their home
turned from Lynn, Mass., where they vis- Monday.
den.

ited friends.

Mrs. Alice Billings, who has been the
guest of friends here, has returned to her
home in Brewer.

Ex-President and Mrs. Dole, of the
Hawaiian Island!, are in town (or several
days, the (fueats of Mva. Dole’s sister, Mrs.
William Witberle.

J. Frank Hinckley, who baa been emMiss Mary McClnakey, who has been in
ployed in Milton, Mass., is spending a tew the home of her brother, C. E. McCluskey,
weeks with bis parents.
the peat season, returned to her work in
Mrs. W. L. France and Mrs. Marietta Newburyport, Maas., Friday.
0Oct. 16.
Dority are spending the week with Mrs.
Evie M. Kimball in Bangor.
%
Sim.

Oct. 16.

NORTH

CA&T1NE.
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CARDS FREE

Joseph W. Devereux is home from a ORTLAND POSTAL
view*
yachting cruise.
The Utest end most attractive
t thi* prosperous and progressive city,
Miss Hattie Williams, ol Bucksport, Is
and with
eproducedin handsome colors,
visiting relatives here.
them
■o advertising to prevent using
William Dunbar has purchased a flock
will w
'or ordinary correspondence,
ot sheep ot W. E. Ordway.
nailed absolutely free to any addre
a yellow
Mrs. Mary L Leash is the guest ot Mrs. Vrite us today enclosing
b.
«taide wrapper from a bottle of
Charles Devereux tor a tew days.
we
Mwood’s Medicine or Bitters, and
Reuben Devereux is employed asoook rill at once mail to you five Port™
Porttor a party ot hunters at Bast Or land.
toetal card*. L. F. Medicine Co.,
Capt. Edwin Ordway and eon Wilbert end, Maine.
made a business trip to Ellsworth last

_

■

week.
Everett Leach, who has been laid up
with rheumatism toe some time, is out

NCR WEIGHT INCREASED
FROM 100 TO 140 POUNDS.

agate.
Mias Ada F. Conner will go to destine

Wednesday. She will have employment
at the Bolan oottage.
Mrs. Emily Dunbar, who has been visher sister, Mrs. Clara P. Dunbar, returned home Saturday.

iting

W. S. Bridges and wife, ot Penobeoot,
at W. E. Ordway’s a few days
recently, have returned home.
who were

Merle Conner, ot destine, recently returned from yachting, visited bit brother
Roes last week at his old home.
Arno Perkins and Archie Perry have
finished digging their potatoes, raising
respectively 660 and 4S0 bushels.

---

Bert Bowden, wile and daughter Marian
and Mrs. Helen Hatch and children wen
recent visitors at Fred F. Ward well’s.
Roland Wa^dwell returned Saturday
from Ellsworth, where he served as grand
Juror. Frank S. Perkins did bis work

during

I

his absence.

Mrs. Msry Devereux and Miss Chrysta!

Wonderful Praise Accorded
Perunathe Household Remedy

OklaMm. Maria Goer!*, Orients,
homa, writes:
myseu
••ltj husband, children and we al-

have used your medicines, and
in esse oi
ways keep them in the house
health by
necessity. I was restored to
s
this medicine, and Dr. Hartjnan
valuable advice and books. People
an
about me from different places,
°
surprised that I can do all of my
by
work alone, and that I was cured
bus
doctor of chronio catarrh. My
,
was cured of asthma, my
8to“ac
earache and catarrh of the
’-h n
the throat.
my son of catarrh of
now
I was eick I weighed 100 pounds;

da“6h.t<*-d

again,
W“I*have regained my health
enough

tor y

I cannot thank you
a long
advice. May God give you
Mi bless your work.”

